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MEXICAN
A!
and...Double Mexicana!

If you have loved the food, atmosphere, and reasonable prices of Vera Cruz
in the French Quarter, but live or work uptown and hated the trek for your
favorite mexican food - then we have good news ...

Coming April 1

GRAND OPENING

of our new second location: 7537 Maple Street
(former~ the Maple Hill Restaurant)
Come join us for 2-for-1 Margaritas and Sangria the entire first week of our
Grand Opening celebration!
If you have not yet discovered Vera Cruz, then you are in for a treat... its
delicious, authentic Mexican cuisine. wonderfully extensive menu, casual and
channing atmosphere and friendly staff have made Vera Cruz one of the most
popular meeting spots in the city. Stop by and sample one of our superb daily
specials or have a cooler at the bar and acquaint yourself
with an extraordinary restaurant!
Uptown - Tues.-Sun. 11:30 am - 10:30 pm;
Open for Lunch every day but Monday
Downtown- Mon.-Fri. 5 to 10:30 pm;
Open for Lunch Sat. '&?Sun. Noon to 10:30 pm

1141 Decatur (Corner of Gov. Nicholls) 523-9377 • 7537 Maple St. 866-1736
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"I'm not sure, but I'm almost positive, that
all music came from New Orleans. "
Ernie K-Doe, 1979
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Jeff Guice, publisher, Uptown Alligator and Nancy Sloan Hill

Wavelength

magazine is snapped up
practically as fast as we can deliver them to your favorite
record shop, bookstore, or newsstand. To be sure to get
your own copy, subscribe - and enjoy interviews and
stories on your favorite New Orleans musicians every
month.
Cover by Skip Bolen.
Publisher, Patrick Berry. Editor. Connie At kinson. Associate Editor,
Tim Lyman. Art Diret:lor, Skip Bolen. Advtrthing Sales, Steve
Gifford. Ellen J ohnson. Contribuling Arlis t.s, Kathleen Perry, Rick
Spain, Mike Staats, Lauren Zarambo. Distribution, Gene
Scaramuz.zo. Patti Hibbert, Hampton Wei ss. Eduardo Young. Conlribulors. Sieve Alleman. Carlos Boll. Bill Calalanello. Tanya Coyle.
John Dcsplas. Zcke Fishhcad, Vincent Fum ar. Steve Graves. J erry
Karp, Jon Newlin, Brad Palmer, Kalamu ya Salaam, Shepard
Samueb, Gene Scaramuuo, Hammond Scott, Almost Slim, Rhodes
Spcdalc, Keith Twitchell, Nancy Weldon , Stuart Wood.
IVo•·eletrglh is publi>hed momhly in Ne" Orleans. Telephone (504)
895-2342. Mail sub!teriptions, addrcs~ changes to Wa\.·elength, So),
15667, New Orlean~. La . 70175. Subscrip tion rate, SIO per year.

Foreign, $20 per )'car. The entire contents of wa..,·etength are
copyrighted & 1982 Wavelength.
Back i!>~ues arc available by writi ng to Bad b sue::,, P.O. Box 15667,
Ne" Orleans. La. 70175. Because of a limi ted supply, back i~~ue) arc
3\ailable for $4 each. Please alto" a few weeks for proce!>\ing and
delivery of orders.
Nc" sub~cribers: Please allow up to four wee"-:>~ for receipt of firM
i!>sue due to our small , non-computerized ~ubscription department.
Foreign customers must pay only by I. M. O . or check drawn on a U .S .
ban k: . Because of exorbitant bank proce~sing charges, we ~.:annot
accept checks 10 Canadian dollars or other foreign currency, or checks
drawn on a foreign ban"-.
Sub:,eribers must notify us immediately of any ~.:hangcs of addrc:>~,. If
notification is not received, magatines )Cnt to i n~.:orrect old addre~~e!>
will not be replaced. U.S. cuMomers. please include your tip code.

----------------~---------------------------~===========
Don't miss a single issue
of New Orleans' own
music magazine ...

Yes, enter my subscription to WAVELENGTH,

New Orleans Music Magazine, at the
special rate of 12 issues (one year) for only $10 ($8 off the newsstand price).

0

One Year· $10 ($20 foreign)

0 Two Years- $18 ($28 foreign)
0 Three Years · $25 ($35 foreign)
Name _________________________________________________________________
Address•------------------------------------------------------------City, State, Zip
O Check here if this is a renewal order
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New Dolby C.

2 Motor Tmsport.
Full Logic Feather Touch Controls.
Real Time Linear Counter.
It's a SONY'.

R==M=enti=·onWa=vete=ngth==11
and get a FREE
SONY UCX-S-60 Cassette
with Purchase

It's the SONY TC.FX&C. Astereo cassette deck with. a thirty year
heritage of iuovatite tape recorder technology aad manufacturing
expertise. Ia 1949 SollJ made the first tape recorder ia Japaa, aad for
it, had to develop their own motors, tape heads, drive mechaaisms,
microphones, aad evea tape - there was ao oae else to buy these
from.
The SollJ TC.FX&C is a machine with the highest souad quality
aad the utmost ia ease-of-use features. Take the tape couater. It reads
"real" time, minutes aad secoads. Evea whea you fast forward or
rewiad, the 6C acaarately keeps track of lapsed time.
The TC.FX&C has a feature called "Automatic Music Search."
Puach ia a number aad the 6C will scan for blank spaces between
soags aad after couating the right number, switch from rewiad or fast
forward automatically aad play the tape.
All trusport operations are coatrolled by fiae feather touch micro
switches, all microprocessor controlled. This gives you full logic
operatioa allowiag you to ·go directly from rewiad to play without
hitting stop. There is a sepante motor for the take up a&d supply
7323 Freret Street

Uptowoo~'"'oadway

866 35 79

10-7 Mon-Thu rs, 10-6 Fri & Sat

reel, while a precisioa Sony BSL non-cogging motor drives the
transport at the exact servo controlled speed. You caa even add a
"wireless" remote control (shown in the picture).
SollJ uses a Seadust aad Ferrite head which combines the best of
both worlds: seadust for excellent magnetic properties, ferrite for long
life. The TC.FX&C iacludes DC amp circuitry, something relatively
uaheard of in tape decks. SollJ has it. It means cleaner bass a&d less
phase shift.
The SollJ TC.FX&C is one of the first tape decks to incorporate
Dolby Lab's new "Dolby C" circuitry. This new circuit is basically a
double strength Dolby, which lowers tape hiss 20 db. Tapes made on
the FX&C have crystal clear highs, ultra low distortion, aad excellent
bass. Aad, thanks to Dolby C, backgrouad hiss is all but gone.
The SollJ TC.FX&C represents more cassette deck than mallJ
people dream of. It has features uaheard of only a few years ago. Yet
it is not that expensive: on sale for $322 aad that includes Alterman
Audio's extended labor warranty.

&II!mil "ll

d•
II 10 a3:~r-77d72

~~lo, some Sound Advic&t~~

t

"

3213 17th St reet
10-9:30 Mon -Thurs
10-6 Fri & Sat

LISTINGS

John Hartford, Tupelo's Tavern, April /.7.

CONCERTS
Sunday 4
•Tulane University Concert Band, Jackson
Square, 2 p.m. Free and open to the public.

Tuesday 6
•Rush, Centroplex, Baton Rouge. Beaver Productions.

Friday 16
•Rodney Dangerfield, Saenger Theatre.
•WWOZ New Orleans R&D Revue, Municipal
Auditorium. Starring the Duke-A-Paducah &
B-B, Jean Knight, Johnny Adams, Bobby
Mitchell, Shirley Goodman, Art Neville, Ernie
K-Doe, Oliver Morgan, Aaron Neville, Irma
Thomas, Dave Bartholomew, Red Tyler,
Chuck Carbo, Tommy Ridgley, Frankie Ford,
Bobby Lonero, Johnny Pennino, Reggie Hall,
AI Johnson, King Floyd, Dirty Dozen Brass
Band. 8 p.m. $8.50 advance, $10 at door.

Saturday 17
•Millie Jackson, at the Saenger Theatre.

CLUBS
•The Beat Exchange, 2300 Chartres, 948-6456.
•The Blue Room, Fairmont Hotel, University
Place, 529-4744. National acts. Call for
listings.
•The Bounty Lounge, 1926 West End Park,
282-9144. Wednesdays through Sundays: Fire,
10:30 'til. Diamond, 5-9 Sundays.

•Bronco's, 1409 Romain, Gretna, 368-1000.
Country and Western music. Call for listings.
•Cafe Conti, 729 Conti, 524-4701. Rock 'n'
roll in the Quarter. Call for listings.
•Faubourg, 626 Frenchmen, 944-0110. Sundays: Paul McGinley, James Drew, . John
Vidacovich, Bill Huntington. Tuesdays:
Angelle Trosclair. Wednesdays: Andrew Hall
Society Jazz Band. Most Thursdays: James
Booker. Apr. 2 & 23: Caliente. Apr. 3 & 24:
Ramsey McLean & the Lifers. Apr. 5, 12, 19,
& 25: Stephanie Sieberth and Steve
Masakowski. Apr. 9 & 10: Mose Allison. Apr.
15-17: John Scofield. Apr. 20&21: Dave Liebman and Richie Beirach. Apr. 26: Ellis Marsalis. Apr. 30: Jasmine. Shows at 10 weekdays,
II weekends.
•Germaine Wells Lounge, 833 Bienville,
523-%33. Wednesdays through Saturdays:
James Drew, Jim Singleton and Jeff
Boudreaux.
•Hawgs, 3027 Jean Lafitte, Chalmette,
277-8245. C&W music, with dance lessons
Mondays and Wednesdays 7-9 p.m.
•Jimmy's, 8200 Willow, 861-8200. Apr. I :
Blue Vipers/ Rockabyes. Apr. 2: The Cold.
Apr. 3: The Radiators. Apr. 9: The Singles.
Apr. 10: The Nightriders. Apr. 13: The
Blasters/ Blue Vipers. Apr. 15: Danny Johnson
& the Bandits. Apr. 16: The Neville Brothers.
Apr. 17: The Dirty Dozen Brass Band. Apr.
23, 24: The Sheiks. Apr. 28: Mandeville Mike's
Birthday Party. Apr. 29: The Sheiks. Apr. 30:
The Fabulous Thunderbirds, with the Blue
Vipers.
•Luigi's, 6319 Elysian Fields, 282-9210.
•Maple Leaf Bar, 8316 Oak, 866-9359. Sundays: John Rankin. Tuesdays: James Booker.
Wednesdays: Louisiana Repertory Jazz
Ensemble. Thursdays: Bourn!. Apr. 2: Exuma.
WAVELENGTH/APRIL 1982

The Lost Boys

191 ESPLANADE AVE.
$UJTE4

EW OR EANS, LOUIS(ANA 701
5041488-6228 I

NEW ORLEANS
BOOKING AGENC

5

APRIL IS
CREOLE IIOMifH
Alf LEE BARMES

Apr. 3: Oyster Legs. Apr. 9: Hot Strings. Apr.
10: Beausoleil. Apr. 12: Blind, Crippled &
Crazy. Apr. 16: Alison Young & the New
Nightriders. Apr. 17: Li'l Queenie and the Percolators. Apr. 23: The Radiators. Apr. 24:
Rockin' Dopsie & the Cajun Twisters. Apr. 30:
Li'l Queenie & the Percolators.
•New Orleans Jazz Hotline, 482-7185. Call for
current jazz listings across the city.

Chubby Checker at Richie's 3-D.

g,......... .__,._...

In celebration, our Creole New Orleans poster
will be half-price.
Was $30 -

Now SIS through the month of April

Umited edition of I 000, signed and numbered by the artist, Fred Nichols

LEE BARNES
ookin~

@cnool
ourrnet shop
8400 Oak Street
Nevv Orleans, La. 70118

( 504 ) 866-0246
6
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•Old Absinthe Bar, 400 Bourbon, 561-9231.
Blue Mondays with the incomparable Absinthe
juke. Every other Monday: John Magnie at the
piano. Every Tuesday: John Magnie and Leigh
Harris. Every Wednesday through Saturday:
Luther Kent and Trickbag. Sundays, Chuck
Easterling's Big Band. Musicians are invited
to sit in anytime.
•Old Post Office, 4000 Downman Road,
242-9960. Rock 'n' roll.
•Ole Man River's, 2125 Highway 90 West,
Avondale, 436-3000.
•Pete Fountain's Club, Hilton Hotel, Poydras
at the River, 523-4374. New Orleans' own and
world-renowned clarinetist performs one show
nightly Tuesday through Saturday at 10 p.m.
•Prout's Club Alhambra, 732 N. Claiborne.
Rhythm and blues. Bobby Marchan, your
hostess.
•Quarter Note, 721 Hessmer in Fat City,
888-9088. Rock 'n' roll.
•Richie's 3-D, 3501 Chateau Blvd., Kenner,
466-3333.
•711 Bourbon, at 711 Bourbon. Tuesday
through Saturday, 9:30 'til: Randy Hebert.
Sunday and Monday, 9:30 'til: Nora Wixted.
Thursday through Tuesday 7:30-9:30: AI
Broussard .
•Showboat Lounge, Rock 'n' roll.
•Sir John's, 3232 Edenborn Ave., 887-9858.
Rock 'n' roll.

The New

MUSIC CENfER
&-w-~o~
Presents the

SATURDAY
MUSICIANS MARKET
by Musicians for Musicians

BUY
OR
SELL
Guitars • Drums • Amps • Lights • Keyboards
And All Musical Equipment

SATURDAY, APRIL 17

Noon-6 pm
(set-up 10:30)

$5 per selling space
call 888-6582 or stop by
before Friday April 16
for complete details & space reservations,
The New Music Center
1945 Veterans Blvd.
888-6582

APRIL SPRING
CLEAN-UP SALE

•Steamer President, Canal Street Dock,
586-8777. Apr. 1: Pure Prairie League. Apr. 9:
Bobby "Blue" Bland & Trickbag. Apr. 10:
The Neville Brothers. Apr. 17: Doc Severinson. Apr. 25: The Mamas & the Papas. Shows
at 9 p.m., boat leaves at 10.

YOUR RECORD COLLECTION DESERVES THE BEST CARE
AND YOUR EARS WILL LOVE IT.

Q

DiscKit™

SC-2TM
Stylus Care System
The Discwasher® SC-2TM is a two part stylus
care system. A precision nylon brush and
magnifying mirror which retract into a walnut
case are mated to SC-2TM Fluid, a hitechnology, stylus safe cleaning liquid.
Thousands of cleaning tip surfaces plus fluid
assure proper and convenient stylus care.

INCLUDES:
Discwasher System
SC- 1 Stylus Cleaner
Zerostat
Discorganizer & Dust Cover

Discwasher®
D4.M Fiuid

The exclusive slanted fibers and absorbency of
the Discwasher pad work together with the D4
Fluid to lift off microdust , fingerprints , and
smoke particles. Other devices simply
rearrange contaminants. D4 has less residue
than most tap water, and cleans without
building up residue on the record surface.
Discwasher® D4 will not encourage biological
growth on the record, as do "constantly
damp" cleaning methods.

ZEROSTAT®
Anti-Static Instrument

Discwasher® Zerostat® Anti-Static Instrument
is an effective, safe device for audiophiles and
photographers. Zerostat eliminates static o n
virtually any surface - without clogging
residues, cartridges to replace, cords, plugs, or
radioactivity. Zerostat treats large surfaces of
any polar charge by showering both positive
charges (trigger squeeze) and negative charges
(trigger release) - the result will give you no
static.

WAVELENGTH APRIL SPECIAL

25°/o OFF

ALL

discwasher®PRODUCTS

TULAtJE STEI\EO Iii Fl CO.
1 909 TULANE AVE

524-2343

Convenient Storeside Parking
Open Daily 9-5-Ciosed Sunday
Long-term Financing Available through GECC & CIT -Free Delivery

VISA 8

MASTER CARD -

MR BOL
WAVELENGTH /APRIL 1982

, April 23.
The Juke Jumpers, Tupe I o s,
•Tipitina's 501 Napoleon, 899-9114. Apr. 1:
Exuma. Apr. 2: Gatemouth Brown. Apr.. 3:
Gatemouth Brown. Apr. 5: Spencer Bohren.
Apr. 6: The Drapes. Apr. 7: The Dirty Dozen
Brass Band. Apr. 8: Woodenhead. Apr. 9: Li'l
Queenie and the Percolators. Apr. 10:
Radiators. Apr. 12: Spencer Bohren. Apr. 13:
Levon Helm and the Muscle Shoals All Stars.
Apr. 14: Albert King. Apr. 15: Albert King.
Apr. 16: Deacon John Blues Revue with Earl
King. Apr. 17: Tav Falco. Apr. 19: Spencer
Bohren. Apr. 20: The Radiators. Apr. 21: The
Dirty Dozen Brass Band. Apr. 22: Juke
Jumpers. Apr. 23. Marcia Ball. Apr. 24: Marcia Ball. Apr. 26: Spencer Bohren. Apr. 28:
The Dirty Dozen Bra$S Band. Apr. 29: The
Neville Brothers Band. Apr. 30: The Neville
Brothers Band.
•Tupelo's Tavern, 8301 Oak, 866-3658 or
866-9494. Apr. 1: Charlie Kaczynski and
Nouchka Galouchko. Apr. 2: Li'l Queenie and
the Percolators. Apr. 3: The Coldcuts
w/ Rockabyes. Apr. 7: "Rude Boys"-a film
by the Clash. Apr. 8: The Goners/Shell Shock.
Apr. 9: The Radiators. Apr. 10: Woodenhead
w/ Meridian. Apr. 14. Chuck Turner and Traffic Jam. Apr. 15: Oyster Legs. Apr. 16:
A-Train. Apr. 17: John Hartford w/ Hot Strings plus Pablo & Steve. Apr. 21: RZA. Apr.
22: Ramsey McLean & the Lifers plus Tony
Dagradi. Apr. 23 : The Juke Jumpers. Apr. 24:
Exuma. Apr. 28: The Radiators. Apr. 29: The
Drapes. Apr. 30: The Coldcuts.
•Tyler's, 5234 Magazine, 891-4989. James
Rivers Movement every Friday and Saturday
night. Contemporary jazz every night.
•Woody Herman's Club, Poydras Plaza Mall
in the Hyatt Regency Hotel, 601 Loyola,
522-8788 or 561-1234. Woody and his
Thundering Herd play big band jazz, Monday
through Saturday 10 p.m.
Wavelength club and concert listings are available
free of charge. Call 895-2342 for information .

FLESHTONES A&M
$5.99 LPITAPE
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HUMAN LEAGUE
$4.99 LP/TAPE

CO·COiS
th e ffe at
B e aut y
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GO-GO'S A&M
$5.99 LPIT APE
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NOT JUST ANtrrHER RECORD LABEL.
LEE RITENOUR RIO

E RIC GALE BLUE H O RIZON

OlE IlCHT II
w~

CHARUE

PARKER
-

W!YM-

Tll( OIICMlSTU

ERIC GALE/ Blue Horizon.
Hugh Mosokelo and Freddie Waits join
Eric's ne w band in o fa scinating exploration of Latin and Caribbean rhythms .

$5.99 LP/TAPE

THE GR,fiTH PARK
COLLECTION.
A specially recorded all-star acoust•c
album featurin g S tanley Clarke, Chick
Corea, Joe Henderson, Freddie Hubbard and Lenny White performing newly
written compositions .

LEE RITENOUR! Rio.
Ritenour's only acoustic gu1tor album re-

corded •n Rio, New York ond L.A . with
on exclusive group of players including

CHARLIE ,.ARKER WITH
THE ORCHESTRA /
One Night In Washington.
Previously unreleased performances of

Don Grusin, Abe Loboriel, Ernie Watts,
Marcus Miller and Jeff Mirinov.

Bird in Washington, D.C. s•tting in w1th
"The Orchestra."

$5.99 LP/TAPE

$5.99 LP/TAPE

$5.99 LP/TAPE

JOHN McLAVGHLIN

Freddie Hubbard
Ride Uke the Wind

.Ut' GOAL'i BEt'OJ\'D

-A.:-.• : ,,:;.;.dl

~

RED RODNEY & IRA SULLIVAN /
Spirit Within.
A landmark recording of new music by
one o f the most original and brilliant
g roups playing acoustic jazz today.

JOHN McLAUGHLIN I
My Goals Beyond.

MATERIAL /Memory Serves.

A long unovoitoble masterpiece, thu IS
John's first acoustic guitar recording w ith
passionate support from Billy Cobham,

$5.99 LP/TAPE

Dove Liebman, Charlie Haden, A •rto
and Jerry Goodman.

styles integrating the solid rhythms of
rock 'n' roll w•th the hormon•c freedom of
1oz z . The exceptional players •nclude
Bill Laswell, Michael Bemhorn, Sonny
Shorock, /Ted Frith, Henry Threodg•ll,
Olu Dora ond Billy Bong .

Material is on exot1c fusion of mus,col

$5.99 LP/TAPE
THE MUSICIANS GUIDE /
Volume I.
The year's best value! Foro limited

$5.99 LP/TAPE

$5.99 LP/TAPE
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time only we ' re offering thiS un•que

f-....

album containing o complete selection
from each of the new releases you see
here at a very spec•ol low pnce. As o
special bonus, we've included o cut
from the Elektro LP "Echoes Of An
Ero· feotunng Choko Khan, Stanley
Clarke, Chick Corea, Lenny White, Joe
Henderson and Freddie Hubbard .

$4.99 LP/TAPE

fREDDIE HUBBARD / Ride Lllce
the Wind.
An audiophile record•ng of Freddie •n a
sumptuous b•g bond settmg arranged
and conducted by Allyn Ferguson .
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SIDE ONE: ECHOES OF AN
ERA - " TAKE THE A TRAIN" •
CHARLIE PARKER AND THE
ORCHESTRA -"FINE AND DA NDY" •
RED RODNEY & IRA SULLIVAN
-"SOPH ISTICATED YENTA" •
GRIFFITH PA RK COLLECTION " WHY WAIT" • JOHN McL AUGHLIN "GOODBYE PORK-PIE HAT"
SIDE TWO: LEE RITENOUR " RAINBOW" • FR EDDI E
HUBBARD -"THIS IS IT" • ERIC
GALE- "MAKO D'AMOUR" •
MATERIAL - "UPRIVER"

ON ELEKTRA RECORDS
& CASSETTES
Q
@ 1982 Ele ktral Asylum Records

Warner Communications Co .

5500 Magazine Street • New Orleans, Louisiana 70115 • (504) 895-8713

APRIL

Unreleased Beatles
Material Discovered

More Fun From
The Amusement Tax

A tape recording heard at the
Beatlefest held last November in
Los Angeles has revived interest in
unreleased Beatles music and may
eventually result in some of this
music becoming available.
The tape contained studio
quality versions of songs such as a
1963 version of "One After 909,"
a version of "Come and Get It"
with McCartney on vocals, and
severa l unknown McCartney
ballads that hadn 't been heard
before even by the music and
memorabilia fa natics gathered at
the Beatlefest. This prompted the
Los Angeles Herald Examiner to
carry out an exhaustive investigation which led them to officials of
the BBC (British Broadcasting
Corporation) and E.M.l. (the
Beatles' recording company).
Through their efforts it has been
confirmed that there is a wealth of
unreleased Beatles material.

Last J anuary, in our article on
the city's five percent amusement
tax, the promoters we interviewed
agreed that the assessment was a
major factor in keeping a lot of
major musical acts from coming
to New Orleans. Apparently,
Councilman Bryan Wagner agrees
with this theory: o n February 18
he presented to the city council
Resolution R.82-32, requesting
the governor and legislature to
consider a plan whereby events
coming into the Superdome would
be exempt from the tax, and the
city welfare department (which
currently receives the amusement
assessment) would receive a n
equivalent amount directly from
the state.
According to Wagner, the removal of the five percent levy
would make attracting events to
the deficit-plagued Dome easier.
When asked by th is reporter about
lowering or abolishing the tax on
li ve local entertainment to promote growth of our own musical
climate, Wagner said he'd considered it but "the welfare department is already on my back ." A
vote o n Wagner's resolution has
been tabled until he can present
more information to the city
council on his plan for reimbursing the welfare department.
It's important to note that although the welfare department
spends much of this revenue on
such truly charitable institutions
as the Touro Shakespeare Nursing
Home and the Milne Boys Home,
the rest of it goes to the Youth
Study Center and Youth Services
Bureau, which are correctional in
nature and could come within the
criminal j ustice system.
Remember, the five percent
amusement tax is added on top of
the already existing seven percent
sales tax on all live entertainment.
With the proposed increase of the
sales tax to eight percent, this
would bring the total tax bill on
local music to thirteen percent.
- Shepard H. Samuels

Golden Moments In New Orleans
Rock 'N' Roll VIII
October 1962 - During a rugged Minit recording session with a young

-<

Irma Thomas, producer Allen Toussaint calls for a break . During the
short interlude, Mr. Toussaint swigs down a tasty Dr. Nut. Toussaint
has been rather high strung lately because he is soon to be drafted a nd
he decides to relieve himself before getting back behind the piano. While
in the bathroom he composes the lyrics to " It' s Raining."

m
____________________
~L-----------------~

m

E.M.l.'s collection includes the
original audition tape submitted
by the Beatles in 1962, alternate
versions of familiar Beatles songs
that are quite different from the
album versions, and at least ten
tracks described as "reasonably
finished" songs that have never
been released in any form.
According to the Herald
Examiner, E . M . I. plans to
eventually release a single from
this material. The two songs for
the single date back to the winter
of 1962-1963 and represent some
of the first studio efforts of the
Beatles for E.M.l. The A-side will
contain "Leave My Kitten Alone"
by Johnny Preston, a song supposedly recorded for, but left off
the Beatles' first album, Please
Please Me. The B-side will be
" How Do You Do It" by Mitch
Murray (but turned into a hit by
Gerry and the Pacemakers). A
high quality pressing of this song
has long been available on bootleg
records, but as far as I know, the
A-side has never before surfaced.

New Jazz Albums
By N.O. Groups

Luther And Trickbag
Own Their Own

The second LP by saxophonist
Tony Dagradi and his first with
Astral Project is scheduled for
release in the middle of May.
According to the record's producer, Jonathan Rose, delays
have been experienced in the
release date because of hassles
over rights to the graphics for the
jacket. The record is being
released by a young, independent
jazz/ new music label out of New
York, Gramavision Records.
Two other albums are currently
on the way .
The tracks are all down fo r albums by Patrice Fisher and Jasmine, and Jimmy Robinson and
Woodenhead. The discs were produced with funds procured by
Musicians for Music and recorded
at Sea-Saint Studio in New
Orleans. Contract negotiations
are under way for leasing through
Inner City Records of New York.
- Brad Palmer

Pete Fountain and AI Hi rt a re
no longer the only New Orleans
musicians with their own club.
Luther Kent and Trickbag have
purchased the club a t the corner
of Conti and Dauphine in the
Quarter, formerly the site of
Clyde's Comedy Corner and
various other establishments, and
will headline there regularly.
The grand opening festivities
are scheduled for late April , with
a tentative bash planned on the
Riverboat President. Everyone is
invited to the new club for the
opening ceremonies. Look for
Luther and the band to play 'ti l
dawn.
While Kent a nd Trickbag are
touring Las Vegas and Mexico this
summer, other top local talent will
be booked into the music club.
Opening the club follows by two
months the release of It's In The
Bag, Trickbag's new album.
- Keith Twitchell
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Local Musicians
Get Political
After waiting about two years
to see some politically positive
act ion being taken in this
community on a fair ly wide scale
concerning the safety of nuclear
energy, it was a great pleasure to
attend the Citizens fo r Safe
Energy and Media fo r Peace
benefit held at Tipitina's on
February 28th.
Most of the bands were well-
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known locals: Astral Project, the
Radiators, Woodenhead, just to
name a few. A few were relatively
new groups, like the Echoes with
Clark Vreeland, Susie Malone,
Johnny Allen, Gene Scaramuzzo,
and Jim Hymel. Because the
benefit was twelve hours long
(from noon til midnight), there
was a constant flow of musicians
wandering around backstage,
listening to the music or awaiting
their own set. I was able to talk to
a few of them about the benefit,
and nuclear energy in general.
Here are their responses.

ffl
~

:

·~--:-n ;i

_ _ __..~
,....

Ron Cuccia (Emcee): You
cannot stay isolated or be isolated.
In order to be a musician you have
to be a politician. In order to deal
with one person you have to deal
with the entire world. The community breaks down when musicians only deal with musicians.
You have to be able to work
within the entire tapestry of
society; you need the kind of
awareness that knows what's

going on everywhere. How are
you going to be able to do music if
there's nowhere to play because of
a nuclear accident?
John Magnie (The Percolators):
I think nuclear power seems to be
an inefficient way of producing
power. It's been pushed so much
by the big money that most people
think it's the only way we're going
to survive. Most people are scared
of running out of oil and don't see
solar energy coming along; it's
mainly a lot of misinformation. I
think the main thing that has to be
accomplished is to change
people's general attitude. There
are other sources of power,
nuclear power is not necessary. A
benefit like this is a little step in
trying to accomplish that, and reinform people.
Spencer Bohren (guitarist):
There doesn't seem to be much I
can do to help the safe energy problem, and I think that if this will
help I want to do it.
Earl Turbinton (Jazz saxophonist): I feel like it's a very good
cause. I was down in Honduras
December before last and I could
see some of the things that were
building up there. Just the proximity of El Salvador and Honduras makes the threat of another
World War or another Vietnam
very real, and humanity doesn't

need that. Anything that poses a
threat to the development of
human life I think we can do without. Three Mile Island and other
incidences that have happened
around the country are indications - nothing has gotten out of
hand yet but it's a very good indication that it could happen, and I
think we should study nuclear
power more before we implement
it.
Richard Cox (The Richard Cox
Experience): When the suggestion
to play came up I thought about
all the kids and the younger generation. I'm still really learning
myself, so I can understand what
it's all about. The more I look at
the news and read the newspapers,
I can see that it just doesn't make
sense. It seems like the world is
destroying itself, and there's got
to be a better way.
Clark Vreeland (The Echoes):
My feelings about nuclear energy
are not necessarily negative, although I feel that the present stage
of development does have negative and harmful effects.
Eddie Volker (The Radiators):
The only thing I have to say is that
I'm glad you're doing this and
covering it, because it's not so
much that we have to bring attention to the situation at hand, but
that people have to bring attention

to the attention of the situation at
hand.
John Mooney (guitarist): I support safe energy and the antinuclear movement so anything I
can do to help raise money to meet
that end, I'll do. I don't usually
get involved in politics as far as
somebody running for office,
unless maybe they're running on a
platform such as this.
Jimmy Robinson (Woodenhead): Nuclear power just scares
me an awful lot. It seems to me
that the whole system is not
planned out ahead at all. The logic
of it makes no sense to me - designi ng this multi-million-dollar
system without knowing how
they' re going to dispose of the
waste.
Gary Groesch (Citizens for Safe
Energy) on what it will take to
attain safe energy for our future:
"It takes human beings. It doesn't
take me telling you 'this is a cookbook on how we can stop nuclear
power.' It's going to take individual responses by highly talented
and energetic people, like the
people who are here tonight. If
you took all the talents of the
people who are here and directed
that energy towards stopping
Waterford lll, they could do it.
There's no doubt in my mind."
- Tanya Coyle
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Tabby's

By Almost Slim

F

or the past year, the blues
activity in Baton Rouge has
centered around Tabby's
Blues Box and Heritage Hall,
on North Boulevard. The club
has been the long time dream of proprietor and resident Baton Rouge bluesman
Tabby Thomas. The tiny downhome club
features live blues four nights a week with
the city's best, and sometimes worst,
musicians. The important thing is that
everybody has a good time, and that the
long-standing Baton Rouge blues tradition is still surviving.
Tabby opened the club with the money
he had saved from his job as a chemical
plant foreman (a job he still holds) across
from the famed Temple Roof (''The
Roof" once was the city's top black nightspot). After Tabby purchased his building, renovated it, and set the opening
date, it appeared that the club would not
be able to open after all.
Unfortunately, Tabby had overlooked
a city bylaw which states that no one can
open a business and market liquor within
300 feet of a school. Guess what's
catercorner to Tabby's? You guessed it.
Luckily, one of the city's biggest blues
lovers is also a lawyer (who asked that his
name not be used), and he came to
Tabby's rescue. A special hearing was
held by the State Liquor Commission
where Tabby's case was aired. Tabby was
able to convince the board that the club
would be helping to preserve a "cultural
art form." All Tabby had to do was add
"Heritage Hall" to the name of his joint,
and the beer and whiskey flowed.
Besides the musicians, Tabby's is
frequented by an odd blend of college
14
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students and middle-aged blacks. On
weekends the club is usually jammed,
with music featuring Tabby , Henry Grey,
Silas Hogan, and/ or Whispering Smith.
Since the club has opened , it has been
the subject of New Orleans and Baton
Rouge TV, educational TV, and even
Scandinavian magazines. Tabby has become Baton Rouge's unofficial professor
of the blues on these documentaries, fielding such questions as, " what does the
blues mean to you?" Although he tries to
act nonchalant, it isn't hard to see just
how tickled he really is by all the attention.
Besides the previously mentioned
musicians that play weekends, Tabby's
also features a "Blue Disco" Mondays and
Tuesdays. Wednesday is reserved as
"Blue Jam" night, when Tabby lets anybody sit in. Be forewarned, though: I've
been driven out of the door on more than
one occasion by fuzz-toned collegiate
guitarists and out-of-tune harp players in
the process of getting down.

"Hoodoo Party"
Tabby Thomas was born in Baton
Rouge. When he was a teenager his family
moved to California where he made his
musical debut in a talent show in 1952.
The musical bug got Tabby and he pursued it upon his return to Baton Rouge in
1954. This was the heyday of the city's
blues activity with the likes of Big Poppa,
Lightnin' Slim, Harmonica Slim (later to
become Slim Harpo) , and Raful Neal
dominating the scene.
Tabby was one of the first to make it

over to Crowley to record for J.D. Miller.
"Tomorrow" and "Mmmm, I Don't
Care" were issued on Feature with little
success and Tabby wasn't to return to
Miller's studio for seven years. Meanwhile, Tabby took recording matters into
his own hands, making records on his
own to sell at his gigs. Thanks to Slim
Harpo, Miller became interested in Tabby
once again and brought him back to
Crowley to record in 1961. Miller was
unable to lease the first sides but thought
enough of them to release them on his
own labels, Rocko and Zynn.
Miller and Tabby finally came up with
the winning combination later in the year
and "Hoodoo Party" was leased to Excello. The jumping blues opus became a
southern hit, thanks to OJ John R., on
WLAC in Nashville, who featured it
heavily.
Sadly, the follow-up flopped and
Tabby had only one other release before
Excello gave up on recording blues. By
this time Tabby had begun raising a
family and was working in a chemical
plant, dabbling with musical endeavors
on weekends only.
In the Seventies, Tabby became
"T-Boo" on a release of "Prison Blues"
that attempted to cash in on Calvin
Leavey's surprise blues hit "Cummins
Prison Farm." He also produced a Hank
Mancie session that Mega Records released.
In 1979 Tabby brought his House
Rockers to the New Orleans Jazz Festival
where they shook the Fair Grounds with
their pulsating rhythm. Not long after,
Tabby and J.D. Miller teamed up once
again to record Tabby's 25 Years With
The Blues album which appeared on Blues
Unlimited.
Lately Tabby has been concentrating
on the guitar, abandoning the piano for
the time being. The recent popularity of
his club has given his musical career a
second wind. Last summer he played in
Washington, D.C., at the Smithsonian
Music Festival, and he played at an
outdoor Mardi Gras Dance in Spanish
Town this year.
Summing up the recent turn of events,
Tabby comments sheepishly, "I guess
blues is com in' around again."

"Gonna Change My Way of livin"'
One of Baton Rouge's most active
bluesmen is Raful Neal. Born in 1936 in
West Baton Rouge Parish, he grew up
working on a farm. "I knew I had to play
something after seeing Little Walter at the
Temple Roof. I got me a three-piece band
and went to New Orleans and started
playing for Percy Stovall. I was about
eighteen then."
His first group included the noted harp
player Lazy Lester, who played guitar
with Neal. Neal in fact gave him his first
musical job. " I had to get Lester a guitar, ~
'cause he didn't have one. He played with ijl
me about two years. He was a lot of fun, ~;;
he wasn't drinking so hard then."
~
Unlike his better-known contemporar- ~
WAVELENGTH/APRIL 1982
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ies, Neal never recorded for J.D. Miller
because he didn't like the way Miller
treated his artists. "He told me, 'You
don't get nothin', all you get is publicity.
Take it or leave it. ' Now poor Lightnin'
cut all those records [66 sides] and all he
ever got was a guitar."
Undaunted, Neal finally cut a record
for Peacock in Houston. But bad luck
dogged him in the form of his nemesis,
J.D. Miller. Neal explained, "I had cut

son, who got so good so fast he was
snatched up while still in his teens by
Buddy Guy for his Chicago band. Invariably each son would get his break by
substituting for a member of Neal's band
who didn't show up for a gig.
The Neal Brothers band now consists of
Larry (23) on drums, Lil' Ray (22) on
guitar (a killer too, I might add), and Noel
(19) on bass. The group improved and
two summers ago they played with Kenny
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'The Sunny Side Of Love,' which was my
song, that this fellow Calhoun cut for
Miller. Well Miller got mad, and got my
song pulled off the market."
Despite the recording setback, Neal
stayed busy with personal appearances in
Mississippi, Alabama, Tennessee, and, of
course, all over Louisiana, playing black
nightspots and white college fraternities.
During the mid-Sixties things began
slowing up on the live music scene, and
Neal was forced to take a day job. He
admits he had almost quit playing altogether when at last another recording
session took place in 1969. "Change My
Way of Living' " and "Gettin' Late In
The Evening'' was recorded for La
Louisiane. Both sides were excellent soul
blues done in the traditional swamp beat,
but Neal says he got beat on the record.
Neal' s hit finally surfaced in 1970,
when he covered Wilbert Harrison's
"Let's Work Together" on Whit. The
record sold heavily in the South and Neal
followed it up with an excellent version of
"You Don't Love Me." "They did real
well locally,' ' explains Neal, "but I didn't
get a penny, not a penny. Fact, that kind
o f gets you disgusted, that's why I quit
cutting."
The decade of the Seventies saw Neal's
working bands slowly evolve into a family
affair. It was nothing planned; friends
and neighbors had to point out to Neal
that they overheard his kids playing
around with his instruments and they
sounded pretty good.
First came Kenny Ray, Neal's eldest
WAVELENGTH/APRIL 1982
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Ray in Canada backing big Mama Thornton, and Buddy Guy. The group even got
plaudets from Blues Unlimited magazine.
Papa Neal says "It's a funny thing, I
didn't even want 'em to play blues, but it
must have been in 'em cause when they
came back from Canada they was blues
sure 'nuff!"
Neal's strong suit is his harp playing. In
his hands the modest instrument becomes
the focal point of his music. His amplified
playing is surpassed by few. Neal plays
the harp backwards from standard harp
players, ironically the same way the
granddaddy of all harp players, Little
Walter, played.
Neal was recently approached by Royal
Shield studios in Baton Rouge about
making a single for which he is currently
preparing. But as Raful adds, " What I
really want to do is cut an album with my
sons. I'm working on some songs now.
Somebody's got to carry these blues on."

"Lucky, Lucky Man"
Henry Grey lives in Alsen, a small
community ten miles north of Baton
Rouge. Although he was born in Kenner
in 1925, he moved to Alsen when he was
quite young. As a youngster he picked up
an interest in piano. After he was discharged from the army in 1946, he moved
to Chicago and fell under the influence of
pianist Big Maceo. Henry joined Little
Hudson's Red Devil Trio and became a
fixture on the Chicago blues circuit. At

one time or another Henry played and recorded with Little Walter, Morris Pejoe,
Jimmy Reed, G.L. Crocket, Jimmy Rodgers, and Billy Boy Arnold. However, it is
his work with Howlin' Wolf that stands
out among blues critics. "I played twelve
years with Howlin' Wolf," says Henry.
"Played on lots of records and just about
every city in the U.S.A."
In 1968, Henry moved back to Alsen to
join his family. Tired of the Chicago
climate, Henry took a job as a roofer for
the Baton Rouge Parish school board and
began playing weekends in a group called
The Cats. Chicago blues buffs wondered
what happened to Henry. Some wrote
him off as dead.
Surprisingly, Henry turned up on a
Blues Unlimited session produced by J .D.
Miller, performing the stunning "Lucky,
Lucky Man," and "Midnight Dream,"
with Lazy Lester's harp in support. Miller
recalled that Henry was well into a fifth of
whiskey before he and the studio group
could get something decent down on tape.
Listening to the record today, it is hard to
believe it was recorded in 1970, and not
1954.
Since then Henry has continued to
work and play weekends. In 1976, Quint
Davis brought Henry to the Jazz Fest
where he came to the attention of a group
of German blues fans who arranged a
recording session and a tour of Europe.
Henry has returned regularly to Germany,
and just recently returned from his latest
two week stint there. To date he has three
albums out on the German Blue Beat
label. This year will be his fourth appearance at the Jazz Fest.

"I Tried So Hard"
Moses "Whispering" Smith was born
in Brookhaven, Mississippi in 1932. As a
teen he became interested in the harp,
listening to records by Muddy Waters,
John Lee Hooker, and Sonny Boy
Williamson.
Smith visited his sisters in Baton Rouge
in 1957 and decided to stay because the
musical prospects appealed to him. Not
long after, he ran into Lightnin' Slim,
who made him a regular in his band where
he stayed until 1960 when he formed his
own blues unit.
Smith's combo became a regular
feature at The Brown Door, also doing
jobs as far away as Monroe and Shreveport. In 1963, Lightnin' Slim took Smith
to Crowley for an aud~tion. Miller liked
what he heard and signed Smith up.
Miller felt he needed a gimmick, so he
became "Whispering" Smith - a hilarious alias as Smith possesses one of the
deepest, strongest voices in the blues.
Four singles were released, the most
memorable being "Live Jive," "Hound
Dog Twist," "I Tried So Hard," and "I
Can't Take It No More." Apparently, the
records sold fairly well, as several sessions
were held and Smith had no complaints.
Besides his own recordings he also played
on sides by Tabby Thomas, Lightnin'
Slim, and Lonesome Sundown .

After the blues fell from grace at Excello in 1966, Smith found work as a
house painter and didn't record again
until the Arhoolie and Blue Horizon
sessions previously mentioned. With
European interest in ''the Excello
sound," Smith's career took a second
wind in the early Seventies. Smith toured
Europe with Lightnin' Slim in 1973, and
even Excello was interested enough to
record him again and include him on a
live album with Lightnin' Slim.
In the late Seventies Smith performed
at the Jazz Fest on a couple of occasions
but refused to do any of his own material,
turning the stage over to his rather
raucous white backup group. Sadly,
Whispering Smith began doing research
on the bottom of wine jugs, a study that
nearly killed him.
Raful Neal reports that now Smith has
straightened out and no longer drinks.
Hopefully, Whispering Smith can get it all
back together by the time the Jazz Fest
rolls around.

"My Home Is A Prison"
The biggest news on my latest trip to
Baton Rouge was that Lonesome Sundown had moved to Baton Rouge, and is
interested in getting a band together
again.
Born in Donaldsonville in 1929, Lonesome Sundown's real name is Cornelius
Green. He became interested in the guitar
when he saw his cousin with one on the
way to work one morning. "I thought if I
could learn to play, I wouldn't have to go
to work no more!"
After learning the basics of the instrument from his cousin, Green moved to
Port Arthur, Texas, in 1953. Not long
after, he met Clifton Chenier, who hired
him as a guitar player. He even travelled
to California to record with Chenier.
In 1955 he married and moved to
Opelousas and began playing with his
own trio. After hearing about J.D. Miller,
Green decided to bring him a demo tape.
Miller heard promise in the tape and
asked Green to bring the group by.
Miller decided to record the group but
felt he would have to change Green's
name to sell records, and Miller came up
with the romantic "Lonesome
Sundown." Thus began a nine-year
association with Miller and the Excello
label.
Thirty-two sides were issued; some of
the most outstanding were "Lost Without
Love," "Please Be On That 519," "I
Woke Up Crying," and "Hoodoo Woman Blues." Sundown's records stood
out from Miller's other artists as he constantly used horns, thus attaining a more
urban sound.
For nearly a decade Sundown's group
was a popular attraction throughout East
Texas and South Louisiana. Sundown
even accompanied Carol Fran, Slim
Harpo, Lazy Lester and Lightnin' Slim on
an infamous trip to Chicago. Miller recalled that instead of playing their own
numbers in the Chicago clubs, they tried
WAVELENGTH/APRIL 1982
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to play the latest B.B. King hits.
In 1965 Sundown put away the guitar
and joined the Church of Lord Jesus
Christ of the Apostolic Church of the
World and began working a construction
job in Opelousas. Despite attempts by
many to get him back in the blues field,
Sundown refused, playing only in church.
Finally, in 1976,·Bruce Bromberg got him
into the studio and he cut a fine album on
Joliet. Sundown's personal appearances
were limited due to his church commitments, and he had no band. He did
appear at the 1979 New Orleans Jazz Fest
with a disastrous pickup band that hamstrung him.
Sundown's renewed interest in music is
good news to blues lovers after losing
him, so to speak, for fifteen years. The
big question is, will he be able to recapture some part of his former glory?

"Out And Down"
Now in his 70s, Silas Hogan has been a
long-time fixture on the Baton Rouge
blues front. Silas lives in a small,
comfortable house in Scotlandville, next
to the Baton Rouge airport. Now retired,
Silas plays weekends at Tabby's and a few
other small clubs around town, including
the Saturday matinee at the Purple Circle.
As a teenager, Silas was introduced to
the guitar by his uncles, and henceforth he
could be found singing and playing the
blues in juke joints of the area on weekends. Music at this time was a hobby for
Silas, as he mainly supported his family
with a variety of manual jobs.
In the late '50s, at Slim Harpo's insistence, Silas purchased an electric guitar
and formed his own band. Along with
Sylvester Buckley (harp), Isaiah Chatman
(bass), and Jimmy Dotson (drums), the
blues combo became a popular attraction
throughout the Baton Rouge area.
In 1962, Slim Harpo (who had a sudden
success with "Raining In My Heart")
brought Silas to Crowley to audition for
J.D. Miller. Miller agreed to produce his
records and Silas found himself with an
Excello recording contract.
Silas enjoyed eight Excello releases between 1962 and 1966. Some of his more
memorable sides were "Airport Blues,"
"You're Too Late Baby," and the
striking "Trouble At Home Blues," for
which Silas is best remembered.
Sadly, the popularity of true downhome blues was ending in the black community, and despite the high quality and
originality of his releases, Silas just
couldn't get the hit that would sustain his
musical career. Although Silas' style is
heavily in debt to Jimmy Reed and Lightnin' Slim, his own songs were charged
with emotion and undeniably unique.
Disillusioned with music, Silas broke
up the combo in 1966 and dropped music
altogether until Arthur "Guitar" Kelly
coaxed him to pick up his guitar again in
the late Sixties. At the peak of the white
blues revival in 1970, Silas was invited to
record for Arhoolie (Louisiana Blues
1054) and for Blue Horizon (Swamp Blues
18
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66250), who ironically leased the session
to Excello for U.S. release.
Since then, Silas and Guitar Kelly have
been found playing music some place in
town almost every weekend, and are a
regular attraction around Tabby's Blues
Box . Silas has also appeared off and on at
The New Orleans Jazz Festival and last
summer travelled to Washington to
appear at the Smithsonian Music Festival
with Tabby Thomas and Guitar Kelly.

"let Me Be Your Hatchet"
For the past fifteen years Silas Hogan's
constant musical companion has been
Arthur "Guitar" Kelly. Born in Clinton
in 1924, Kelly never recorded until 1970,
thus remaining somewhat of a blues obscurity.
Kelly, who now lives in Baker, was
inspired as a youth to pick up the guitar
from his brother-in-law. In 1946 he
switched to an electric so he could be
heard in the noisy jukes and cafes. Kelly
played by himself until 1951 when he saw
Lightnin' Slim playing with a drummer,
and decided he needed one too.
Kelly never did get a chance to record
for Miller, remaining in the background
during the blues boom in Baton Rouge. In
1970, through Terry Pattison, Kelly made
two sessions, with Arhoolie and Blue
Horizon, performing a couple of numbers
on each.
Today Kelly sounds like Lightnin' Slim
might sound if he were alive today, as his
style is based around that of Lightnin's.
Kelly also travel)ed to the Smithsonian
Music Festival last summer, and was
astounded at the acceptance his music
enjoyed. Until recently, Kelly was a
regular attraction at Tabby's, but he now
refuses to set foot in the club because of a
disagreement with the proprietor. Kelly
again is looking forward to this year's
Jazz Festival.

"How Many More Years"
Clarence Edwards is another Baton
Rouge blues obscurity. Born in Lindsey,
Louisiana, in 1933, he has lived most of
his li fe in the country. He was inspired to
pick up the guitar after listening to
records by Kokomo Arnold, Sonny Boy
Williamson, and Charlie Patton, the
latter being the strongest influence in his
playing.
Edwards has never been a full-time
musician, but was recorded by Harry
Oster in 1959 for his Folk Lyric label. The
performances on Country Negro Jam
Sessions are extremely primitive but
interesting none the less. Clarence didn't
record again until 1970, when Terry
Pattison arranged the Arhoolie and Blue
Horizon sessions and Edwards turned up
quite by accident.
This year marks the first appearance of
Clarence Edwards at the New Orleans
Jazz Festival, thus bringing his individual
brand of country blues to a wider audience.
0
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here has been much
lately, in music journals bottt
foreign and domestic, df
"roots" music, a term gen.erally used to designate any
style whose currency waned with the onsc:t
of the 1970s. Those using the term, whic~
tends to be bandied about as much for the
purpose of condescension as it is for con•
venience's sake, feel that such basics
provide a quaintly innocent base for the
vital, "meaningful" music of today
Similar attitudes can be found among
those who regard any appreciation of
19SOs music as nothing more than noswhich is equivalent to saying that
who listen to classical music do so
out of a longing for 18th Century
Europe.
The current rockabilly revival gives
cause for a brief examination of the style
m both its original and compromised
forms. The differences between rockabilly
then and the way it is heard today range
from slight to vast, and are worth noting.
Since most attempted evocations of
rockabilly's (and rock 'n' roll's) original
tend to reflect imagined history or
~liiOimY revisionism more than attention to

·I

detail, it's obvious that the biggest difference is aural. The style today needn't
be a case of mimicry for its own sake,
simply a formal adherence to niceties
which are no longer fashionable (especially since the advent of novelties like
stereophonic sound).
Among the purest examples of the
genre available on record is Johnny
Burnette and the Rock 'n' roll Trio's Tear
It Up on the Solid Smoke label. Johnny
and Dorsey Burnette, plus guitarist Paul
Burlison, recorded some definitive tracks
for Decca in 1956 and 1957, seventeen of
which are included in this compilation.
Perhaps because of Decca's mishandling and other reasons, Johnny Burnette
somehow failed to become a national star,
though songs like "Tear It Up" and
"Rock Billy Boogie" were as exciting as
anything else being done in the style, and
have since become classics.
There was a breathless urgency to
Burnette's singing. What the group did
was essentially emphatic country rock
with a strong beat. From "Train Kept
A-Rollin' " to a cover of Fats Domino's
"All By Myself," there is exuberant,
swooping, fat acoustic bass pulsations
WAVELENGT H/APRIL 1982

and aggressive guitar. Here was a group
whose highly resourceful use of dynamics
and good commercial timing should have
pushed them to the top. There isn't
anything primitive about these seventeen
tracks, since the monaural masters are so
vibrant and impeccable that the usual
questions about recording crudity seem
perfectly silly.
If one applies the purist's standards,
Eddie Cochran couldn't strictly be considered a rockabilly artist, though he certainly did portray the style, at times to
heroic proportions. By virtue of his use of
the electric bass and vocal affectations
that were more pop-conscious than
unashamedly Southern, Cochran brought
a studio production style to rockabilly.
His appeal, then, was in his youthfully
coarse voice and several prominent instrumental trademarks - stop-and-start
themes, defiant bass mixed with an
acoustic guitar style that became the foundation for scores of groups in England,
where his influence has been far more pervasive than in America.
The Eddie Cochrtln Singles Album, a
United Artist import, contains twenty
tracks, including not only familiar hits
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like "C'Mon Everybody" and "Summertime Blues" but also little-heard gems like
"Weekend" (so drolly covered by the
Move years ago) and "Cut Across Shorty" (not so drolly covered by Rod Stewart
in 1970).
The diversity of Cochran's output is explored by "Sittin' In The Balcony,"
which is syrupy teen pop, a version of
"Hallelujah I Love Her So," which is a
production number with strings, and
group vocal touches on "Lonely." A
Cochran curio, "Three Stars," is a
remembrance of what he lost in the
Valens-Holly-Bopper plane crash. It's
labored and lugubrious, but unusual for a
20-year-old rocker. An ideal blend of
rockabiUy verve and production consciousness can be heard with a seminal but
little-celebrated
masterpiece,
"Something' Else," which packs as much
rhythmic excitement in its 2:04 as
anything you are likely to hear in any style
of music.
The style of rockabilly as it is practiced
today is dominated by young revivalists
who aim for varying degrees of authenticity. The creditable (though sometimes
flawed) efforts of Robert Gordon and the
Rockats (whose Live At The Ritz is a
technically superior recording, though
musically their attempted authenticity is
frequently stifled by their visual aspects)
appear to have made the deepest impressions. In hearing Gordon or the Rockats
the experience of revivalism is heard in
song form and instrumentation, not in
aura. It appears that not even the most
fervent of revivalists are willing to record
in the manner of their models: with one or
two microphones.
One contemporary group, the Stray
Cats, employ the classic rockabilly instrumental lineup and timbres, but
somehow balance it well with a modern
sound. Their self-titled debut album on
Arista/Pin-Up was produced by Dave Edmunds, whose personal stamp can be
detected on every cut. "Runaway Boys"
introduces the slapped bass and whackdrum sound, aU of it boosted clearly, with
affected, basically modern guitar figures
slipping in and out of the song. "Stray
Cat Strut" is jazz-like and "Storm The
Embassy" is almost a heavy metal
allegory.
What makes the Stray Cats interesting
is that Edmunds, who has recorded virtually every known guitar style, makes the
affair sound like a palatably affectionate
tribute rather than a latter-day guitarhistrionics romp with concessions to the
rockabilly style.
It should be noted that Edmunds has
maintained the rockabilly style on record
for some fourteen years (with occasional
excursions into blues, country, heavy
metal satire, Spector-proportioned teen
pop and straight rock), regardless of the
ebb and flow of fashion. Listen to his Get
It, Tracks On Wax, Repeat When
Necessory or Twangin •. For Edmunds,
it's obvious that rockabiUy is a matter of
loving ritual, not roots.
- Vlaceat Famar

~'Gosh! She really d ·
that I've started I' 'Qts ~e now

IS en1ng to
funk G
. et down on it!"
·-----

a
"But she that liveth in pleasure is dead
while she liveth."
- I . Timothy 5:6

B

efore we proceed any
further,might I suggest that
the ladies in the house skip
this epistle and immerse
themselves in something
less likely to offend their curious natures.
This one's for the boys- white boys, in
particular. They've been abused, maligned, cursed and generally given a raw deal
the last decade or so. They don't understand why. Is it their fault that women,
minority groups and canines have been
held in bondage for the last ten thousand
years? They're boys - that's all. They intend no one any harm. They only want to
have a good time. They don't want to
grow up. They deserve your pity. They're
unhappy. They're not sure why. Their
girlfriends wear Birkenstocks and don't
shave their legs. "Yuk!" the boys think

but they don't say anything. Back when
James Brown's hair was processed, it was
a Man's, Man's, Man's World but no
longer. Modern boys have to curb their
tongues.
Their girlfriends read Sylvia Plath and
Anais Nin. "Yuk!" the boys think. Their
girlfriends want them to talk about
"things." "Yuk!" the boys think. When
they were growing up, the boys thought
that one day, they would settle down with
someone like "Miss December" or "Miss
July." Someone with breasts like
mirlitons and lips continually puckered
with the slightest bit of a tongue poking
out. The girls were supposed to curb their
tongues - not the other way around
All they ever wanted was someone
marinated in Jungle Gardenia, waiting
patiently and tempestuously by the front
door with a half-frozen Budweiser in one
hand (long red fingernails, please) and a
fat joint of $125-an-ounce marijuana in
the other. The boys never wanted to know
WAVELENGTH/APRIL 1982

about female orgasms or yeast infections
or pantyhose or cystitis or Estee Lauder
Swiss Performing Extract or menstrual
cramps or Perry Ellis knickers or how to
make a quiche. Like I said, all the boys
wanted was to have a good time.
Then the boys noticed something.
Black men didn't seem to share their problem. In fact, black men (who were never
ever called "boys" by their women) seemed to be able to get away with almost
anything. It seemed as if the more they
mistreated their girlfriends, the more
these women took it. This was very
mysterious.
Maybe a black girlfriend is the answer,
the boys thought. Such a strategy worked
well enough in 19th Century New
Orleans, when white boys were presented
with black concubines as soon as hair
sprouted on their chins. Ah, but this was
20th Century New Orleans and like in
Johannesburg, apartheid was the
unspoken rule. It was certainly all right to
21
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listen to black musicians but you didn't
came cocaine (which, for better or worse,
drive up to their homes in the Calliope
has probabl y altered the course of conProjects and ask their daughters out for
temporary black music more than any
the evening. This was a terrible situation.
electronic foot-pedal or ephemeral dance
Is there a solution? Yes, sayeth the
craze). The beat's the same but now
humble scribe. Black vinyl is the answer.
you've got a product as well-thought-out
Black men do not listen to ancient New
as the 1934 Chrysler Airflow Imperial
Orleans rhythm & blues, performed by
coupe. Those of you who might criticize
ancient black musicians. Black men listen
such obvious musical revisionism are proto "contem porary" black music - the
sounds to be heard on such radio stations
" Gosh! She real ly digs me now
as the mellow er-than- a-marsh mallow
that I've started listening to
WYLD and the Slidell-based WAIL, with
fu nk. Get down on it !"
its often-faint signal but infinitely hotter
(and more catholic - small " c") playlist.
There is much to be learned from socalled "contem porary" black music and
the sooner you get over your "disco
sucks" hang-up, the better. No one in
their right mind even uses the term
"disco" any more. "Funk, " which Earl
King claims is a noun first used in New
Orleans recording studios, is the preferred
title nowadays.
"Conte mporar y" black music is
highly-amplified handclaps that sound
like someone's keeping syncopated time
by beating on sheet metal. The electric
bass, after years of being an awkward,
ungainly instrument, is now in the
forefront a Ia "Boots y" Collins, who
started his career as a teenager with James
Brown and reached his zenith with
Parliam ent/ Funkad elic under the
psychedelic guidance of George Clinton,
bably the same people who spend half
who once told an interviewer that his
their wages on imported reggae albums.
favorite sport was dropping acid and sailAbout Jamaica n revisionism, I could
ing into the Bermuda Triangle with a
write a multi-volume study but let's stick
fishing pole and some trout flies.
to the subject. I love Sly and Robbie as
"Boots y" Collins' latest project is
much as anyone, dig?
Godmo ma, an excellent contemporary
The ultimat e contem porary black
funk trio composed of Carolyn Myles,
album, the one I would recommend
Arnenita Walker and Cynthia Girty.
without hesitation to anyone who can
Their debut album is Here (Eiektra
snap their fingers (white boys included), is
5E-552) and Ms. Girty tells it like it is on
Skyy's Skyy Line (Salsoul SA-8548).
the back cover: "Behold this album is
"You might think I'm going insane,"
hazardous to your feet." How could it be
Skyy sings, "Hey baby, just break out the
otherwise with "Boots y" featured on bass
champagne " Indeed.
and drums and guitar (the man was doing
Skyy's briiiian tly-con cocted "Call
this long before Prince, who is nothing to
Me," which ruled black radio charts last
sniff at, either, but that's another story
month, is a slingshot dragster of a
.. . ) with the impeccable Horney Horns
song - steel tubing, propulsion and little
(ex-James Brown sidemen Fred Wesley
else. The same stark, jittery guitar chord
and Maceo Parker among others) blowing
that commences the song deviates not a
like they're knowing?
fraction until the last minute or so of
The uninitiated might assume, after a
" Call Me," when it suddenly speeds
cursory listening, that Godmo ma sounds
up - enticing the whole affair into the
an awful lot like fifty other funk brigades.
sort of tribalistic ngoma that sounds so
Well, boys, you've unraveled one of the
bod on the box. (Speaking of which, Skyy
Main Secrets of contem porary black
shows no hesitancy at plagiarizing lock,
music. When James Brown says that he
stock, barrel, title and all Bill Summer's
invented this stuff twenty years ago, it
"Jam The Box.")
ain't no lie, sonny. What we have
"Call Me" is the story of your typical
nowada ys is refinem ent - constan t
boy (black , white, Chinese or Crorefinement. These dudes started playing
Magnon) whose girlfriend is giving him a
this music in junior high and they are not
rough time - absolutely unwarra nted, as
gonna give it up - they're gonna work
usual. With the nastiest beat since AI
on it. Almost anything on Godmo ma's
Green's "Tired Of Being Alone" suppordisc could' ve been heard, in a somewhat
ting her, our boy's main squeeze's conrawer state, at one of James Brown's
fidante slinks in and licking her lips with
recitals in 1967.
the tongue of a pit viper, she puts the
Along came technology and along came
make on the innocent lad:
synthesizers (which funk musicians have
"So you're searching for someone
learned to use with a sense of humor - as
new - someone to hold you tight, soMr. Moog surely intended) and along
meone to treat you right ...
WAVELE NGTH/APR IL 1982

"Though your girlfriend's a friend of
mine - here's my number and a dime,
call me anytime. "
Our hero can't resist and while the funk
throbs on, we hear him dial as directed,
throwing intellect to the wind and succumbing to every item St. Paul considered
verboten. This segment is symbolically
represented by a satirical (I hope) electric
guitar passage in tribute to Duane
Allman. It's short and stupid, the staff of
life radio guitar ride. It's no fun to have
to figure these things out while you're
driving around which is why you don't
hear James Blood Ulmer on the radio and
why Ornette Coleman never made a hit
record.
Irene Cara, a mite skinny but a Kewpie
doll nevertheless, was the teenage
would-be starlet in the movie version of
"Fame" who, without blinking a 15-yearold eyelash, agrees to meet this guy who
introduces himself as a "director" in the
shabbiest tenement flat in the whole
South Bronx, where he proceeds to stage a
"screen test" and inevitably, the cad
asks little Irene to slip off her blouse for
the video camera. Innocent to the core
(native New Yorker or not), Irene acts
surprised and with great teardrops rolling
down her cheeks, she bows to the fellow's
indignities.
Likewise, Irene protesteth not when
Ron Dante, the producer of her Anyone
Can See album (Network El -60003), suggested that she record the Four Tops' immortal "Reach Out, I'll Be There." Any
other girl would've said, "Jesus, why not
record 'Midnight Hour' or 'Respect'?"
Which would' ve been tough because
Irene's version is swell. Not another Amii
Stewart doing "Knock On Wood," but
certainly a surprise.
More of a surprise is Bettye Lavette's
Tell Me A Lie (Motown 6000 ML). The
theme here is adultery and the cover
paints a crafty picture: Ms. Lavette, in
red, is embraced by one of the most handsome men in the universe, who is
simultaneously removing his wedding
band. If you've been yearning for that
Willie Mitchell sound that has apparently
disappeared forever, Tell Me A Lie is the
place to look for a suitable substitute
(Steve Buckingham is the producer). Do
not be so crude as to ask why a woman
who sounds a lot like Gladys Knight
would bother to cut two of Ms. Knight's
greatest hits, "I Heard It Through The
Grapevine" and "If I Were Your
Woman." That would not be polite
behavior, not to infer that there is a single
polite second on Ms. Lavette's disc.
Dick Griffey, who produced Lakeside's
' (why would someone name a band after a
shopping center?) Your Wish Is My Command (Solar S-26), is yet another person I
will not bother with my impolite inquiries.
There is surely a philosophically-sound
reason for Griffey encouraging Lakeside
to record "I Want To Hold Your Hand."
There has never been a nuttier cover of a
Beatles song. Could it be that the upkeep
on Paul McCartney's country farm is that
precious? Funk it - who cares?
0
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How did this tough lady singer get
Jerry Jtexler's attention? lou Ann is
very good at getting people's attention.
By Christina Patoski
Christina Patowski is a free-lance writer and photographer from Ft. Worth, Texas.
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iss Lou Ann Barton (the
"Miss" a permanent
addition to her name, in the
manner of Miss Peggy Lee
and Miss Piggy) is the Ft.
Worth girl who New Orleans vocalists
such as Leigh "Li'l Queenie" Harris and
Becky Kury could have been- if only
they had burned the right candles, rubbed
their lucky beans, fondled the apropos
black cat bone and winked their respective
eyes at Jerry Wexler, the man who
"created" Aretha Franklin and who is
now embarked upon a full-tilt campaign
designed to make Miss Barton the "Lady
Soul" of the Eighties. Wexler and exEagle Glenn Frey co-produced her debut
album, Old Enough; Rolling Stone gave it
jour stars, calling it "one of Jerry Wexler's finest achievements as a producer",·
and many of her local fans can hardly
believe that this is the same Miss Lou Ann
Barton once seen and heard on the stage
at Tipitina 'sin the company of Stevie Ray
Vaughan's Double Trouble. What happened? Backstage in A ustin, after her
first gig since recording the album, we attempted to unravel the mystery.
How did all of this come about,
meeting Jerry Wexler, and the subsequent
album deal with Elektra?
I'd been singing in Fort Worth with
these blues bands. I joined the Thunderbirds in 1975 for six months and then I
went with Stevie Vaughan and Double
Trouble for two and one-half years. Then,
in 1980, I started touring with Roomful of
Blues. I was with them at the Bottom Line
in New York one night and Jerry Wexler
came to hear the band. He didn't even
know I was in the band. They brought me
up halfway through the set. It blew his
mind. He came back to my dressing room
and said, "Hello, I'm Jerry Wexler." I
was, like, gape-mouthed. And he said "I
want to record you." We talked on the
phone and he said "Why don't you go
back to Texas? I know you're fixing to get
married (now divorced; to Keith
Ferguson, Thunderbirds' bassist), and
start working on a demo. I will pay for a
demo, that's one thing I will promise
you." So, it was a matter of getting all the
people I wanted on the demo in town at
the same time and get it prepared. It finally happened about a year later. Keith kept
saying, "How dare you make a man like
Jerry Wexler wait?" But, you know what
Jerry told me? "I really respect you for
making me wait, instead of throwing me a
piece of shit right at the first ... " So, I
did that and he was sold on it. We were
looking for a label.
(Wexler fortuitously played the demo
for Linda Ronstadt and Glenn Frey one
evening last spring. At Ronstadt's urging,
Wexler approached Frey to co-produce
the Old Enough album. By June, Lou
Ann Barton found herself in Sheffield,
Alabama, at the fabled Muscle Shoals
Sound Studios, recording an assortment
of cover songs, some obscure, some
classic.)

How many people were in the studio
when you were recording?
Anywhere from one to three guitar
players, and the rhythm section: Barry
Beckett, David Hood, Roger Hawkins,
Jimmy Johnson, and then Wayne Perkins
and Duncan Cameron. When Jimmie
Vaughan came down, it was on a Monday night, we had a Blue Monday at Muscle Shoals. We had the Muscle Shoals
horns live, we had the band live and me
live. We cut four songs live: "Maybe,"
"Every Night of the Week," "Finger
Popping Time'' and ''The Doodle Song.''
We cut with live horns, and it came out
great. We added some stuff, but it's
basically live. The only vocal on the
album that's not overdubbed in little
spots is "Stop These Teardrops," and it
was the first one I did, the first day I got
there. We got four or five takes on it the
first day and we kept one of the vocals. I
didn't have to overdub at all. Working
with Glenn Frey and them, they are
notorious for nit-picking, taking their
time. For instance, Greg Piccolo of
Roomful of Blues is on the album. I
thought all of his shit was great, he plays
on the backbeat, slide in the back. Well,
to Glenn that wasn't "on the beat," so he
didn't like it, so he pulled in AI Garth to
make it perfect, on time and in tune. See,
now, that's something I would disagree
with. Some of the best shit I've heard is
out of tune.
Is Muscle Shoals where Wexler usually
works?
Jerry started that place, you know.
People ask me "Why did you use Muscle
Shoals?" I say "Because I'm with Jerry
Wexler and that's his baby." That band is
13 or 14 years old, the only remaining
house band in the United States. If you
stick with them, they can get you a hit.
They're good, they're real good. But, now
I can bring in my own cats, I can use them
on what I want. Yeah, no more of this
"on the beat." I want "on the back of the
damn beat" from now on.
You went for that bar sound, didn't
you?
I went for my sound. That's why I
brought Jimmie Vaughan in. We tried to
get him in during the air traffic controllers' strike. He was touring with Tom
Petty and we had to get him from Las
Vegas to Muscle Shoals and back to Reno
in one day, during the air strike. They
knew I wasn't going to cut without him. I
was in there scared to death at first, but
after a day I was completely at ease, but I
had to have somebody there who could
represent my sound, and nobody could do
it better than Jimmie Vaughan on guitar.
That's my man, that's my main man, Jimmie Vaughan, and they knew I wasn't going to do it without him. We were going to
Lear-jet him in if we had to . We tried to
get "Maybe" for three hours, and they
couldn't get it. Jimmie Vaughan came in,
he got it in two takes, 'cause he set the
beat. I couldn't explain "the back of the
beat" to those cats.

One thing I noticed on the album is that
besides your own voice, Greg Piccolo's
solo and Jimmie 's solo, everything on the
album is real laid back, real clean. Your
voice is the only really nasty thing on it.
Yeah, it's true. Robert Palmer wrote
this fantastic thing about modern
technology getting in the way of making
good records these days, with all the
knobs and all that crap, and it's true. Jimmie even came out sounding a little clean.
But it's the Muscle Shoals sound. I mean,
it's like, if we had done it any place else,
think of the tragedy. Thank God we were
there because I think it came out sounding
pretty real. Not so much clean, but like on
some of the shuffles, they weren't quite
what I'm used to, a Texas shuffle. Certain
things, like the shuffle "Every Night of
the Week," that one in particular sounds
like a white shuffle. I mean, all right, I'm
white and all the people I work with are
white, we do white shuffles, but we do
white Texas shuffles, which is different.
Most people would see having the backing of Jerry Wexler and working with
Glenn Frey as a real advantage ...
Sure it is.
But can that be a disadvantage in that
they might try to do too much with you?
People kept saying "What kinds of
songs are they going to make you sing?"
and now it's "What kind of a band are
they putting together for you?" I picked
my own songs, I picked seven of the ten
songs. I was in complete control.
What were the three songs that you
didn't pick?
"Old Enough" and "The Doodle
Song" by Frankie Miller, the Scottish
Otis Redding, which I got from Glenn and
I love both of them. And from Jerry I got
"Brand New Lover" from Marshall
Crenshaw. I picked the rest. If I didn't
like something, Jerry said "Baby, this is
like a tattoo. You have to wear it for the
rest of your life. If you don't like
something, you say it right now, because
if you don't like it, you're not going to be
a hundred percent and that's what we
want." I wasn't told to do anything. Of
course, your producers are there, to help
you, and I wasn' t going to argue with
their track records, but I was in control. I
had the last and the final say.
How long were you in Muscle Shoals?
Seven weeks. We stayed there and mixed it and everything .
So you were there when they mixed it?
Yeah, Glenn and I. Jerry took off kind
of early. He was there for the basics, the
first three weeks. Glenn and I finished
it up, adding any overdubs, backup vocals, hand claps, finger
pops, little tasty things.
We did the finishing touches.
He was really wonderful. Glenn is really a
soul singer. He's doing
"I've Been Born Again"
by Johnny Taylor on
his new album and it is
tough. He uses the Jack
WAVELENGTH/APRIL

Mack horn section. It's not like the Eagles
at all; in fact, he made a great comment
the other day. They asked him at this
record party the company threw for me,
they said "What about the Eagles?" He
said, "The Eagles are back in the Seventies, where they belong." There's certain
things the Eagles did that I liked, all right;
nothing I ever bought. Different veins
completely, but actually we got along
fine. Glenn is from Detroit; he's a white
nigger. In the studio I was really surprised, he would add the tiny little things, like
on "Old Enough," just that touch of
organ.
What kind of a deal do you have worked out with Wexler?
I signed a production and management
contract for five years with him. It's like a
partnership. He can't do anything
without my O.K., and I can't do anything
without his. We don't have to discuss the
business. The lawyers take care of it,
there's not any problem there at all. He's
in charge of producing everything. He's
never managed anyone before. I'm the
first person he's managed, but he did that
for a protection thing, so they've got to go
through him to get to me. I don't have to
get out there and get fucked over by some
asshole. They've got to go through the Big
Daddy first.
Has it lived up to what you had thought
it would be?
Oh, better than I would have believed.
Of course I was a little scared. I thought,
"Well, I don't exactly know what I'm
gonna do. I know I want to do it, and I
trust him and I believe in the man, but
let's see once we get in the studio." But,
the man's a dream, he's an angel. He's a
big teddybear. The first thing about Jerry
Wexler, he's a music lover. That's his
main thing. That's how he got into the
business, but he's as sweet and lovable
and full of soul and warmth and jokes
and funny as he is talented and that's saying a lot. And he gets on my ass, like
"Don't drink that next drink." He's just
kind of watching out. I say, "Well, if I
need my ass jumped on, well, then do it.
But trust me, I ain't going to do you
anything but proud." But, don't ask me,
this was thrown in my lap. I can't fucking
believe it, it's still kind of ... if there's
any insecurity at all, it's the non-belief
that it's really happening.
What separates you from other singers
in your conviction? You've !{Of a mojo.
Look, I've always been this way. It's
like, there's no stopping me, and you
can't tell me nothing, but I'm the best. I
think I'm the most wonderful thing that
hit the planet earth. I like myself a lot.
I've been a determined bitch for years.
I've been singing for 25 years. My mother
put me in choir when I was three. I was a
bandstand baby. I was born in 1954, and
from preschool until 1960, my mother
watched it everyday, and I'm sitting on
the floor. My brothers were in high
school; they had all the 45's. Their idols
were Little Richard and Jimmy Reed.
It doesn't sound like suburbia.
I was raised without a father. My
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mother couldn't control me. I was a wildassed rebel. Went wild, got stabbed, got
into fights. I was raised rough and poor,
too, and I'm glad of it. It made me the
person I am today. You're damn right,
I'm proud of it. It gives you values. I'm
street tough, I may not have any book
sense, I mean I didn't get to high school. I
wanted to sing. I hated school. But I've
got street sense like nobody's business. I
never cut anybody or anything like that,
but I could scream and yell, or beat them
over the head with my purse. Now, I
don't want everybody to think I'm a
tough bitch. I'm not. I don't want
someone to come up and try to whup my
ass, because I haven't had a fight in years,
and I don't want to have one, but I'm
capable of starting one or finishing one. I
got stabbed by this guy. I come at a man,
I'll fight him just like a man if I have to. I
mean, c'mon, you don't have much
choice if he wants to fight you. You've
got to fight. I've kept my bands out of
scrapes . Keith Ferguson, one time he told
all the guys in Double Trouble, if you ever
get in trouble, just go get Lou Ann, she'll
take care of you. These guys wouldn't defend me for nothing! I threw a Tecate at
a guy 'cause he kept standing there, oogling me. When I finally threw the beer at
him, the crowd cheered . And then he
threatened me, but the guys in the band
wouldn't make a move. I've always had to
handle things like that myself.
What about the blues?
I went into a blues time warp for years.
I wouldn't do anything, I was like Jimmie
Vaughan and all those purists, ten bucks a
night. When I worked at the Bluebird in
Fort Worth, I was making thirty bucks a
week. That was it. I was living off of that,
but I didn't give a damn, I was going to
do it. Blues time warp. A lot of people
think that this album is me copping out
because they haven't seen me perform in a
couple of years, but my tastes have changed. I had the FlipTops band for a while,
and I sang with Alvin Crow, I do my
country thing. I'm at the point where I
want to do it all- country, rockabilly,
rock. I don't want to get in a rut, get
typecast. I don't want to be expected to
do the same thing all the time. I won't do
it. I'll tell you what, I don't give a damn if
I don't ever hear a straight blues again in
my life. You realize by the time I went
with the Thunderbirds I had already quit
singing straight blues. If I was going to
sing something slow, I was going to sing a
ballad. Jimmie would say, "why don't
you sing 'Part Time Love'?" And I would
say, "Why don't we do 'Maybe'?" I was
already tired of that, I mean, c'mon,
haven't we heard "Sweet Sixteen" enough
to last us for the rest of our lives,
or what?
I guess the next thing is touring behind
the album?
That's what I've been living day to day
for. That's what I've been waiting almost
two years for . My own thing; this will be
my first band that I didn't share the singing with somebody. I'm gonna kill 'em.
They ain't never seen anything like this.

A

t certain times in life, as a
performer, it seems to me
that everyone is asking me
for advice. I'm so seriously
nuts that I took on the task
of being a barroom adviser and it became
an obsession. Suddenly I foun d myse lf
with no one I could ask for advice while
everyone was doing it to me. I would
become so conglomerated with other
people's problems that I sometimes noticed that I derived a great deal of solace
from talking to this man; sometimes,
drunk and maniacal as we could be, he
somehow became someone I could ask for
advice ... it's as simple as that . .. Earl
King.
-Cla rk Vreeland
CV: How 'd you make it throu gh the
Jupiter Effect?
EK: I was worrying abou t that, man. I
wanted to see what was going to take
place. See, you may not know the repercussions of it till abou t a mont h later.
CK: Maybe longer.
EK: Yeah, who knows. But I'm really
curious what happe ns to the kid who was
born on that partic ular day. I'm very
curious abou t that, astrologically speak-

ing. You kno w- wow. I've given it some
thoug ht.
CV: Yeah, you know what somebody
asked me to ask you? There was an article
you did a long time ago in the Figaro, and
you said you were a seventh son.
EK: Yeah, yeah. I'm a seventh son. See
all the kids (the first six boys in his
family), they died at birth or they lived
mayb e a mont h or so. They thoug ht I was
gone, too, man. But I intended to stay
here a while, so I hung out. I wasn 't going
anywhere. Not right then.
CV: (laughing) Waiting here, huh?
EK: Mm-m. I said that to some body
one day, they looked at me, and I said,
"Loo k, I firmly believe, but I'm beyond
the stage of belief in it, in reinc arnat ion.''
It's totally impossible for all of us to be
on the planet earth and live one lifetime,
or what we call the span of man, and yet a
tree will be aroun d two, three hund red
years. No, some of those big oaks will be
aroun d when some people be coming back
here.
CV: Yeah .. . I got one of those aloe
vera plant s, and say you burn your finger,
it will pick up and register that pain.
EK: I'm in accord with that.
CV: Very strange.
EK: Well, most plants are very sen-

sitive. I got some plants, they always run
my head . . . some of them wants attention, be with them a li'l bit ...
CV: And monitoring that kind of
energy is so far gone from, say,
radio waves, those kind of energies ...
EK: Yeah.
CV: . .. That seem so primitive. Just
like our rocket ships with, say, liquid fuel
in it, when we got everything we need to
do otherwise. I don't know what 's
holding it back, why we want to direct our
energy into these primitive things.
EK: Well you see, we have always been
a society of diversion, even in the scientific field. Who knows why they do what?
But there are a lot of discoveries already
made that's not known to us, the John
Doe public. Like, today we speak freely
of astrology, we speak freely of mental
telepathy, anything dealing with psychic
pheno mena . But there were times I
remember when people would be hated
for that. It was whispered. Think how
fickle-minded people are. Everything is
comm unica tion, you don't have to speak.
Think of plant s ... dogs ...
CV: Word s are the fickle things.
EK: Yeah. We devise all sorts of
languages to communicate, but the only
perfect language ever been devised is a
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smile. You smile and they know what you
talking - blah blah blah, blah blah
mean. And it's universal.
blah - and I asked Alvin, I said - we
But one of the things that makes me
was in the car with quite a few people - I
believe in reincarnation ... take for exsaid, "Man, did you hear that?" He said,
ample (James) Booker. I've tried to
"Yeah."
discern what the difference is between
CV: Nobody else?
genius and ordinary people. Genius is
EK: No. And I say, "hum it." Hum it.
carry-over from the past. It's people comAnd he hummed it to me. It was out
ing here to earth with all their psychic
there, man. And this happen to all music
centers open. They can reach and call
people, I find.
upon, in their subconscious mind, techniques that they learned in previous training, in previous lives. Whereas people ~
with them closed, they have to work to re- ~
open the seven psychic centers of the
human anatomy.
CV: Do you think that whole groups of
people reappear at the same time? Like
the war babies or 'EK: Oh yeah yeah. I'll go along with
that. It's my contention everybody on the
planet now that's associated with one
another, indirectly or directly, has been
around in association before. Together.
CV: Same thing goes for UFO
One instance I'll let you know: have you * sightings. Like this Israeli guy - I saw
ever met that individual that you like, for
this yesterday - driving in the desert
some strange reason, instantaneously?
with some colonel and some others, and
And yet there'll be this other person, who
he goes, "Look at that"; they didn't see
you don't even know, but there was some
nothing.
kind of distasteful thing, you couldn't put
EK: Uh-huh. Okay. Well it was meant
your hand on it. In a previous life you had
for him to see, or his vision, more or less .
association with this person.
Okay. To simplify that, what you're sayBut, when we're talking about the life
ing . . . People used to fantasize about
in which we live - overlooking the Inpeople becoming invisible. In reference to
dian philosophy about people coming
this guy who saw the UFO; there is a thing *
back as cats and dogs and stuff, because
called the shifting of one's consciousness.
dogs have their own soul and they evolve
Let's assume there is someone you
too, that's why some dogs are easier to
don't want to see. And yet they will walk
train right in your presence and they got a lot of
CV: That philosophy is more like Egyppeople around. They will not see you! You
tian *
haven't disappeared. Their consciousness
EK: Hah?
has shifted to another level and they see
CV: You go up and down . . .
everything but you. And you may run into
EK: Yeah, but see, the Egyptians got a
them later on, and you say, "I saw you
veiled thing. One of the philosophies they
the other day, and I tried to wave at you,"
got is for the mundane folk and the other
and they say, "I didn't see you!" And you
is for the people who function on the
was right there.
esoteric levelCV: That's happened to me a lot.
CV: Like BuddhistsEK: Your consciousness will shift.
EK: Yeah, they know a li'l better than
Some of the old masters, they say, like
that, but when you speak of it intelligently
Jesus, would disappear and stuff like
and think about it, some people have a
that, he could shift your consciousness,
knack and say, "well I can train this
and you'd think he's gone but he's still
animal and that one," but there are some
there. Simple as that. Because we as •
animals that you can't train. Very difhumans have a limit to the direction of
ficult to train. See, these animals that are
our faculties. Most people say "control,"
easy to train, they've evolving too. And
but really it's the direction of our
it's wrong to deprive them of their soul
faculties; control is a naughty word.
entity because everything living has a
To see auras . . . As you do it more
soul. We as people come back in our own
often you develop a technique to see auras
souls to develop ourselves spiritually. One
around the human body . .. around plant
of the highest attunements is the people in
life ... around things in general the arts, all forms of the arts. They have a
CV: Have you been able to do that?
chance at the awakening of con- * EK: Oh yeah yeah yeah yeah. I saw
sciousness. We musicians hear things that
something on television not long ago and
people not connected with it don't. They
it was quite amusing to me, a documen- ..
may hear sounds on a certain level, but
tary. They were showing with a machine
then sounds on another level up there, we
how to see the aura around a person.
have over a period of time awakened cerLet's assume a person has lost a limb.
tain centers where we hear those sounds.
Wherever that limb was, you could still
Some of the sounds that may disturb us
see the aura where that's at, and they was
don't disturb other people.
using some kind of gadgets to see this and
I was with Professor Alvin Batiste - I
I thought that was kinda cute. With certhink you know Alvin - and we were in a
tain light circumstances with the natural
car riding one night some years ago. It
eye you can see this; that's nothing but a
was right after my mother died. We were
technique that's being developed.
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We think of the aura, we call it a halo.
On the pictures of some of the saints they
show a halo around the head. But this
halo is an aura that permeates the whole
body. The purpose of the aura is to keep
certain radiation from disturbing the
human body. It fights off, it's a fighter.
This is why you can tell when people are
really sick by looking at their aura. It's
low to the head, and when they're in good
health, it stands up. People who are
highly illuminated have an aura standing
maybe five feet over their head. We can
distinguish them automatically.
One of the biblical things . . . I like to
think of it as Jesus was playing a prank on
John the Baptist, telling him to baptize
him, and he was mentioning to Jesus
"You are without sin." It's not that he
knew this in the sense of Jesus being
without sin; (laughing) it's just that he
detected that big white aura sitting up on
His head. He knows that the only person
gonna have that is someone who's totally
out there. Because the color spectrum
moves certain degrees, and the last degree
is white. The last degree is total clear.
CV: All colors.
EK: You got to be a very developed person to see a white aura.
CV: Well, they were cousins.
EK: Yeah. Yeah. It's almost invisible.
CV: Do you think people are waiting
for Jesus right now? Or not Jesus, but do
you think people are waiting right now?
Can you see that in the media, rock
'n' roll, the whole thing? Do you know
how there was sorta like a competition EK: Yeah.
CV: -built up . . . profits and
everything up until Jesus arrived and that
kinda contributed to why nobody believed
in him - why there was so much skepticism - can you see that happening right
now?
EK: Yeah. It's here. The thing is, some
people hear me speak, man, and they
assume that I'm atheist, because I speak
direct - but see, my whole family was
ministers. And at age eleven, I was a Sunday School superintendant, so I was involved deeply. I didn't have too much
time to shoot marbles when I was a kid,
and I had to really deal with The Book, as
they call it.
But as I got older I started to really look
into things, because some of the things in
The Book says, "seek and ye shall find."
I think true knowledge is to be seeked,
there is no true knowledge written in a
book. Because knowledge is veiled from
people who can use it for destructive
means.
Most people confuse the masses. They
talk to the masses and say, "Well Jesus is
gonna come in resurrection." And here's
a country over here that's dominated, and
they say to themselves, "I haven't did
anything! I been loyal, I been praying
everyday, but nothing comes to help me."
They are confused because somebody told
them to wait. We all must learn that we
have a karma to pay from previous lives.
Some of the burdens we have, we must
look at it in a positive sense and say, "I
must gain knowledge out of this burden,''
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and then go to a higher plateau, simple as
that. The burden is just put on you as a
deterrent, to make you think and go
around and elevate your consciousness.
See, we've been taught to take dictation
from the brain. The brain, being selfish,
the selfish "me," says to the subconscious, or the mind power, "I'm gonna do what I want to do ." I wanna go to
the corner and do such and such. But
maybe it's not right for me to go there and
I don' t wait to hear from my mind power.
I deal simply on the physical level of
brain. So, when I run into a hassle, I
didn't listen. How many times, everybody
on earth, they say, "If only I'd followed
my first mind."
-jf
I wrote a article one time years ago
when I first got involved in philosophy,
and I was talking about "I." People mention to you, they say, "Hey ... my arm
hurts. My head hurts. 'I' want to do such
and such ." And I always ask, "If your
arm hurts, that means your arm belongs
to you; then who are you, that the arm
belongs to?" This is where I separate the
duality of the physical with the spiritual
psychic self. People say it all the time but
they don' t realize what they saying.
They say, "God made man in his own
image." They wasn't talking about in no
physical image. God never took on no
physical image to make himself manifest.
It's image in soul essence, which has no
form , no structure. It's just a soul. So we
all part of one big global soul.
Another phrase that may be illuminating, people say, "Earl, why you
want to be cremated?" I say, "Well, there
are numerous reasons, but they say,
'ashes to ashes and dust to dust,' " and
most people who want to go in the
ground, well, it's up to them if they want
to do that, but I don't thjnk I want to be
with them.
CV: You know I just dealt with that
recently myself, and I just come to that
same conclusion.
EK: Yeah.
*
CV: And I never gave it much thought
before, but after studying the mummified
things, and how there was entrapmentEK : Yes!
CV: - Where that soul stuck with that
mummyEK: Yeah, man, look! Hey wait, I'm
glad you brought that up. Look , Clark:
that disturb me man CV: Me too .
EK: That disturb me so long, being entrapped with that mummy thing, then I
found out - oh God, man, during the
time they brought that King Tut thing
here, that's when it all fell in place, and I
then tried to figure, I say, "Now as smart
as the Egyptians were, and they believed
in cremation," I say, "what in the devil
would they be doing mummifying
somebody?" Then it all came back to me
and to oneness, more or less.
i'
The guys who were put in mummies,
you dealing with not just astral projection, but that's a form of it all right. You
remember when the people was protesting
the Viet Nam situation CV: Oh yeah.
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EK: -They were burning themselves.
,
CV: Oh yeah.
EK: Okay. Someone mention to me, he
say, "Man, I saw this guy burning
himself, he didn't flinch." I say, "He
didn't flinch because there wasn't any
consciousness in his body." He was gone
already. He was dead before the fire hit
him. As you call dead. I call it a transition, a change. Okay. I say, "He done
projected out of his body." The only people can do this is what you call master
souls. Christ could do it - when he got
ready to depart earth, he just split out of
his body.
So I'm saying that in this sense: the
mummies, that were put there, some of
these people were highly developed
spiritually, and they had projected
already. So they didn't have no detrimental harm of being earthbound, as you
were talking about. Wait till that thing
deteriorate, just hang here earthbound on
earth. That's what confused me, man, so
I said, "There's got to be something."
They had a movie one time - I don't
know why they don't want to rerun
this! - and the title of the movie was

*

Kim.

*
*
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It's a li'l boy, musta been six or seven
years old, and he was a li'l rascal. And he
met this monk or this Buddhist guy, and
he was a lama. So this li'l guy, he had no
home and no people, and he was travelling with the lama, and he used to make
fun of the lama, he call him "holy man."
He say, "Man, why don't you pray? You
ain' t got no food , no nothing," he say, "I
gotta steal to feed you"- he's a Ji!l bitty
kid, man! A little Indian kid. And the
lama didn't pay him any mind.
So they went through and they travelled
and they travelled. One day, they had to
cross a little moat of water, and they came
upon a king cobra snake. So the li'l boy
told the lama, he say, "Man, lama! Back
up! " He say, "Be careful! That's a king
cobra, you don't walk up there, with
that.' '
The lama, he smile at him , he walk
straight up by the cobra and look at it.
And the cobra backed down and went
back down in its curl and close its hood
up, and he told the little boy, ''Come on,
it's all right," and the li'l boy start looking at him.
But to get to the end of the picture, they
portrayed a scene in there that's very important, and I believe most people who
believe in religious doctrines shoulda saw
that movie, because at the end of the picture, the lama told the li'l boy, he say,
"This is where I got to depart from you."
He say, "What do you mean? We jus'
having fun ."
He say, "I got to go."
He say, "Well I want to go with you."
He say, "You can't go with me. " And
he walked out into a scene, like it was a
desert scene. And he opened his arms up
and he looked up into the sun. His body
collapsed on the ground , and you could
see the ethereal parts of his body going
up. And this is what we talking about
"projection." This is a person that's not
0
waiting to die.
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By Kalamu ya Salaam

I

sn 't it odd that although this
society commercializes music into
saleable units (record executives
call an album a "product"),
serious musicians often find it
difficult to make a living solely as
musicians? This paradox is particularly
true of New Orleans, the city which claims
to be the birthplace of jazz. After surveying the local scene, some would add New
Orleans is also the deathplace of jazzkilled by uncaring civic leaders who promote the mythic image of New Orleans as
a jazz city but do little to economically
sustain the very musicians who create the
music.
lsn 't it perversely ludicrous that the
numerous stages and concert halls in
Armstrong Park remain silent most of the
time, seldom featuring New Orleans
music?
Moreover, it is not just the jazz musicians who suffer in New Orleans. As
seminal as the New Orleans R&B scene
was during the Fifties, one would think
that the city would more actively support
those hometown musicians who laid the
foundation for much of today's contemporary music.
But alas, the reality of music life in
"Big Easy" ain't what it ought to be. For
musicians, struggling to make a living, it
is difficult not to be bitter about this
reality. Wilson Turbinton, bka (better
known as) "Willie Tee," is a New Orleans
musician, a piano player, singer and composer, who has somehow managed to
come through the slaughter of the music
business still committed to music without
the bile of bitterness fouling his personality.
Born February 6, 1944, and a 1961
graduate of Booker T. Washington High
School, Willie gave up his studies in drafting at SUNO when he had a major 1965
hit with "Teasin' You." In 1968, following his ups and downs of success with
"Teasin' You" and "Thank You, John,"

a strong follow-up number which Willie
wrote, Willie teamed up with his older
brother, saxophonist Earl Turbinton, to
establish the Jazz Workshop in a French
Quarter hall donated for their use. There
Willie and Earl, along with guitarist
George Davis, bassist George French and
drummer David Lee, created innovative
modern jazz - Dizzy Gillespie was so
impressed that he hired Davis and Lee,
and Cannonball Adderly, similarly impressed, was instrumental in securing a
recording contract for the Turbinton
brothers with Capitol records.
Unfortunately, neither the Jazz Workshop nor the Capitol contract lasted.
During the Seventies Willie made an album, Anticipation, and later cut "Cold
Bear" and "Gator Bait," local hits with a
band he assembled under the name of
Willie Tee and The Gators. His most
recent recording was "Concentrate On
Me," a single which received strong local
support.
Today, Willie Tee writes commercials,
produces records and performs in a
variety of settings, from jazz to cocktail
piano bars. Just as many other great New
Orleans piano players made a living playing piano in nightspots, Willie Tee today
makes a steady, although typically
modest, income playing in various establishments.
Willie currently is holding down the
copperplated piano bar at The Lake, a
supperclub which offers a scenic view of
Lake Pontchartrain. Using a wide array
of electronic keyboards, Willie has broadened the cocktail piano concept by using
prerecorded bass and drum lines on a tape
loop, a technique which is similar to the
modern procedure of separately recording
the various instruments and voices, and
then mixing them together at a later date.
Willie feels that this is a significant improvement over the mechanical rhythm
machines that some pianists use.
Willie is an active family man who leads
WAVELENGTH/APRIL 1982

a quiet working class existence with his
wife and daughter in a brick home on
Seville Street near St. Bernard and Mirabeau. He does not drive a big fancy car,
nor sport flashy clothes while ingesting
copious amounts of dope. He is the exact
opposite of the media-projected image of
the jazz musician as social outlaw. Willie
Tee, like numerous other New Orleans
musicians, is a community person with
deep ties to the people of New Orleans.
For Willie Tee, a proud professional
musician, music is a way of life as
honorable and important to the community as any other vocation. And perhaps,
this is the distinguishing characteristic of
New Orleans music, a characteristic which
has roots in the traditional role of musicians in West African societies: the musician is not an exotic personality, but rather,
is an integral and necessary part of the
community, integral in that they live and
work there, necessary in that the spiritual
level of such a community could often be
measured by the quality of the music it
produced. Thank you, Willie for persevering.
How did you get started in music? What
made you decide to play music?
I came from a musical family; my old
man was always involved in playing jazz
records. He played trombone for a while,
semi-professionally. When he got married
he just hung it up but he always had a
serious interest in the music.
We had a piano in our house. I was
always attracted to play it. Earl had the
technical training. Before I even got into
that I was just trying to play songs. By the
time I got to piano lessons and stuff like
that, 1 had kind of developed my ears and
learned to play a lot of popular songs.
About seventh grade I took lessons
from Harold Battiste and Edgar P. Horning. I was taking saxophone because Earl
had a saxophone. You know, it was a
matter of economics. I used to rib Harold
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and say, "Man, you can't play no saxophone. You ought to hear my brother!"
So one day Harold came to my house and
I thought he came to tell my momma that
I was going through all kinds of changes.
They had a piano in the classroom where I
was dealing with the band, and whenever
Harold would leave out the room, we
would just jam and play some of the
songs. So he came over to ask my momma
if I could go on a gig with him.
What grade were you in?
Seventh grade. From then Harold kind
of adopted me. In between that I met
Solomon Spencer, who was band director
at Cohen High School, but at that time he
was involved in booking all kinds of
fraternity parties. He used to have a talent
show at Lincoln Beach and he picked us
up - Aaron Neville, James Black, all of
the cats who wound up being innovators
and being consistent as performers played
there. A lot of people would just react to
me being small. We would win talent
shows on the basis of just that, not that
we were any better than James or them.
From there, it kind of evolved. Eventually, I met Melvin Lastie and he asked
me about recording with him and Harold
and so I did my first records for him. This
was in the late Fifties.
When you were coming up, what did
you want to play?
Oh, I basically just wanted to duplicate
all of the records that were out. Eddie Bo
was one of my major influences. I used to
really like the way Eddie Bo sang the
really early things that he did. Tommy
Ridgley, Little Richard, that kind of
stuff. All of the jazz influence came from
Earl. He was into the saxophone players
and that kind of thing. I was into making
the ladies like me. I came to this conclusion: whatever you' re exposed to you
develop an appreciation for it, whether
you appreciate it at the time or not. One
of the major battles that Earl and I had
when we were coming up was that he
would always want to play jazz and I
would want to play stuff that the majority
of the people were into. My appreciation
of jazz evolved out of that. Once I started
learning more about what the music
meant, then I started developing a
stronger interest in trying to find out a lot
of things I was doing by ear. I didn't
understand them technically, a nd by me
being friends with a lot of guys who had
all of this technical knowledge, I got to
what it was through short cuts versus
going to a teacher.
What does the music mean?
To me? Well, I see the music as just an
extension of me. I realized very young
that this is what I was going to do, and
now I realize how significant it is to my
existence because this is all I've ever done.
When I was going to school my major
wasn't even music. My major was architectural drafting. In 1965 I just got out of
school, and I had a major hit record and
that kind of changed my whole direction
of whether I was going to stay in school. I
was going to Southern and when the
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record happened it was the first time I had
a chance to experience going all over .
Which record was that?
"Teasin' You." I had recorded a lot of
things before " Teasin' You." I don't
really know the exact dates, but in the late
Fifties I recorded some stuff for Harold
and them but nothing major ever happened with the stuff.
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What made that song hit for you?
I think it was a combination of things. I
didn't like "Teasin' You." I didn't write
it. By the time I got to "Teasin' You," I
had developed a thing of just wanting to
write some jazz things. I had recorded
enough where I wanted to have big
productions and that kind of thing. I
didn't realize the company I was recording for couldn't afford what I wanted to
do. I knew that Wardell Querzergue had a
greater music ability than the kind of
things they did on me but they were
thinking commercial. At that time all I
was thinking about was having something
that was really representative of what I
was about. I always tried to write my own
material but by that time I had started
writing serious songs, message music.
They weren't into that then. The record
came out and it hit and it surprised me.
Who wrote " Teasin' You, and how
did you get that?
Earl King wrote "Teasin' You."
Did he write it for you or were you just
doing a session?
Yeah, he wrote it for me. They had a
place in back of One Stop Record Shop
where they would do all of their rehearsals. Earl, at that time, was writing a lot
of stuff for different people.
I did a lot of traveling as a result of
"Teasin' You." I was still living with my
momma, and didn't have any serious obligations. I had some gigs making fifteen,
sixteen hundred dollars . I was just out of
high school, didn't know nothing about
money. I would go to New York and buy

three hundred dollar suits and loafers.

How old were you?
Eighteen. It was just a party to me and
then when all of that stuff started tapering
down and I'm looking for the money, I
realized that I didn't make significant
money in terms of the value of the song.
So when I became aware I started investigating how to protect myself and where
the money was. The smarter I became
about the business, the more I started
getting locked out. That's what happens
to most of the cats.
How did you and your brother hook up
to do the Jazz Workshop?
We lucked up and met Jules Kahn and
he gave us this building. But we didn't
know enough about the business or how
to market what we were doing to get
enough people out or how to apply for
grants and all of that kind of stuff. So we
operated for about a year and didn't even
care about what people thought about the
music. The people who came to the workshop came because they were into the
music, 'cause if they weren't into the
music after the first song, they were gone.
Eventually we started getting a real jazz
audience.
I eventually met Cannonball Adderley
and he recorded a vocal album on me.
They recorded a lot of the stuff that we
did and never released it. A lot of people
don't believe this but a lot of the music
that came out that were hits for Cannonball and them, I can play you tapes of
music we did before Cannon. Cannon
wasn't a carbon copy, but you could hear
the influence and the direction. At first I
had a kind of hostility about that, but
everything major that l learned about the
business, I learned it through Cannon,
through my association with him , so it
was an experience that was important. I
got a chance to meet people whom I
would have never met who were receptive
to me because I was with Cannon.
After that I got an opportunity to
produce some records on the Wild Magnolias for a European record company. It
went beautifully. By me being the producer of somebody else I was able to be
more vocal in their behalf versus my
speaking for myself. That was one of my
major problems; I realized later that what
proper management can do for you is
speak up on your behalf. No matter how
great you are, there is nobody who wants
to hear you say it yourself.
From the Magnolia experience, by it
being for a European record company, we
got a chance to play phenomenal gigs. We
played Carnegie Hall with the Wild Magnolias headlining over Freddie Hubbard
and a lot of masters. There are a lot of
things, unless it's people who really
understand what's happening, I don't
even get into because people think,
"Awh, he's just showboating."
When you played Europe, what was the
response?
The response in Europe made me not
want to come home because they have a
serious appreciation for what's happening
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with the music. They have people there
who are aware of the history of not only
what the Magnolias were about, but also
what I was doing. They knew people in
New Orleans that a lot of people here
didn't even know- and they knew in
depth. It makes you feel good when you
go somewhere and people are giving you
royal treatment. And it's not ego, I just
thought it was stuff we deserved from the
standpoint of our being sincere about
what we were doing.
The ridiculous thing that is happening
in this city is that you go to the Quarter
and it sounds like everywhere else but
New Orleans - like, the western bands
that ain't got nothing to do with New
Orleans.
Since everybody has become culture
conscious, people who get the grants are
people that are always on the inside, so
they become culture conscious and use us
for the information. They don't know
nothing about what's happening, but
because of our need for exposure, cats
just run the information.
I went through a period of being hostile
about what's happening and then about
three years ago, I realized that if you have
a gift, you've already been compensated.
I take that attitude, and when I play now,
I play for me and the maker. I don't go
around professing it to cats 'cause a lot of
cats think it's some wishy-washy stuff.
But, since I've taken that attitude and
gotten a firm grip on myself, the
economic thing hasn' t even phased me.
I've been lucky to be able to work. I ain't
making no phenomenal money, but I'm
surviving and I'm not forced to do anything outside of the music and never have
been. From that standpoint, I consider
myself successful.
The lady I married understood from the
beginning that this was what I was going
to do and I know that is a special trip
because I know cats who have much more
talent than I have who still go through a
thing of their ladies wanting them to get
"a real job" and not really seeing the art
as significant.
There are cats who are masters at what
they do and because of how messed up
and unappreciative people have become
for the arts, well this is something that
should be dealt with from a political
standpoint. I think that it reflects terribly
on this city being the home of jazz for the .
music not to be one of the priorities. They
should promote jazz music as much as
they promote the Saints, the Dome and
everything else.

Can they make as much money?
I think they can make more money. I
think that's one of the problems with this
city. A lot of people come from away,
especially Europeans. They save to come
to this city and leave here disappointed
because they've got to look for it with a
magnifying glass and when they see it,
they don't see it in its purest form.

How do you feel about playing what
some folks call cocktail music in order to
make a livin!{? Do you look at that as a
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means of making a living, or is this the
kind of music you really want to play?
I look at being able to survive playing
music as a positive versus me having to
drive a coke truck or something else. I
would rather be able to play just in the
realm of the music I want to prepare, but
I don't know many artists who have been
given that luxury, except for a very few
cats who've been lucky enough to get with
companies that are sensitive to their
music, expose their music and give them
an opportunity to perform.
Also, the times have changed, even the
jazz innovators, the Herbie Hancocks, all
of the cats that are serious players, they
have to resort to playing other things in
order to be accepted in the market that
companies are pushing. To a large degree,
it becomes more of a spiritual thing if you
don't sell out. But, on the other hand, I
don't know if it's' selling out anymore,
because your attituc;les about just survival
have to change, especially when you
become responsible for more than yourself. You have a family and you've got to
deal with that. I used to have hostilities
about my music being controlled, but now
I just appreciate having an opportunity to
play. Even when I play cocktail music, I
play what I want to play and do it in a
style that I want to do it.
I don't ever want to play music for
people that they don't dig. To me that
doesn't make sense. Music is supposed to
be about positive vibes and ain't nothing
more of a drag than to just be playing
something that nobody likes. You can't
get into it because you're getting negative
feedback from the people you're playing
for.

What do you listen to now? Do you
listen to records, concerts, or what?
There is a lot of music out that I like,
but not necessarily for me to play. Certain
songs I feel don't go with me.
When I go to a concert to hear some
musicians I respect, I listen for the stuff
that's new. But, the way music is controlled today, you don't hear much new
music. The newest music I ever heard was
when I had an opportunity to go to
Europe. Or you have to go to New York.
For example, you' ll catch Weather Report
in New Orleans and you go hear them in
New York, they play a totally different
thing because the audience's mentality is
just more in tune to being open to a
broader thing. That's not to say that you
don't have hip people here, but they don't
come out in big enough numbers where
you can play something heavy and not
play anything that's commercial. You
may have five people in the audience that
can dig it. But when you only play for
those five people there is no spiritua l
reward if you got four hundred people out
there who are pissed off with the band.
That's one of the reasons why me and
Fats [brother Earl Turbinton] don't play
together more often . I'm capable of
playing music way out there, but I don't
want to go in no room and piss people
off. I mean I can appreciate playing hard
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but if you a re at a party, they don't want
to hear nothing about "let my people go"
and messages music; they want music fo r
partying. So now when I go, I go to knock
people out.
Now, if it's a concert, I try to play
something that's goi ng to knock the
people out first, and somewhere in there,
I'm going to play something that I have
prepared. If it looks like it's going to get
boring, then I make it short, but at least 1
made an attempt. But my brother, no
compromise! I admi re him for that now,
'cause it takes a certain kind of strength to
be like that and you definitely don't get
the financial rewards that come with
being commercial. But, there are stronger
spiritual rewards that come from being
true to yourself. I just happen to like all
of it.

What do you think can be done to make
the music scene in New Orleans hipper?
I think the cats outside the music who
are sensitive to what the music means culturally should speak up for the music.
Because as long as the musicians speak up
for the music, it comes off as a selfish
thing to get employment. If I go to Dutch
and say "you really ought to do something," it's not going to have as much
impact as a bunch of cats going in saying,
" hey man , the music that Willie Tee is
making is more reflective of the kind of
message that ought to be going out in the
community."
At one time people could recognize you
even when you weren't playing because
you had a bald spot. Some folks thought
that was a style you developed or whatever.
Yeah, cats come up to me and say ,
"what happened?" I say, "what you
men, what happened? I chose to be bald
earlier, now you are bald." I was going
into Tyler's, a cat said, "Hey man, is
Willie Tee your daddy?" I said, " Yea."
He said, "why you ain't bald headed?"
So it just happened?
What?
Your hair growing out?
(Laughing) You really want to know
what happened? Just like l woke up one
morning and it was bald, well one day it
just grew. Whatever happened to Willie
Tee's bald head? I don't know, but Willie
Tee ain't worried about it.
At one time, when you're in pursuit of
stardom and all that kind of stuff, then
you go to caring about physical appearance and all that. I know a lot of cats who
have had phenomenal success in terms of
money, but most of those cats are looking
for time off. You strive for that kind of
success, but sometimes you want to be
home with you r old lady for three
months. You 've been on the road for
three months, you've been everywhere in
the world, had a n opportunity to be with
everybody in the world, but after you've
done all that, what really counts are the
things that mean something to you spiritually.
All I want to do right now is live a
quality life.
0
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THE BOB TANNEN STORY
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obert Tannen lives in a quasimansion on Esplanade A venue (the bases of the columns
on the front porch are spraypainted, in typical Tannen
fashion, silver) filled with fishing rods,
pottery, toy missile-launchers, a large
portrait of Ronald Reagan over one of the
mantles, several Martin Green paintings
of outer space, other paintings rescued
from defunct po-boy joints, stuffed birds,
genuine "Fiesta-ware" (those orange and
turquoise and yellow plates that your
Grandmother had), a piano at which
Professor Longhair once played (Tannen
apologized because the instrument was
out-of-tune and Fess told him to forget it
because out-of-tune pianos were his

specialty) and more and more and more.
A very typical New Orleans home, in
other words - like a hit of prima-quality
Owsley LSD as much as anything. Too
much is just enough.
One recent Sunday morning, after a
show of his ceramics (your usual flea
market fare bound together with "SuperGlue") had opened at the Arthur Roger
Gallery, Tannen kindly consented to an
interview. The public and local artists
were, as might be expected, confounded
by this latest exhibition but I (and my
youngest son, who's 2; Tannen claims an
ardent group of very young admirers)
considered it a heroic effort. What follows is a major excerpt from the interview. A stiff dose of bourbon in a plastic

BY BUNNY MATTHEWS

go-cup commemorating the 25th anniversary of the Lake Pontchartrain Causeway (as Tannen offered me) could not
help but make the whole thing go down
easier.
Tannen, the perfect subject for an
interview, begins without being asked a
question. It should be noted that a
cassette player of Robert Parker and
Guitar Slim (Tannen's "main man")
played in the background as we talked.
There's a theme that runs through
everything I do - it' s called "Be a good
boy, Bobby." If you think of all the comments your parents make to you, the most
memorable one is "Be a good boy" or
"Be a good girl."

So you strive to be inoffensive?

Twin 1,000-Foot High Towers:
Proposed Project
for 1984 World's Fair

Well, I'm inclined to be a bad boy . I've
tried to be a good boy as an artist but it
hasn't worked out. As a result, you get a
compromise and the work is half-ass.
Your parents and your community and
your relatives and your friends are everpresent and certainly you don't want to
offend the people who are close to you.
There's a lot in art that can be pretty offensive.
For example, this is the oldest piece of
work I have. (Tannen produces a small
nude sculpture.) I made this when I was 6.
Even at that time, little boys weren 't
supposed to make naked ladies. I was
interested in big asses and big tits like all
little boys are and it comes through in the
work.
(Producing a pencil-sharpener from the
1939 World's Fair, Tannen continues ... )
This was a major influence on my life. My
parents took me to the World's Fair in
1939 and 1940 in New York. It had a
major impact on the way things looked. I
was born in 1937 so I was about 3 years
old when I went to the World's Fair and I
saw things like this - even though this is
a pencil-sharpener. This was the theme
structure of the World's Fair - the TryJon and the Perisphere. Things like that
just knocked me out because until I went
to the World's Fair, the environment was
filled with practical objects and utilitarian
architecture. Then you come to this place
that's filled with things of Tomorrow,
things of the Future, made concrete, and
that - perhaps more than anything else
- was the reason why I moved more
strongly in the direction of the arts and
design.
My father was a rare book dealer. He
would've liked me to become a rare book
dealer like him. So he pushed books and
my mother pushed art. As a result, I became very schizophrenic. My father had
the authority but my mother seemed
brighter or more interesting. I was encouraged to "Be good" but that was the
schizophrenic situation: "Good boys"

don't make nude sculptures or paintings
or drawings.
My parents were part of a Jewish New
York intellectual community. They went
to parties where there were artists and
writers and people who came in to visit
from Europe and communists, socialists,
anarchists - as well as capitalists. In the
'40s in New York- during the war- it
was a rather extraordinary experience for
a little kid . There was a Jot of intellectual
ferment that went on after the war and
still goes on in New Y-:>rk .
The way I relate this to New Orleans is
that in New Orleans - while the arts
have been here as long, if not longer - the
intellectual side of it is a little repressed.
It's there but it's not out-front and obvious. It's in the closet.
In my mind, probably the writers who
had the greatest influence on my childhood and my education were Southern
writers, even though I was a Yankee.
Faulkner - I wasn't sure what I was
reading but it sure sounded good. As a
result, there was this romantic longing for
the pastoral and the attitudes of the 19th
Century, which is a lot of the reason why
I'm here.
I was just totally immersed in the New
York intellectual community. My father's
bookshop was right in the middle of
where it was all happening - it was on
Park Avenue South . The New York
school of artists- Jackson Pollock, de
Koon ing, Kline - all of those artists were
just walking around my father's shop,
buying books, reading, looking at pictures.
From 1940 to 1950, I was like a kid
watching a party. All of this was happening but I was on the periphery. What became the New York school of art was
exploding. I remember seeing these great
artist figures on the street but they seemed
a million miles away. They were generations beyond me.
So in 1950, I had my first exhibit in a
community art show and this (a small
painting of a landscape) was the thing I
showed. I was 13 and it's a pretty shitty
picture. As an indication of my longing
for leaving New York, it's titled "Dude
Ranch. "
I started going to art school when I was
6 - the Jefferson School of Social Science. It was a communist art school. John
James Audubon was another early influence - all of the bird pictures. I used to
go to the Museum of Natural History in
New York and copy the stuffed birds and
other animals to learn how to draw.
So in some ways, being in New Orleans
now is almost a result of that longing for
an urban yet a more archaic, pastoral,
agrarian environment - not that New
Orleans is agrarian but it's somewhere in
between city and country.
I went to Pratt Institute in New York,
which was an art and architecture college,
and I taught there fo r three years. I
studied a combination of curriculums I studied industrial design, some architectural courses. I had an instructor named
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Bill Katavolos who had quite a profound
influence on me. He did some really wild
architecture. He was interested in architecture that would grow like plants. He
spent ten years exploring organic architecture that could be grown with expanding plastics. Katavolos worked with
plastic foams and his idea was to have a
building that, instead of being constructed, you kinda mixed the goop in a pot and
it grew like a plant. That thoroughly destroyed any ability I had to become a
practical architect or designer. Katavolos
was so far-out that if we did anything that
looked like a conventional building, he
felt we were uninteresting students. Your
work became oriented towards conceptual
rather than buildable architecture and to
this day, I'm still not able to deal effectively with practical things you can build .
I visited New Orleans first in 1967. I
was in Texarkana, Arkansas, working on
a project and I had a weekend free so I
flew down and spent the weekend here. It
looked like some of the places I had
imagined as a kid but it was real. This
19th Century environment was still there.
I came to Mississippi on assignment as
an urban planner to assist in the rebuilding of the Gulf Coast after Hurricane
Camille. I was the guy who ran around
figuring out what needed to be done to get
the Coast built again and to build it right.
I had a definite Yankee orientation in
planning and I was working with some
Mississippi planners. We developed some
interesting concepts for the Coast, which
have been implemented as part of the
master plan for the area.
Jumping back to New York, I was too
young when the New York art scene was
first exploding to participate in that first
~
wave yet I was there. It was like being in
the wrong place at the wrong time. So I
left the East to experience other parts of
the country, especially the South. Living
in Mississippi was thoroughly enjoyable.
I came to New Orleans after I finished
working on the Hurricane Camille
I met Ronnie Katz, who at the
=C project.
time was the head of Louisiana State
and Ronnie was just beginning
=C Planning,
a study for the new Mississippi River
Bridge. Ronnie's approach was a little bit
=C different than what had been done previously. He had proposed to the state and
the federal government that first, we do a
comprehensive study of the whole transportation system and land use. Because of
the sensitivity of the environment of
Louisiana, rather than say, ''This is where
we're going to put a bridge," in Ronnie's
view, the bridge- if a bridge at allwas a piece of this larger land and transportation system.
was looking for a director to
A: runRonnie
this study and since I had just finished
study of comparable size, we began to
-:A: awork
together. So I decided to move to
New Orleans in 1972. The study went on
~ for seven years. It was originally planned
to·be a six-month study but because it was
~ very complicated and because we were
doing it in an open way, it went on and
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on. It was very difficult to complete it.
The bridge is now under construction and
won ' t be completed until 1988. The
process started in 1970. But that's not
unusual. Most large projects have that
kind of life- the planning, design and
construction process takes anywhere from
10 to 30 years.
Katavolos, as our mentor, gave us the
impression that all the arts were just one
thing. That engineering, bridges, painting
- that was just all one stuff. I think I still
operate on that assumption. I'm not sure
it's a valid assumption but I function that
way.
The largest suspension bridge in the
world is the Verrazano Bridge. As you
enter New York harbor, that's the first
bridge that you see. I watched that bridge
being built as an adolescent and that had a
profound impact on me. Bridges have
been a central part of my aesthetic thinking since I was very young. In some ways,
watching that bridge being built was disastrous on my career as a sculptor because
that seemed to be much bigger and better
than anything I could possibly do.
The art that I did in New Orleans when
I first arrived here was for my own personal amusement. I didn't want to exhibit, I didn't want to involve myself in the
art community. I was kinda burnt-out
from the New York art world. New
Orleans seemed like a combination of an
escape and a relief. There was so much
pressure in New York to function as an
artist and as an intellectual. In the South,
I was able to function more informally.
From 1967 to 1972, I didn't do any art
except for my personal pleasure. It's fair
to say that I stopped making "objects."
That was the first time since I was a child
that I made very little or nothing. Actually, I probably stopped functioning as an
artist in 1963.
I remember that at one of the New
Orleans Museum of Art's "Biennials,"
you exhibited a fishing boat wrapped in
some sort of fabric and I thought, "This
is art?"
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That was in 1975. It was a boat tied in
red fabric. In 1976, Jim Lalande, the
Cajun artist, and I put on this show at this
old church on Chartres Street. That was
the first time I exhibited in years. Lalande
and I put that on as an arrogant gesture to
show New Orleans what real art was all
not that we were producing
about real art but we just felt that the local galleries and museums were missing an
opportunity.
The boat was the first thing I ever
exhibited in New Orleans. I started becoming interested in Louisiana and local
themes. That was a little fishing skiff and
the idea was that it was a combination of
a Mardi Gras float and a fishing boat and
some other, older ideas.
I proposed, for example, that a sail be
put on the Plaza Tower Building. This
would be the largest sail in the world and
coming up the river, instead of just seeing
buildings, you'd see a building that
looked like a boat. This is another example of themes that are drawn from this
environment.
What was the reaction of the powersthat-be?
Not very receptive. They would've
probably thought it was crazy in New
York, as well . I think any proposal to a
city or a developer - any public proposal
- takes a lot of selling and effort and
convincing. Otherwise, it's just an egotrip for the person producing it. If it's
going to be something that the community
is going to benefit from intellectually or
artistically, to get to that point takes a
great deal of marketing. I'm more aggressive marketing architecture than I am
marketing my own work because I feel
that that's something that others might
have an interest in whereas trying to push
a sail on a building is much more selfish
and self-fulfilling .
I don't think it' s easier in New York,
a lthough there's more of that going on.
It's a marketplace for ideas and a marketplace for aesthetic products. It's an arts
supermarket whereas New Orleans is like
a Ma-and-Pa grocery store when it comes
to art. It's a smaller operation, even in
architecture. The way we dress is similar
to our architecture. We don't wear fancy
designer clothes and we don't wear fancy
designer buildings.
This is a very tough town to do art in.
Every time I have an art show here, I get
very disappointed. For one thing, there's
not much of a market for the art. The
loser is the art gallery owner. In the case
of Arthur Roger, I don't know how many
thousands of dollars he loses every week
that my junk is in his gallery. It's not my
principal source of income so I don't go
into it with a budget saying that I've got
to sell five thousand dollars' worth of
work in order to eat or pay the rent. I go
into it to make the stuff with no anticipation that anything will sell.
I don't think we've cultivated our local
aesthetic sensibilities to the extent where
the intellectual ideas in the work are very

significant. That's not to say that people
aren't capable of doing it - we're just
not doing it.
I think that the art here is very shallow,
very superficial, very pretty, very decorative. Stuff to brighten up a room as you
would buy flowers.
The New Orleans Museum of Art, as
far as being an education institution, has
played a kind of low-key, eclectic role.
Rather than being a museum of significant art produced here, it is a museum
that shows a little bit of everything in the
world without any major commitment to
aesthetic sensibiljties that are derived
from local sources. That's not an indictment of the museum. I think that museum
has made the choice to have a wellrounded collection based upon its limited
resources rather than to say, "We're
going to be an institution that will have
the best of the 19th century Southern art
or the best available more recent art."
The Contemporary Arts Center fills
that void to some extent but I must say
that "The Human Figure" show was a
little disappointing to me. There's some
very fine works in the show but the statement of having a figure show at this point
in time, as a major fifth-anniversary
undertaking, seems to be less innovative
than the intent of the Contemporary Arts
Center when it was initiated .
I'm not saying that New Orleans should
be like New York or that New Orleans
should be dealing with the issues that the
art world in New York is dealing with. I
think anything that we do here is going to
originate from the sources that we have
here. But I am sayi ng that we are not digging deep enough into those sources.
Faulkner went very deep into his roots.
We're dealing with the surface to a large
extent and most of my friends who are
artists are responding to a local market
that demands pretty things.
I think if you look at the art shows that
are financially successful for the artist and
the dealer, they are the most decorative of
shows. There are a few eccentricities like
Douglas Bourgeois, who's a brilliant
artist and every picture he does is gobbled
up. He is able to do a combination of oldfashioned kind of painting with a lot of
labor involved - so he's a craftsman on
the Oile hancl - and he's also dealing
with some local sensibilities and local
ideas that he's drawn from his own experience, not just from art school or
museums. Bourgeois and John Hodge
and Francie Rich and Elizabeth Shannon
and James Lalande and George Febres
and I could go on - these are people who
are drawing upon their resources locally.
They're not looking elsewhere for intellectual and aesthetic stimulation.
Speaking of aesthetics, where - in
your opinion - is the best art to be found
in New Orleans?
The best arts - plural - are the New
Orleans public high school marching
bands. They're visual, performance,
0
dance, theatre - all that together.
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he economy is down. No news
there. Clubs are closing faster than
newspapers. Record sales are off. Unemployment rages. So why in the name of
cable television would semi-sane individuals turn their backs on the security of
good 9-to-5 jobs to take up the iffy world
of rock music? For members of the rock
band Roulette, it was for more than a
good time. They are in it for the business .
In early 1979, around Jazz Fest time,
four of the current five players in Roulette
made their first rehearsal session. Jim
Lockwood, lead vocalist, came from a
solo acoustic set on Bourbon Street.
Ronnie Hufft, lead guitar, moved to New
Orleans, leaving behind Montgomery,
Alabama, and a band called Deuce.
Robert Schulte, drums, worked with local
group Oxley Foxx, and keyboardist Larry
Hurst was a degreed electrical engineer.
At this time, bass player for the band
Dean Vallecillo was playing with another
New Orleans rock act, but he would soon
take over that spot vacated by original
bass player Craig Courtney.
So what's new? This could be the story
of any garage band fro m Anywhere,
U.S.A. Five musicians, all with stars in
their eyes, hoping for the big break. Yet
these guys were determined that their
gamble would pay off.
The band started off playing wellknown rock houses: The Post Office, the
Warehouse, Ole Man River's and the
Palace, now Palace of Rock. The beginning act was mostly commercial rock
copy, with the motto: "Play what they
like to hear, keep the party going, keep
the energy high." The band's recognition
grew, as a rock subculture began in Fat ·
City. A new type of music was evolving.
Modern power rock was digging trenches
in West New Orleans. Then, as would be
expected, the mellow New Orleans mood
began to have its effect on what was once
called "acid rock ." These bands were the
sons of In-a-Gadda-Da-Vida by Big Mama
Thornton, and the total commercial show
began to give way to more originals.
People began to go to the Lakefront or
Fat City to hear this new music. Roulette
calls it Roulette music.
As local popularity grew, the band became part of Big J Productions' lineup,
and long-time friend Steve Tallman
joined as manager . With a full-time stage
crew, the show hit the road and touring
schedules began to fill. It was in Jackson,
Mississippi, that Jim Sacca of Interna-

tiona! Recording Studio took an interest
in Roulette, and a multi-year contract and
two albums worth of material came out of
this association. It was from this material
that WRNO selected Rob Schulte and Jim
Lockwood's "Without A Second
Thought" for their WRNO Rock promo
album. This tune will anchor a soon-tobe-released debut album on the IRS
(Jackson) label.
But back to business and rock 'n' roll
and the mixture of the two, for a moment.
I had to ask it: Why did Steve Tallman
leave an executive position in exporting
for Roulette? Why would Larry Hurst
and Rob Schulte leave a top computer and
microfilm company for the band?
"Sure it's a risk, but this is what we
wanted, where we want to be."
"They gave me a choice . . . either cut
down on the music or else. I took music.
"I couldn't think of doing anything
else."
So much for dedication. Now the question is, how good are their chances?
Recently, I had the chance to catch
Roulette's show twice in so many weeks.
The first date at the Palace, Roulette and
Heyoka staged a power rock orgy. Each
of the two platforms at the Palace were
piled high with lighting and p .a. gear.
Threshold-of-pain power rock was the
bill. Heavy rock, heavy show, make no
mistake. The quality of both bands'
shows was more than good, with Roulette
typifying some kind of prideful example
of West End rock. The second night, at
Foggy's, on the West Bank, was different.
It is a smaller, closer bar, and the band felt
the freedom to show off a little more independence in their selections, playing more
original tunes. The time on the road and
in the studio was a testing ground for the
material and the style of Roulette. As the
night progressed, the show moved along
with energy. Somewhere in the second set
someone shouted, "Play more Roulette!"
Lockwood said, "Thank you."
Every member of the band has a big
stake in making their band work, and
"commercial, versatile, changing" describe the music and style.
"We want to please our audiences more
than ourselves."
"We are not Van Halen and we are not
Led Zeppelin."
Sounds like a battlecry. But they are
Roulette, and let's hope their gamble pays
off.
- Steven Kuni D
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CARIBBEAN
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SISTER TALK
TOAH
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Special Attractions
Fri., AP.ril 2 - Exuma
Sat., April 3 - Oyster Legs
Fri ., April 9 - Hot Strings
Sat., April 10 - Beausoleil
Mon., April 12 - Blind,
Crippled & Crazy
Fri., April 16- Alison Young &
the New Nightriders
Sat., April 17- L'il Queenie &
the Percolators
Fri., Al?ril 23 - The Radiators
Sat., April 24 - Rockin' Dopsie &
the Cajun Twisters
Fri., April 30- L'il Queenie
& the Percolators
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866,9359

from more information
call 282-1088
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The steel drum bands of Trinidad
have a history similar to the Mardi
Gras Indian gangs, even down to the
often violent meeting of the gangs
on Carnival Day.

A

recent article about steel drum
bands in the Trinidad Guardian
serves as a reminder that New Orleans'
Mardi Gras Indians continue to be one of
our strongest links to Caribbean culture.
In the early days of their history, the
Indian tribes were glorified neighborhood
gangs that randomly moved through surrounding neighborhoods on Mardi Gras,
boasting superiority and fighting bloody
battles with other Indian gangs. Many
New Orleans residents can remember the
days of their childhood when they weren't
allowed to go outside on Mardi Gras
morning until after the Indians had
passed. Over the years, the means of
competition changed from physical
battles to the aesthetics of Indian
costumes and singing.
While the details are different, consider
the similarities in the story of the "pan
men" (steel drum bands) of Trinidad. " In
the grimmer days of steel band warfare
. . . (when two opposing bands met) . . .
no band wanted to give way. At the time,
the carrying of baseball bats was allowed
on Carnival days. So too were heavy
pieces of iron, and cutlass were made of
steel but camouflaged to look wooden.
Beer bottles were either in hand or back
pockets or in boxes. Several members of
each band would charge into each other,
since it was requisite that a man maintain
his reputation as one to be respected and
admired and spill some blood in the
process. The Mighty Sparrow, one of the
Calypso Kings of Trinidad, immortalized
the bad reputation of the pan men during
this period in his calypso called "Outcast":
If your sister talk to ah steelband man,
She family want to break she han'.
Kick she out
Lickup every tooth in she mouth.
The days of violence and social castigating of the pan man have been over for
years in Trinidad, however. "Panmen
have replaced the fighting fervour with
such things as 'Bomb' tunes, normally
classical tunes played in a semi-calypso
tempo." The steel bands now spend the
months before Carnival in the "panyards"
practicing the tune which they hope will
win the steelband competition called the
WAVELENGTH/APRIL 1982

Panorama. There are now big financial
rewards to be gained by the winning steel
bands, which has led to a cut-throat attitude among the panmen. The author of
the Trinidad Guardian article laments
that "Bands that do not achieve after the
preliminary rounds often suffer a membership setback because panmen who do
not owe any allegiance to any particular
band (and there is an increasing number
of such panmen) often run off to join
other bands who have made it to the finals
a nd the bright lights."
While the competition among Mardi
Gras Indian tribes is not narrowed down
to a specific event like the steel band
Panorama, the competition for financial
rewards sends the Indian gangs in the
same direction of non-allegiance as the
panmen. This trend, beginning to be
visible in a few of the Indian gangs, does
not spell the end of the Indians, but it
does signal a change in the original concept, that of a neighborhood gang.
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Rita Marley, widow of Bob Marley and
famous member of the !-Threes, the female vocal trio behind Bob Marley and
the Waiters, will be appearing on the
Riverboat President for one of the New
Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival evening cruises. Rita Marley's latest record,
"One Draw," on the Shanachie label, is
on its way to becoming a hit in America
after holding the number one spot in
Jamaica all through the fall of 1981.
Listeners to the reggae and Caribbean
shows on WTUL and WWOZ have heard
her paean to sinsemilla:
Hey Rastaman
Hear what I say
Give I some of your
"Sinsay."
Marley performed in New Orleans with
the Wailers back in 1978 at the Warehouse, but this will be her first American
appearance as a solo artist. More than
li kely her backup band will be the Fabulous Five from Jamaica's Tuff Gong Studios, and hopefully a Wailer or two will
show up.
0
- Gene Scaramuzzo
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Okeh Records, which recorded the
first black artist, dominated the
"race" labels for almost fifty years.

Thursday. April I
SPECIAL ATTRACTION

PURE PRAIRIE LEAGUE

E

pic Records has made a major
contribution to the enjoyment and
understanding of a large part of our
musical heritage with the release of a
three-record set of double albums containing previously unissued or hard-tofind treasures from their Okeh record
vault. Okeh Records released the first
blues recording by a black artist ("Crazy
Blues" by Mamie Smith) in 1920 and
continued as a dominant force in "race"
labels.
The first two albums, Okeh Chicago
Blues and Okeh Rhythm and Blues, take
on the formidable task of presenting the
movement from Delta Blues to the
Chicago Sound and the emergence and
growth of rhythm and blues. Okeh Soul,
the third in the series on black music, exhibits the strengths and pitfalls of ·c ommercial soul music from 1962 to 1967.
The first two albums merit serious attentive listening, which should come very
easily.
Okeh's Rhythm and Blues is as close to
being the perfect anthology of diverse
rhythm and blues styles as you're ever
likely to enjoy. The album opens with two
cuts from Smiley Lewis . Lewis' s vocal
abilities are well documented here,
especially on "Tore Up," a fast-packed
bit of local excellence featuring Huey
Smith on piano, Lee Allen , Herb
Hardesty and Red Tyler on sax, Frank
Fields on bass and Earl Palmer on drums.
The most formidable female vocalist after
Bessie Smith on Okeh records was Big
Mabelle, who belts out the first rendition
of "Whole Lot of Shaking Going On,"
done in 1955, two years before Jerry Lee
Lewis covered it. Big Mabelle roars on
two more cuts including " New Kind of
Mambo, " which illustrates the Latin influence on rhythm and blues as also heard
on Titu s Turner' s powerful " Big
Mary's." Speaking of power, Screaming
Jay Hawkins' "I Put A Spell On You,"
released in 1956, will make you question
the origins of primal scream therapy .
The producers of this collection, Joe
McEwer and Greg Geller, wisely chose to
give exposure to the many approaches to
tackling R&B as it evolved during the
1950s. The early jump-style approach of
the Ravens and Chuck Willis are included
as are later doo wop and bebop fusions

Friday. April 2

IVY
Thursday. April 8
SPECIAL ATTRACTION

DAVID CROSBY
Friday. April 9
SPECIAL ATTRACTION

BOBBY BLUE BLAND

by such groups as the Marquees and the
Schoolboys. Even a token white is included on the album in the form of Johnny
Ray's smash hit of 1951, "Cry," which
provides an intriguing perspective on how
white artists and producers handled the
blues at that time. Several classic novelty
tunes of the era are presented, including
the Treniers "Say Hey" and Red Saunder's " Ham bone." "Say Hey" was released in 1954 and came to be known as
the "Willie Mays Song" with good
reason. The Treniers open this piece of
swing with the sound of a home run ball
being hit; a baseball argument ensues with
a phone call to Willie Mays being made,
who then takes over the lead vocals .
"Ham bone," released in 1952 by Red
Saunders and the Hambone Kids, would
be a good subject for an ethnomusicology
study. The song itself is sheer fun and
sounds like a kid's handclap song in the
vein of our "Jockomo" (Iko-Iko). The
album 's liner notes, which are well written
and researched, state that "Hambone"
was patterned on a hundred-year-old
dancing rhythm called "Patted J uba,"
which consisted of keeping the beat by
slapping various parts of the body. It
sounds familiar if for no other reason
than that Bo Diddley took the rhythm
intact and dubbed over "Bo Diddley"
and made it his theme song in 1956.
Another novelty song on the album,
"Peanut," by Little Joe and the Thrillers,
was on the top ten charts throughout
much of 1954 and features Joe Cook's
falsetto, which must have set standards
for such later groups as Frankie Valli and
the Four Seasons. In the midst of these
WAVELENGTH /APRIL 1982
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NEVILLE BROTHERS
Friday. April IS

IRMA THOMAS
Saturday. April 17
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DOC SEVERINSON

Thursday. April 22
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ERIC BURDON
THE DIRT BAND
DOUBLE FEATURE

Sunday. April25
SPECIAL ATTRACTION

THE MAMAS&
THE PAPAS
New Orleans Steamboat Co.
586-8777
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Home Style Cookin,

7 Days
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Boiled Crabs & Crawfish
Oysters on Half Shell
($2.50 doz.)
FREE
OYSTERS
Fridays - 5 :30
25<: draft
day & night

MEXICAN
MADNESS
Sun., April 25, 2 p.m. till . . .
Tacos & Cuervo 75¢ each
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True Blues
Lazy Lester
Excello 8006
Lazy Lester (Leslie Johnson) enjoyed
fifteen single releases between 1957 and
1965, and all were of extremely high quality. This is a collection of most of the
best. Sadly, it has been long out of print.
Lester's nasal vocals are the perfect foil
for his simple but faultless harp work.
There are lots of standouts here, headed
by "I'm a Lover Not a Fighter," "Sugar
Coated Love," "I Hear You Knockin',"
"Made Up My Mind," and his earliest
record, "Lester's Stomp."
The musicians on most of these selections are Lester (harmonica), Katie Webster (piano, organ), AI Foreman (guitar),

Bobby McBride (bass), and Warren
Storm (drums). Surprisingly, most of the
musicians were white.
Lester now resides with Slim Harpo's
sister in Port Huron, Michigan . He was in
Baton Rouge around Christmas, and
Raful Neal reports that Lester intends to
move back to Baton Rouge in the very
near future. Let's hope he does.
0
- Almost Slim

(Continued from page 45) novelty tunes
are two fine selections from New Orleans
in the form of Paul Gayten's " Don't
Worry Me" and "lt Ain't Nothing Happening," released in 1952. "Don't Worry
Me" is a subdued swing number featuring
Gayten and LaVerne Smith on vocals
while " It Ain't Nothing Happening" is a
celebration of the New Orleans beat,
assisted by Wallace Davenport on trumpet
Lee Allen on tenor sax, Peter Badie on
bass and Frank Parker on drums.
There's not a selection even approaching mediocrity on Chicago Blues, even
though the title is a misnomer: the only
relationship most of these cuts have with
the city is that they were recorded there
between 1934 and 1947. Among the outstanding performances on side one are
cuts by Victoria Spivey and New Orleans'
own Champion Jack Dupree. Victoria
Spivey originally came from the vaudeville blues tradition and by 1929 had a
starring role in King Vidor's Hallelujah,
the first sound film with an all-black cast.
Here she does "Hollywood Stomp" in all
her vampish glory, accompanied by a wild
Dixieland combination of trumpet and
clarinet. Champion Jack Dupree's version
of "Weed Head Woman" is a bit of a
mystery. Recorded in 1941 just after
Dupree left New Orleans, "Weed Head
Woman" has some great lyrics and displays some fine barrelhouse piano work
but not a trace of his Creole and Latin
combination for which he is famous.
Dupree's method may be demonstrative
of an older style used by such New
Orleans pianists as Archibald and Cousin
Joe.
Side two opens with Roosevelt Sykes,
who left St. Louis for New Orleans over
forty years ago and shows the city's quick
influence on "15 Cents A Day," recorded
in 1944 with some great street shuffle

drumming in the back. The woman's
point of view is given excellent representation by Memphis Minnie and the " Yas
Yas Girl," Merline Johnson. Minnie's cut
is the never -befo re-released "I'm
Sailing," which has her waiting for a train
to New Orleans. Besides being a classic
blues vocalist, Memphis Minnie was a
strong guitar player and backs her husband, Little Son Joe, on the next cut,
"Just Had To Holler."
Side three consists of superb unreleased
performances by Johnny Shines and
Muddy Waters. Shines employs the field
holler type of blues singing and never
strays from his Delta roots. The Muddy
Waters selections, all from 1946, show
him at his most rural form.
Side four is totally devoted to Big Joe
Williams on vocals and guitar with the
original "Sonny Boy," John Lee Williamson, and his awesome harp workouts. The
"King Biscuit Stomp" has both historical
and musical significance. On this cut you
can hear the fusion of country blues with
the emerging Chicago sound as well as <~,n
attempt by Big Joe Williams to set .1e
world straight that Rice Miller was n ..... the
original "Sonny Boy Williamson."
_
What you've read is just a taste of what
awaits the ear on Okeh Chicago Blues and
Okeh Rhythm and Blues. Okeh Soul is an
uneven collection presenting the memorable by such talents as Major Lance and
Billy Butler and some best forgotten sides
from a wooden-sounding Walter Jackson .
Epic has also released Okeh anthologies
of western swing and jazz. If this weren't
enough, Epic has also released two double
albums of essential rockabilly entitled
Rockabilly Stars. None of these albums
are accompanied with the normal record
company hype: perhaps it's because they
so easily speak for themselves.
0
- Shepard Samuels
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THE BEST BEATLE BOOK
Shout! The Beatles In Their Generation
By Philip Norman

I

THEIR NEW LP ON
AMAZING RECORDS

"THE JOINTS JUMPIN"
APPEARING:
FACES - BATON ROUGE - APRIL 21
TIPITINA'S- NEW ORLEANS- APRIL 22
TUPELOS - NEW ORLEANS - APRIL 23

Simon & Schuster, $9.95
s the latest "definitive biography"
of the Beatles really an unrequited
love story? Is it The John Lennon Story,
with a supporting cast of rejects (exdrummer Pete Best), tragedies (ex-bassist
Stu Sutcliffe), dour, young tag-alongs
(George Harrison), social climbers (Paul
McCartney), and lucky working-class boys
(Ringo , of course)? However you decide
to classify it, one thing is certain: of all
the literature written about the Beatles'
development to star status, Shout!, by
Philip Norman, is the most exciting to
read and the first that could truly claim
the title of definitive biography.
Previously published biographies, most
notably The Beatles by Hunter Davies,
concentrated on the phenomenon of Beatlemania and on the Beatles' recording career. These books were crammed with
Beatie facts and trivia that were later corroborated by cross-questioning in countless interviews with John, Paul, George
-and Ringo. Their appeal is probably limited, however, to fans who experienced the
phenomenon and might re-read them occasionally as a reminder of a special time
in their life.
Shout!, on the other hand, reads like a
novel. lt is the love story of homosexual
Beatles manager Brian Epstein and "the
boys." Epstein, the proper young proprietor of North End Road Music Store
(NEMS), who by night sought the "rough
trade" (homosexual trysts with Liverpool
dockers and laborers), was instantly attracted to the rebellious, working-class
look of the Beatles as they performed in
the Cavern Club on November 9, 1961. It

RETURN TO
NEW ORLEANS

is also an in-depth life story of each of the
six Liverpudlians who at one time between 1960 and 1970 considered themselves Beatles.
While the world was presented with The
Beatles as a unit on the Ed Sullivan Show
on February 9, 1964, readers of Shout!
begin to see four individuals who were
bound together for an incredible (and surprisingly short-lived) trip. More than half
the book is devoted to the Beatles' lives
preceding their appearance on the Sullivan show, and we learn their individual
personalities so well that it becomes impossible to view them collectively. Several
books have attempted to credit the Beatles
individually for their achievements. The
most comprehensive of these is All Together Now by Castleman & Podrazik,
which stands as the definitive reference
book on the Beatles, but it's a listing of
facts, limited in appeal, and very dry
reading.
Shout!, on the other hand, is fun to
read . The reader gets so intimately involved with each Beatie that he/she suffers with them and experiences the thrill
of their successes . Time-worn Beatie stories and quotes come to life as never before. The reader might want to cry along
with original drummer Pete Best as he
gets the boot fr9m the Beatles on the eve
of their long-sought recording contract.
He/she will realize how unprepared and
genuinely amazed the Beatles were to see
the unruly crowd of 5,000 fans waiting for
them at Kennedy Airport on February 7,
1964. "The Beat1es had no idea it was for
them," Dezo Hoffman (Beatie photograWAVELENGTH/APRIL 1982
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Preservation of Roc:k 'n' RoD!
Tues.. 8 pm-10 pm: Drinks 2 for 1
Thursday - Ladies Night
Every other drink free all night
Bar Brands $1.25 • Draft Beer 75¢ all the time
Sir John's Kingdom is Growing
We're taking over the whole castle
Major Rock 'n' Roll news coming soon!
Construction is under way!

3232 Edenbom Ave.
Metairie

887-9858
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pher) says. "They thought the President
must be going to land in a minute."
The book a lso contains surprising revelations that are certain to interest Beatie
fanatics. O ne example deals with the
Beatles Live at the Star Club- 1962 album, pressed from the famous " Hamburg tapes" recorded by Kingsize Taylor.
The Beatles often said that they were at
their wildest and best during 1961 and
1962, pre-recording contract and preRingo, and this album claims to be from
that period (with the notable exception
that, "as luck would have it, Ringo was
sitting in fo r Pete Best on this night"). In
actuality, according to Kingsize Taylor
himself, the Hamburg tapes were recorded on New Year's Eve (December 31,
1962). Pete Best had been replaced by
Ringo months earlier (August 12, 1962),
and the Beatles had already recorded two
singles and their first album (Please
Please Me, called Introducing o r Early
Beatles in America). The two-week engagement at the Star Club had been
booked long in advance at very low pay,
and in protest the Beatles performed every
night at their drunken worst, ragged and
careless. In fact, the Star Club's bouncer,
Horst Fascher, can be heard singing lead
on "Be Bop A Lula" and "Hallelujah."
This information doesn't in any way devalue the a lbum, but it does put the music
in its proper perspective.
While Shout! doesn't stand alone as the
all-encompassing history of the Beatles, it
fills a gap. Wi th the exception of the
short, poorly written A Twist of Lennon
by John's first wife, Cynthia, and the
short-sighted A Cellarful of Noise by
Brian Epstein, the pre-fame years of the
Beatles' lives have never been so thoroughly chronicled. The Playboy Interviews with John Lennon & Yoko Ono occasionally touched on that period, and it
is to author Norman's credit that there
wasn' t a single contradiction between
Shout! and anything spoken by Lennon.
Musician Magazine used Shout! as the
basis for drawing up a series of questions
asked of Ringo in its February 1982 issue,
and Ringo confirms the book's accuracy
throughout the interview.
The only criticism I have of the book is
its dearth of pictures. In an attempt to
print " photos never before seen," the
author leaves out classic photos whose absence is even more annoying because the
circumstances surrounding these pictures
are often full y described in the text. The
reader is left with no choice but to have on
hand one of the better picture histories of
the Beatles, like The Beatles by Rolling
Stone Press or The Beatles: An Illustrated
Record by Carr & Tyler. But with this
criticism aside, it remains true that Shout!
is the best biography ever to be written
about the Beatles. Its intimate perspective
on the main characters makes it exciting
reading whether yo u were/ are a Beatles
fan or not. Read this book and I guarantee you'll star t digging out your old
Beatles albums.
0
- Gene Scara muzzo

UNPOPULAR MUSIC

400 Bourbon
APRIL 1·3

ABOUT
SONGS
ABOUT
CLOTHES

Luther Kent &
Trickbag
APRIL4-17

Exuma
APRIL II

Chuck EasterUng's
Big Band

_..r.,.-,-~

APRIL 19

Phil
Parnell
& Germaine Bazzle ......_

From black leather trousers and
motorcycle boots to tan shoes and
pink shoelaces, clothes were, in all
the best decades, a subject for songs.

N

ow my clothes are snappy, now my
tailor's happy, I'm the eat's meow,
my wardrobe is a wow!" sings the
ebullient chorus boy rehearsing his longplanned solo in "Gypsy" and how
typical: this is the perfection of the Tin
Pan Alley myth: If You're Lookin' Good,
You Must Be Feelin' Good, snazzy
clothes bring you plenty of hotcha and
swell dolls, an attitude as down-the-line
bourgeois as cleanliness-next-to-Godliness, etc.
The personification of the idea that the
carapace is of more consequence than the
flesh beneath: the great periods for songs
about clothes are themselves great sartorial periods - the pre-World War I period
and the 1930s and the Neolithic period of
rock 'n' roll, after which the genre which
contains many peculiar and choice items
but could hardly be called prominent as
subject for songwriters seemed to wither
abruptly. No one much cared how they
looked in the 1960s and 1970s, and the
New Wave look (variations on variations
on an old theme) doesn't seem locked into
the content of the music so much as the
style. In a crummy song like "A White
Sport Coat and A Pink Carnation," the
content is the style and any pretense of
any sort would just get in the way of the
efficiency of the piece; the same for such
treasures as "Pink Shoe Laces" and the
ineffable "Black Slacks" by Joe Bennett
and the Sparkletones.
The music of certain periods conjures
up immediately the look of the period
(can't really say that for the past two
decades) but quintessential images occur:
the picture hats and bowlers and bustles
and mutton-chop whiskers and violinshaped figures of the Belle Epoque, and
certain bits of 1930s music naturally
conjure men in formal wear and women
in glittering Paquin and Schiaparelli and
Lelong gowns and crimped and marcelled
'dos, and the 1950s evoke the D.A. and
the ponytail and denim - the great
sartorial musical image of the 1950s is the
brilliant Lieber-Stoller "Black Denim
Trousers and Motorcycle Boots," an
image not new at the time and eventually

561-9231

APRIL lO

III!I!IIIIW

John Magnie
& Leigh Harris
APRIL 21422

co-opted and subjected to rococo transformation by outlaws and queers.
Shoes and hats make the most musical
appearances - despite a few oddities like
Billie Holiday's "Violets For Your Furs"
and the great cawing stridency of Vivian
Blaine performing, with her Hot Box
Girls, "Take Back Your Mink" in "Guys
and Dolls" and a few cloaks and suits and
dresses cropping up from the time of the
Alice Blue Gown. Shoes are a musical
natural because of the intimate connection with dancing; hats are a more difficult matter to pin down - only because
everyone wore them? Easy to find that
you're in the rotogravure in any case. And
despite all the shine-on-your-shoes-and-amelody-in-your-heart and shoes-withwings-on-and-living-has-no-strings-on
and saud-in-my-s hoe s-sa nd -fromHavana! lines, the best 1930s tunes about
clothes are about neither. The fine Dietz
and Schwartz number, "Got A Bran'
New Suit," from the revue "At Home
Abroad," was recorded in October 1935
by two very different virtuosi - Louis
Armstrong and Eleanor Powell. The
Armstrong record, in which a peculiarly
poignant amount of wheezing turns up in
the vocal and there is more than the usual
custodial shuffling in the rhythm section,
is of great interest for preserving (in the
manner of the early G&T operatic recordings done often in one impulsiveconvulsive take) A Great Sour Note. The
record begins with a series of pinwheel
introductory figures, then Armstrong
plaintively mangling the lyrics bringing a
Third Ward touch to his pronunciation of
"goil" and putting several additional
syllables into "dispute" and then running
through the inventory of the lyrics "tan shoes, gray spats, double-breasted
vest," not to mention the pearl stickpin,
and then those Notes which are enough to
turn blood to sand - Armstrong playing
with and then against the other brass and
as flat as cardboard both times. Clearly a
milestone.
That poisonous bonbon, Eleanor
Powell, claimed a dancing as well as vocal
credit on her record; Powell, the best
WAVELENGTH /APRIL 1982

T.B.A.
APRIL 23-25

Chuck EasterUng's
Big Band
APRIL 26-27

Phil ParneU
& Germaine Bazzle
APRIL 21-29

T.B.A.
APRIL30

Bryan Lee
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(504) 346·8256
4008 Hyacinth, Suite 105,
Baton Rouge, LA. 70808

woman tap dancer I've ever seen but a
startlingly witchy screen personality when
not dancing, was probably the only
woman who looked as good in tails and
top hat as did Astaire (Dietrich and Bea
Lillie run vaguely close seconds) and she
sings the lyric about a bran' new suit and
a bran' new girl with no gender change
(brava!) in her crisp, precise voice while
aside from a few bits of hotsy-totsy
trumpet the band does a skating-rink sort
of doodling as background for the percussive passion of her tap-dancing which
actually sounds like an instrument rather
than someone clumping around Studio B
at Symphony Hall with metal on their
heels.
The other songs-about-clothing from
the 1930s and the 1940s (a strange transitional period, a DMZ, of fashion with its
clamped-down hairdos and mannish
clothes for women ending with Dior's
almost vengeful New Look at the end of
the decade and the ultimate absurd exaggeration - zoot suits - for men, personified in the ten-gallon look of Cab Calloway, who looks merely foppish against
the genuinely tasteful dandyism of Armstrong or Ellington or Hines) are largely
novelties. They range, like most novelties,
from the sublime to the Not At All So,
from such insanities as "A Sarong and
A Sweater and A Peek-A-Boo Bang" and
"Sam, You Made The Pants too Long"
("You feel the evening breeze up and
down the knees, the belt is where the tie
belongs, 'cause Sam, you made the pants
too long") to the nearly unknown Fats
Waller number, "Hi De Ho High," about
a jive academy uptown in Harlem where
"you don't have to dress deluxe, right off
the bat, zoot suit and black hat."
Probably the last great clothing song
after the Lieber-Stoller masterpieces of
the 1950s ("Black Denim Trousers" and
"The Last Clean Shirt") is an undeservedly obscure 1960 work by The Coasters,
"Shopping For Clothes." This is the great
layaway tragedy: the backing vocals are
ominous, the instrumentation sparse, and
the blood tells the elevator girl
imperiously, "dry goods flo'," the
sharkish salesman (the bassman)
approaches with such remarks often made
on South Rampart, Dryades, Canal and
other great shopping avenues as " look in
the mirror and dig yourself," "that suit is
you," "that collar's pure camelhair,"
etc., but when the credit is checked, and is
found wanting after being weighed in the
balance, there is only despair - already
heralded by a bereaved sounding sax solo
- "pure, pure herrin' bone," mutters the
disappointed shopper while the salesman,
imperious now, chimes in, "That's a suit
you'll never own." And as we pause on
the edge of the volcano in a period of $75
sneakers and $20 t-shirts, it seems more
appropriate than ever - the part of the
musical about snappy-clothes-and-happyfaces that the other songs neglected.
You've got to pay for them, like everything else, eventually.
0
-Jon Newlin
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One Track Mind
Big Twist & the Mellow Fellows
Flying Fish FF 268
It seems that the phrase "R&B" is
being used more often these days than a
few years back, and to better descriptive
effect. I'm not at all sure it means that
there is anything like an R&B revival
going on; it seems more likely the term is
simply pulling more weight as the catchwells "rock," "rock 'n' roll," and
"rockabilly" have been broadened by
recent musical trends. Before attributing
too much density to the distinction, however, it is well recalled that the phrase was
at least in part devised in the Fifties
merely to distinguish race in contrast with
rock 'n' roll.
All this comes to mind because Big
Twist and the Mellow Fellows' sound is as
central to what this reviewer conceives to
be rhythm and blues as any modern band
on the horizon. The music on this their
second album is first and foremost interpretive; which is to say that the songs, and
specifically the treatments of them, are
the focus, rather than any virtuosity or
innovation. Beyond that, the interpretations are firmly, unwaveringly bluesbased (as one might have guessed by now)
and very (though not innovatively or in
any kind of up-front way) rhythmic.
In Chicago, which this salt-and-pepper
outfit calls home, the reviewers have compared them with the Blues Brothers band,
which doesn't seem too apt; the music on
this record possesses little of the showiness connoted by "soul" and performed
tongue-in-teeth by the erstwhile comedians. Roomful of Blues is closer but a little
too historical-minded. T he Asbury Jukes
is the best I can do.
Certain touches further my centrist
notions: an imposing lead singer (an impression garnered from the wax, though

his back-jacket-cover girth and promomaterial claim to have secretly penned the
Chubby Checker smash from Hank
Ballard's drumkit are no imposition to his
imposition); rhythmic, ensemble horn
playing a Ia the Blues Scholars and other
great R&B sections; in-house, tasty-butnot-flashy backing vocals (oh, they pulled
in a coupla ringers for some cuts, but I'll
chalk it up to studio perfecto-phobia or
do I mean philia); and range of tunes.
Those tunes: "Rescue Me," their paean
to covering the recognizable; Leo Nocentelli's "I Got The Blues"; James Taylor's
"Lo and Behold" (no surprise to me but
certainly news to Taylor's reputation);
four originals from various combinations
of singer, guitarist, keyboard man , and
producer; and two others.
It seems pointless to go beyond these
distinctions into the smarmy realm of
judgment. That's not about what they're
up to. So I'll recommend this disc only to
those fans of these songs. But I'll recommend them live, when they blow our way
with the initial J azz Fest winds, to all of
you-urn that like to have fun.
-Tim Lyman

Tony Dagradi
Portraits & Sketches
Contemporary Arts Center
February 19, 1982
The weekend of feasting prior to Mardi
Gras and the restrain t of Lent was celebrated at the Contemporary Arts Center
by the premier performance of Tony
Dagradi's composition, "Portraits &
Sketches - A Suite of New Music for 11
Pieces ." A group of eleven of the Crescent City's finest musicians was led by
Dagradi in a series of portraits and
sketches, some of which represented
influential musicians in t he AfroAmerican idiom. Funding from the
WAVELENGTH/APRIL 1982
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Fri. 2 - Tupelo's Tavern
Fri. 9 - Tipitina's
Sat.10- Faces, Baton Rouge
Sat. 17 - Maple Leaf
Tues. 27 - Tipitina's
Fri. 30 - Maple Leaf
242-8604 or

GALLATIN ALLEY
RESTAURANT
Offering only the finest in great
New Orleans style food.
Our prices are reasonable, the
atmosphere casual, and every entree is
cooked to order under the direction of
Chef Jay Blair.
Our specialties are
Oyster-Shrimp
Fettucine, Broiled
Redfish, and our
sauteed Garlic
Chicken with
Artichokes and
Mushrooms.

across from the Old Mint
Restaurant open ll a.m. - ll p.m.
Tuesday- Sunday
Sunday Brunch 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
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National Endowment for the Arts and the
Louisiana State Arts Council made the
composition, the performance and the
WWOZ live broadcast possible.
"Portraits & Sketches" marks Tony
Oagradi as a major composer of New
Music. The performance was a fitting
send-off for Dagradi who was on his way
to New York for rehearsal with Carla Bley
in preparation for a month of touring in
Europe. Oagradi will be back in town at
the end of March, and will be here
through the Jazz Festival. May should see
the release of his second album on
Gramavision . Featured with him on the
album will be Astral Project. As a
listener, it is good to know that the tenor
saxophone is in the hands of young, creative musicians such as Ricky Ford, Chico
Freeman and Dagradi.
A capacity crowd heard the performance start with "Two Colors" in which
Oagradi was breathing fire . This piece is
included on his fort hcoming album. Next
was a tender " Ballad for Mingus," which
bowed to a musician known for his extremes of emotional response. "Strange
News" let Kidd Jordan loose on his alto
sax with an intensity not often heard in
this city. The first part of the suite ended
with Jim Singleton and Oagradi driving
"Gurudev" along.
The second part opened with a "Salutation" to Sun Ra, featuring Oagradi and
Jordan in a passionate exchange that had
the musicians and audience glowing.
"Morning Star" allowed the listeners to
relax before the tribute to "Miles."
"Miles" allowed Mark Saunders to
demonstrate his vast array of percussion
instruments while Clyde Kerr sounded
eerily like Mr. Davis "walking on eggs."
The program ended with "Space Escape"
and the knowledge that Dagradi's compositions not only set up the form of the
piece of music but left the space for improvisers to comment.
The work " Portraits & Sketches"
would wor k well as an album - perhaps
Oagradi 's next trip to the recording studio
as a leader will be to this purpose.
-

Kevin Martin

Beautiful Vision
Van Morrison
Warner Bros. BSK 3652
Is the "Beautiful Vision" you see with
the inner eye the " Beautiful Vision" once
seen in the play of a child? On his new
LP, Van Morrison plays the vision of
days gone by against the vision of inner
light. Imagination is the realm of the untrue and memory the realm of the true.
Right?
When we dream, imagining and remembering intertwine. When we dream,
we play as children once again. The image
of mothers calling children opens the a lbum, and the last words heard are these:
"Across the bridge where angels dwell/

Children play." Van Morrison entreats us
to dream, to clean the windows of experience.
"Cleaning Windows" is a funky walk
down the streets of memory, when Van
made his wage being a window-cleaner.
He offers a litany of the poets who
cleaned the windows of his soul: Jimmy
Rodgers, Leadbelly, Blind Lemon, Sonny
Terry, Brownie McGhee, Muddy Waters,
Jack Kerouac. Nice bloozy horn charts
from Pee Wee Ellis. In "Aryan Mist"
Van sings, "There's so many people/
Going down by the river/To get clean."
The tune has a peculiar 'hovering' sensation - maybe like the mist Morrison
sings of. The shuffle feel is tentative and
almost breaks into full gear on the chorus.
Almost, but not fully.
This mist hovers "along the bridges."
Throughout the album we hear of windows, bridges, stairways, doors. To my
ears, the album's centerpiece is not the
title cut, but "Dweller on the Threshold."
Most of Morrison's songs are variations
on the same changes; "Dweller" is something different. The relaxed but insistent
beat coupled with the constant repetition
of the same two chords yields a very
hypnotic experience. Morrison identifies
himself as a "Dweller on the threshold/
Waiting at the door/ l 'm standing in the
darkness/ ! don't want to wait no more."
Something in the way Morrison delivers
this last line with understatement but
declaration gives it enormous power. As if
there were a screaming cry for help behind
it.
Further on in "Dweller," Morrison
sings, "Let me pierce the realm of glamour/So I know just what I am." Glamour
must be the dirt of accumulated experience that gathers on the windows of the
soul, obscuring the child. What is the
"Great Illusion" in the lines, "Let me go
down to the water/ Watch the great illusion drown"? The liner notes acknowledge "The Tibetan" and a book by Alice
Bailey on glamour as sources of inspiration for the songs "Aryan Mist" and
"Dweller on the Threshold. " Could Time
be the Great Illusion? Does the illusion of
time separate memory from imagination ,
darkness from light? Anyway, Pee Wee
Ellis' horn charts on "Dweller" are
wonderful; they're especially playful
towards the fade-out, turning bittersweet
with some sourful notes in the right place.
A number of songs suggest personal
love as a trigger for spiritual light.
Morrison sings "Vanlose Stairway" in a
strange, stiff manner. The band lays
back, hitting hard on every other beat,
giving the song a processional feeling (as
if they're slowly ascending/ descending
stairs). Morrison is telling someone to
send him "Your picture .. . your bible
. . . your pillow . . . your guitar/On
the Van lose Stairway." Van manages to
mix in Krishna, too. As the song proceeds, Morrison gets stiffer, starts
trembling. He sings the words of the third
verse, almost gagging in spasms of desire,
"Send me some Iovin' / Send me some

"... Metro,
where else?"
Wide assortment of
speakers, amps, mixers,
mics, etc...

Large selection of
guitars and accessories...

"Run by musicians for musicians."
Call 504 340-4883
1995 Barataria Blvd (At Lapalco)
Marrero, LA. 70072
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kissing/You know what I'm missing."
The harmonica solo that follows is
amazing, Morrison crying/humming as
he plays the harmonica. Van the Man is
Van the Lion. "Vanlose Stairway" fades
out much too soon.
"Northern Muse" is about someone
from Morrison's earlier days. "She shines
light all around." The memory of this
someone serves as an inspiration to
Morrison: "If you see her, say hello/She's
someone I surely know/ When I was
young/She made me roam from my
home." The inspiring light of memory.
And then there's the "Beautiful Vision"
of "mystical rapture" - " You are my
guiding light." Morrison ever searches his
memory and his imagination for light. He
finds an end to separation in dreams, he
finds an end to time. Time ends in the
play of a child, a child fascinated,
forgetting where, when. "Across the
bridge where angels dwell/C hildren
play." We are no longer children (or is
that an illusion?) - but we can dream.
"Close your eyes/In fields of wonder/
Close your eyes and dream."
- Zeke Fishhead

Southside Johnny and the
Asbury Jukes
At The Saenger
February 13, 1982
Southside Johnny has long worked in
the shadow of the other guy from New
Jersey, Bruce Springsteen. It hasn't
helped matters that his early albums were
produced by Miami Steve Van Zandt of
theE Street Band who along with Springsteen wrote much of the material to be
found on those records. Throw in the fact
that they also shared sister record companies (Columbia/Epic), and you can
begin to see how difficult it has been for
the Jukes to establish an identity of their
own. But through the years, if Springsteen has proven to be the rock & roll heart
of Asbury Park, then Southside Johnny
Lyon would most certainl y have to be the
blue eyed soul.
Soul, by the way, was the name of the
game at the Saenger when the Jukes
played before a modest sized yet enthusiastic audience on February 13. This
is a band that's damn near a revue; with
eleven members including two female
vocalists and a four man horn section,
they play soul music as it was defined over
two decades ago in Memphis. You could
call the Jukes a horn band, not to be confused with Chicago, who gave the whole
genre a bad name, but more in the tradition of James Brown's Famous Flames.
And I thought this stuff had gone the way
of mohair suits and high heel sneakers.
The concert started out (for me
anyway, thanks to parade tra ffi c) with the
fully arranged R&B flavored ballad
"Without Love" from the album This
Time It's For Real. The music then built,
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as it would again and again throughout
the night, to have the tempo brought back
down with "Little Girl So Fine," a Springsteen/ VanZandt composition that still
sounds to me like it should have been written by Willy DeVille. Following was an
unexpected twist; an a capella version of
Manfred Mann's "Do Wah Diddy" (Talk
about British invasion street corner doowop). As could be expected, the Asbury
Jukes are big on medleys, mixing in their
best material with the music of Sam
Cooke, Tom Petty and, would you
believe, James Bond. "Live And Let Die"
never sounded so good.
Throughout the evening the band
played like a well-seasoned team, with
Southside Johnny acting as captain and
spiritual cheerleader. He called all the
shots, played mean harmonica and sang
about as black as any white boy since Eric
Burdon. The crowd was on its feet well
before the closeout of "Bring It On Home
To Me" /" Havin' A Party," and the first
encore, Sam & Dave's "You Don't Know
Like I Know," made for some pretty good
dancing in the aisles. "Let The Good
Times Roll" (the Ray Charles version)
finished the show as the second encore,
although somewhat anticlimaticall y.
Looking back, the set seemed too short,
even at one and one-half hours. I guess at
$10.50 a head for the better seats, one
would hope for a bit more than a perfunctory performance. This leads up to my
one criticism of the concert; the band appeared uncomfortable and somewhat
remote from the audience, not usually a
problem for a good R&B band in this city.
Maybe playing at the Saenger was part of
the problem, the atmosphere perhaps a bit
staid for havin' a real party. But I tell
you, if the Jukes ever come back to play a
place like the President, don't get caught
without your dancing shoes. I think they
were invented for bands like this one.
- Steve Graves

Live In concert

uriahHeep
~--With very Special Guest stars: - 1
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- ~ %;~ ~~ ~« z~
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April 14th-8:00p.m.

At The warehouse

Tickets NOW On Sale At
All Peaches Locations. For More Information
Call821-8211.
RESCHEDULED FROM MARCH 20 ... TICKETS PREVIOUSLY PURCHASED WILL BE HONORED

Produced by BEAVER

High Heeled Blues
Rory Block
Rounder 3061
Here's a successfully pleasant album
from singer/guitarist Rory Block. The
term "successfully pleasant" is used because "pleasant," these days, often represents damning, or at least insufficient
praise, as in, "Pleasant? (yawn) So
what?" As if such music somehow doesn't
deliver enough. But Block's High Heeled
Blues presents us with nice singing, accomplished acoustic guitar and subtle accompaniment that manages to satisfy. In
all, it's thirty or so minutes of, well, pleasant music.
Block grew up listening to the bluesmen
who passed through Greenwich Village in
the Sixties, and studied for a time with
Reverend Gary Davis. The largest group
of numbers on the record directly reflects
these influences. Three Robert Johnson
numbers make the album, with "Walking

LOUISIANA'S OWN

COPAS BROS.

For the Hottest, Honky-Tonkin', Shit-Kickin' Dance Music Around
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays-HIRED HAND SALOON
in the Elmwood Shopping Center

Fridays, Saturdays, Sundays- BIG JIM'S SILVER DOLLAR SALOON
at 327 Bourbon Street

Also available for private parties and conventions
865-1100 or 861-0908
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Come see and try these exciting new computerized keyboards - the hottest things gomg in
music today ! Now the whole family can learn to play quickly and easily with these " miraclemagic'' piano keyboards and a brand new musical invention, the "Suzuki Omnichord " (Left,
center), a unique "chord harp" with no visible strings! This and the Yamaha " PortaSound"
(At., center) and two new Casiotone Keyboards with pre-set sound features, are ideal for
graduat1on or Mother' s Day gifts. Birthdays, too. Buy or layaway now.
(CLOCKWISE FROM TOP)

CASIOTONE KEYBOARD #403 ... . ....
YAMAHA PORTASOUND #PS-3 ..... . .
CASIOTONE KEYBOARD #MT -40 . . ... .
SUZUKI OMNICHORD #OM-27 . . . ... . .
WE HANDLE OUR
OWN ACCOUNTS.

605 Caul St. ... 524·7511
llkul•• .. ..... 831·2621

01kw1M ...... 362·3131

$599
$250
$199
$185

Till Pllz1 l1
L1kl Feru l .. . .. 246-6130
UfiWIIer. lllul . 311-4070

Blues" leading off side one to announce
that this woman knows the basics . Skip
James' "Devil Got My Man" is a further
compliment to this group.
But Block's voice is a little too sweet to
pull off a full LP of such material, so the
record is wisely peppered with other
things. A hanky-tonk "Down in the
Dumps" with piano help from Warren
Bernhardt is especially nice. Block's own
composition s (there are three here) are
more folk oriented, and all are hummable.
There is also an instrumental rag and a
mountain gospel tune, which closes out
the a lbum .
The only thing that doesn't work is the
inclusion of the standard "The Water is
Wide. " The idea of including a number
with hammer dulcimer accompanim ent is
fine, and very softly makes the point that
the mountains and the delta are not really
that far apart. But these plusses can be
easily lost to the fact that the song is done
so often that a reaction of, "What, that
one again?" is hard to overcome, and we
might tend to overlook the fine points.
Block gets occasional harp and guitar
help from John Sebastian. Like all the accompanimen t here, his playing is happily
unobtrusive. It's Block's guitar that we
hear most. She's solid, though never startling, and the style is even enough
throughout to keep the record from being
as eclectic as it might seem in print.
All in all, this is a nice album. It might
surprise you, pleasantly.
-

WHEN YOU'R E READ Y, FIND•••

•••BECAU SE THAT' S WHER E YOUR
FRIEN DS WILL BE.
PH ONE 831-085 1 • 608 PAPWORTH AVE, SUITE 8 • METAIRIE, LA. 70005
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J erry Karp

Orgonomic Music
Jessica Jennifer Williams
Clean Cuts 7031
A one word description for this record
is "fresh." The music played here by Williams and her band is best comprehend ed
as bop for the Eighties. While the tunes
vary in bop influence, the electricity inherent in bop music is a thread sustaining
the underlying fabric of the package. The
title refers to "orgone," the primal
cosmic energy, and according to Williams, the music is inspired by the beliefs of
Wilhelm Reich. Whether you agree with
Reich's theories or not, my guess is that
you will find that they have had a positive
effect upon the music on this record .
William's choice of instrumenta tion is
provocative. The seven-piece band includes Eddie Henderson, trumpet and
flugelhorn ; Jim Grantham, tenor sax ;
Henry Robinette, guitar; Dave Tucker,
drums; and on several of the tunes, Williams uses two bass players, Richard
Saunders and Kim Stone.
Williams' fingering is very fast, yet
precise and clean. Her left hand is reminiscent of McCoy Tyner, while her melodies
fall somewhere between Chick Corea and
Joanne Brackeen . These comparisons give
a good idea of the complexity of Williams'
style a nd her high degree of individuality
as a pianist.

Her talents as a composer and arranger
are almost as impressive. The average
length of selections is 4:62, which is too
short to allow the musicians to stretch
out. Yet Williams' arrangements take full
advantage of every second.
The use of two basses is an interesting
device and attests to Williams' ability as
an arranger. Uncontrolled, the effect
could result in a most unpleasant droning.
Here, the double bass parts are used
sparingly and with great purpose. "The
Weapon of Truth" is an up-tempo blues
with a swing that uses the basses playing
parallel lines. The effect is an overall
fullness, particularly in the region j ust
below the middle range.
Henderson and Grantham make good
use of the space given them. T heir exchanges are smooth and natural. T he
blending of the horns gives the melodies a
crisp, bright sound, contributing to the
record's positivism.
"Experiment XX" is the most argonomic selection on the album. The guitar
pops up here to take part in some very
enjoyable collective improvisation with
the whole band entering in. The spasmodic rhythm is punctuated by orgasmic
flouris hes. However, the abrupt ending is
a bit of a let down and leaves the tune
somewhat unresolved.
Other selections include a quiet solo
piece by Williams; and a piano , bass and
drums trio rendering of Coltrane's "Dear
Lord ." The other four selections fall more
into the bop vein with a variety of rhythmic structures.
Wilhelm Reich said "Love, work and
knowledge are the wellsprings of our life.
They should also govern it." It is obvious
that Jessica Jennifer Williams has pulled
from a wealth of each of these resources
to create Orgonomic Music.
- Brad P almer

Built as a home and an office In 1832 by a famous New
Orleans doctor, Joseph A. Trlcou, 711 Bourbon exists today as one of the finest examples of the architecture of
that period. The carriageway. L·shaped courtyard, slave
quarters, and stables remain very close to their original
state.

7iiBOURBON
STREET CLUB
RANDY HEBERT
TUESDAY THRU SATU RDAY- 9:30 'TI L

NORA WIXTED
SUNDAY & MONDAY- 9:30 'TI L

AL BROUSSARD
THURSDAY TH RU TU ESDAY-7:30·9:30

NORA WIXTED BAND
FRIDAY & SATURDAY-LATE N IGHT JAM
1:30 AM-5:30 AM

POPULAR DRINKS
DANCING 'TIL DAWN

L I V E

M U S I C

TH URS. APR 1 - BLUE VIPERS &
ROCKABYES
FRI. APR 2 - THE COLD
SAT. APR 3 - THE RADIATORS
FRI. A PR 9 - THE SINGLES
SAT. APR 10 - NIGHTRIDERS
TUES. APR 13- THE BLASTERS &
BLUE VIPERS
THURS. APR 15- DANNY JOHNSON &
THE BANDITS
FRI. APR 16 - THE NEVILLE
BROTHERS
SAT. APR 17 - DIRTY DOZEN
BRASS BAND
FRI. & SAT. APR 23 & 24- THE SHEIKS
W ED. A PR 28 - MANDEVILLE MIKE'S
BIRTHDAY PARTY
THURS. APR 29 - THE SHEIKS
FRI. APR 30- THE FABULOUS
THUNDERBIRDS from AUSTIN &
BLUE VIPERS

8 2 00
8 6

6

W I LLOW
9 5

4

ST.
9

WOODENHEAD

New Orleans Blues
Various Artists
P-Vine 9034
Although this is the fi rst issue of
P-Vine's "Black Music in the Fifties,"
every track on this one dates from before
1949. What can you say about an album
with vintage material from Dave Bartholomew, Mr. Google Eyes, Chubby Newsome, Blazer Boy, The Johnson Brothers
and Erline Harris, except keep it comin'!
This is a tremendous a lbum, including
some of the finest examples of early New
Orleans R&B. Although available at a
slightly inflated import price, the cost of a
78 from this collection would buy two
copies of th is set.
I'm pleased that at last people can hear
Bartholomew's "Country Boy" and
"Gert Town Blues" easily. Bartholomew
gets most of the spotlight on this LP and
his work is superb; he's really a fine
vocalist, too. Erline Harris and the Johnson Brothers team up for some great jump
numbers, and Chubby Newsome is real
WAVELENGTH /APRIL 1982
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HAPPY HOUR

4 PM - 6 PM WEEKDAYS
2 AM - 4 AM WEEKDAYS
25~ DRAFT
$2.00 PITCHERS
85~ HIGHBALLS

25~

WEDS. DRAFT
BEER NIGHT

a Glass

$2 .00 Pitchers

TUESDAYS

LADIES NIGHT 3 FREE!
8- 12 PM
Pool, Patio, Pinball
& One Helluva Jukebox plus .
Oys~
ter Bar Opening)Soon!

qi.~~~
~.~

Sandw
ich Shop
Serving Daily
Hot Lunch Specials
Assorted Hot & Cold Sandwiches
and Snacks

Til BIIILS
ARE BACK!

Listen for
Our New 45 Coming Soon
"Nothing but Lies" b/w "Hit the Road"

Live at the New VFW Rock Hall
April9
Truly an Original e xperience
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gone on "Hard Lovin' Mama."
Finall y, we can hear Mr. G on an
enthusiastic slow blues (a real weeper,
too.) Check it o ut. Blazer Boy proves why
he was so popular around town with his
"New Orleans Woman ."
This one is a must!
- Almost Slim

Empress of Lyrics
Tribute to Miriam Makeba:
Empress of African Song
African Women
Black Women
African Woman
Black Woman
African violel, a delicale flower.
Creal ion of !he Universe.
Bloomin info iridescenl colors of !he
rainbow.
Slandin erect like an ebony tree.
Everlastin and slrong as mahogany
Sweel and delicious like !he honey from
!he Queen 's beehive.
Don'! ever become sour or !art like !he
lemon on !he lemon free.
Willows weep for you ... silenlly slrelchin
!heir limbs info galaxies, beyond oUler
space.
Don '! go nUls over !he coconUls, way up
high and oul of reach, if you oren 't a
climber.
Slay forever luscious as !he bUller from
!he shea-buller tree in Timbuktu.
Golden seed of beaUly.
You are !he fuel for lamps which 1hy seed
grants lhee oil.
Be as complicaled and simple as the
pomegranale.
The bamboo said a prayer:
"When you were born, way down yonder
on earlh 's riverbedsl lhe reeds and
bushes
R ustles and blows a scale of notes thai no
f iU!e can every play. Empress of music/
May you have my gift 10 be one wilh !he
secre!life of the planls."
Sound rolls off your tongue as if a
nighlengale lived in !he lary nx.
Love birds and all God's crea!Ures flock 10
your branches to hear your wind calls.
Black orchid, stay as sacred as the ancien!
baobob from the Garden of Eden.
Ooooohhhh-we! Tree of sincerity ! Eternal
slrenglh!
Knowin thai !he roofs of life are the
infinite love of Mother Nature & Father
Universe.
Fertilizin soil wi!h the spiritual joys of
living.
Goddess ma! Be a queen of plenty like the
scents f rom an incense tree.
Flo win down !he rivers of lime on a bed of
lotus blossoms.
lgnitin into cinders of human flesh.
African woman of love.
lC 1981 Misty Brown
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FRI., APR.

~UM·THIBOOEAUX,

LA.
SAT., APR. 3 · AIRPORT LOUNGE·HOUMA, LA.
TUES., APR. 6 · CHEZ AMI·LAPLACE, LA.
SAT., APR. 10 · LIGHTS FANTASTIC ·
CUT OFF, LA.
WED., APR. 14 · WRNO NIGHT·
OLE MAN RIVERS wiTHE SHEIKS
FRI. & SAT., APR . 16 & 17 · BOJANGLES ·
GRETNA, LA.
FRI., APR. 23 ·HAMMOND SOCIAL CLUB ·
HAMMOND, LA.
SAT., APR. 24 · EXECUTIVE CLUB·LULING, LA.
SUN., APR. 25 · IMMACULATA 1977 CLASS
REUN ION (PRIVATE PARTY)
FRI., APR. 30 · BOJANGLES·GR ETNA, LA.
FOR FURTHER BAND INFO, CALL
340·9977 OR 436·7482

ROCK & ROLL AT ITS FIN

T

Zebra
Fnday, April 2

Aura
Saturday, Apnl 3

Easter Vacation
Dean Darling & The Wanderers
The Knights
Fnday & Saturday, Apnl 16 & 17

The Sheiks
Wednesday, Apnl 21

The Producers/
The Sheiks
Thursday, Apnl 22

Chrome
Fnday, Apnl 23

Odyssey
Satwday, Apnl 24

The Sheiks
Wednesday, Apnl 28

The Sheiks
Fnday Apnl 30
CN.J.I'OII UI'Oo\T'B) c:oNCEM

,_liON

2125 HIGHWAY 90 WEST
Avondale, La. 43&3000

CLASSIFIEDS
CARPENT ER specia lizing in audio needs, shelves,
racks, cabinets, lofts, etc. Free estimates. Jim
Baldwin 943-1365.

NEED PLACE TO STAY for Jazz Fest (cheap).
Will reciprocate with cash , or trade my place in New
York for the same period. I am a male graduate
student, musician , 29 years old. Write D.H ., 536
West Ill St. #73, N.Y., N.Y. 10025.

CONN GUITAR for sale. Rosewood fi nish. Excellent cond ition. Two free lessons included . $250 firm .
392-4152, 394-9493.

CREATl VE ARTS. I have found that music is very
important to the life of the individual. The type of
music to which one listens can have a great effect
upon his emotional a nd mental states. This holds
true for all the creative arts. Art can be a ren ection
of the highest spiritual vision and serve as an uplifting factor for the individual and the world, or it
can stri ke lower chords in the observer and serve to
hold him in limited states of cof)sciousness. The
ECKists today are evolving a culture that is emphasizing the uplifting aspects in every artistic field .
Writers , artists, dancers, scientists, photographers ,
poets and musicians are all creating work o ut of
their direct experience with the spiritual worlds. As a
result it inspires the observer to recall that these
worlds do exist a nd can be reached. For a taped
message on ECKAN KAR call 899-57"16.

STEREO REPAIR SERVICE
Specializing in stereo component servicing. G uzza rdi
Electronics, Inc. 2709 Ridgelake Dr. Suite E,
Metairie, La. 833-0594

Experience

TBE
BICBABDCOX
EXPERIENCE
Original Rock Music
Booking Info: Frank DiBetta
504-271-6466

* IRMA THOMAS *
EARL KING * OLYMPIA
BRASS BAND* DEACON
JOHN * OLIVER MORGAN
* FROGMAN HENRY *

EXPERT BRASS A 0 WOOOWJ 0 REPAIR
Free e 1ima1es, reasonable ra1es, fasl quali1y service.
Ron (The DociOr). Repairma n. 949-5907.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Booked Exclusively by

•ALSO REPRESENTING A
VARIETY OF ROCK, JAZZ,
COUNTRY, BLUES & POP
ARTISTS.

PIE PRODUCTIONS
Agent Junius A. Sanders
3327 Mistletoe St.
New Orleans, La. 70118
(504) 283-4746 or 482-2472

DIANNA CHENEVERT
(504) 366-2785

WANTED: 78 rpm record collector in need of a Dual
turntable (or one similar) that still has the magic 78
~peed . Jeff 899-7369.

• ED PERKINS • RED
TYLER • WILLIE WEST
• DIRTY DOZEN BRASS
BAND • HOLLYGROVE
(Vocal Group) •

24 hours

One of the Most Complete 8 Track
Recording Facilities in the South!
··"'

No Charge for Set-Up Time

P UBUC ITY PHOTOS
500 b/ w 8x l0 lithographs from original glossy. $80.
For o1her quanlities. color. wrile: Photos. P.O. Box
50842. NOLA 70 150.

'(.

Jingles
Bulk Rates
Copies
Mastering
Arranging
Rehearsal Rates

NATIONA L ACCREDITED pho10grapher. By appoim menl only. Anlhony M. Davis. 347-7876.
JAZZ FEST LUXURY
In historic French Quarter building. Spacious bedroom with front balcony. Living room with veranda.
Exquisite courtyard , pool, accommodates four.
Laundry facilities. Maid available. Call 529-1768.

900 Seventh Street

New Orleans' only Old Wave
accoustic music
emporium for
traditional and
modern f o lk ,
bluegrass,
country blues,

Gretna, La. 70053

Musica l Instruments
Professional Sales Service Rentals
900 Seventh Street, Gretna, La. 70053
-

DISCOUNTS UP TO 50% -

..~~~=.!!~~·

ragtime, and
the best in
original homemade music. No cover.
Serving international coffees and teas,
fruit juices, and baked goods.

Open 8 to 2 am fRI- SAT.
Open Mike: 8 til 1 2
SU", WED, THURS
5110 Danneel Street, New Orleans

392-5093
12-6 P.M . M on.-Sat.

Group charge
accounts
available
24 Hour Equipment Delivery 488·0111 • 392-5093
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Wavelength receives mail from at least
three corners of the world each week and
the most-asked question is inevitably
"Who is Almost Slim?" Well, don't expect us to expose the poor fellow (we've
heard the same rumors that you've probably heard - that Slim's a bigamist
from Montana, an escaped lunatic from a
little town in Costa Rica, etc.) but we can
tell you that his real initials are the same
as Mick Jagger's girlfriend, WWL-TV's
sports anchorman and the author of ''The
Tar Baby." And if that's not enough to
whet your ravenous appetite, we've even
come up with this somewhat blurry
photograph of Slim and his childhood
idol, Bobby "Blue" Bland, taken within
the luxurious confines of Mr. Bland's personal bus one Sunday evening last year.
At the time, Slim was attempting to land a
job as B.B.B.'s valet and as you can see,
Mr. Bland was quite serious about the
matter - going so far as to give Slim the
routine physical. Here he is shown checking Slim's pulse. It was a bit off so Slim
didn't get the job and was forced to sell
his antique Thunderbird in order to pay
his rent. Anyway, Bobby "Blue" Bland
felt so bad about the whole thing that he
promised to return on April 9 to give Slim
another chance. Figuring that he might as
well give a recital while he's in town, Mr.
Bland booked himself a job on the President for the same evening. Slim will be
there, pressing Bobby "Blue" Bland's
pants, and we hope you are, too. Next
month : a candid photo of Wavelength's
editor in a mini-skirt that once belonged
to Mary Quant.
Breaking up is hard to do. Among the
most recent ruptures we've come across
are the dissolution of Stephie & the White
Sox (her lead guitarist was stolen away by
the Models, whom we once encountered
backstage at Ole Man River's fooling
around with some mirrors and some sort
of powder - alas, it turned out to be
pancake make-up!) and the end- after
but two gigs - of Mandeville Mike and
the Feeling. Of the latter ensemble, we
heard nothing but very positive reports.
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Nevertheless, we look forward to seeing
M.M. in Delgado's production of "Porgy

and Bess."
The Nightriders are back in town
(where did they go?) with a few new
members including someone named Hack
on saxophone. What sort of mother
would name her infant son Hack?! What
sort of mother would name her bubbling
boy Snakebite? By the way, where are
you, Snakebite?
The Dream Palace, with a very large
padlock on the front door, is now temporarily closed and the Blues Saloon has
permanently departed for Cocktail
Lounge Heaven. Ronnie Kole, inventor of
the goatee, has a new album entitled Kole
Hands And Warm Voice; Wardell
Quezergue, the Creole Beethoven, did the
production. The newest rock club on the
scene: the VFW Hall in Gretna. Leased by
Kill Zone Productions, the Hall can hold
up to 2000 fans (1500 legally). Bob Durel
declares that his new F&M Patio Bar (actually, the F&M Patio was across the
street back in the days of the Basement
Wall and that notorious woman who was
arrested there for impersonating Aretha
Franklin - what a crime! - but who
cares about truth and accuracy in this
city?) will feature live music beginning in
May.
The Nora Wixted Band can be heard at
the 711 Club on Bourbon Street, WWOZ
will play the Bo Diddley Story on April17
at 3:30p.m. , Brook Benton is completing
an album at Studio In The Country and
ditto for the Neville Brothers, who are
cutting demos, and the Uptown All-Stars,
who are preparing a new single - all at
the same Bogalusa facility.
James Brown has been signed to Island
Records, Hammond Scott has signed the
Cold Cuts to his Black Top label and
Buckwheat Zydeco and the lis Sont Partis
Band now includes Little Richard's longtime saxophonist. The Toiling Midgets,
who have absolutely nothing to do with
New Orleans but we think they have a terrific name, are Rough Trade's latest U.S.
signing.
0

MUSICIANS WANTED
WANTED • PROFESSIONAL MUSICIAN TO FORM C W • R
& 8 VARIETY GROUP· READERS PREFERRED HAY£ P A
CALL BUDDY AT 362·6271
ESTABLISHED POP BAND REGROUPING. AUDITIONING
DRUMMERS GUITAR AND KEYBOARD PlAYERS CALL
B65-9570
RHYTHM SECTION WANTED FOR LATIN·CARRIBEAN
GROUP CALL BARBARA AT 94B·6456
FORMING ORIG ROCK·NEW WAVE GRDUP-NffD£0
MALE DR FEMALE RHYTHM , BASS, LEAD GUITARIST.
AND KEYBOARD PlAYER TWO FEMALE SINGERS CALL
CHERI 362-5155
BASS AND GUITAR PLAYERS WITH VOCAL fXP NEEDED
• FEMALES PREFERRED fAR FOR HARMONY AND
WILLING TO WORK ORIG POP-COUNTRY LITE JAU
CALL LARRY 392-4153 DR 394·!U93
GUITARIST W/YDC EXP NEEDED IMMEDIATELY FOR
STRONG ROCK BAND HOOKED ON MUSIC CALL GARY
(DAY/469·362 1) (NIGHT/469·4099)
ROCK BAND CURRENTLY WORKING SEEKS VOCALIST
CALL MICHAEL 833.()621
BAND SEEKING RHYTHM GUITARIST ABLE TO PLAY
SOME lfAO AND SOME BACKUP VOCALS • ALSO
VOCALIST • TO 00 R & R & ORIG MUSIC CALL STEVE
362-3495
All FEMALE R&R GROUP SEEKS FEMALE LEAD GUI·
TARIST & KEYBOARD PlAYER CALL TRISHA 73.!-6160
MUSICIANS AND VOCALIST WANTED FOR GOSPEL RE·
CORDING GROUP MUST BE ABLE TO TRAVEL SERIOUS
INQUIRIES ONLY • FOR INFO CALL JOETTA AT 393·0957
KEYBOARD PLAYER WANTED FOR ALL STYLES OF ROCK
CALL PAUL AT 131·9209
KEYBOARD PLAYER NEEDED FOR TOP 40 GROUP FDA
INFO CALL JOE AT METRO MUSIC AT 340-4913
TOP 40 JAU FUNK BAND SEEKING BASS PLAYER AND
DRUMMER FOR LOCAL GIGS W/POSSIBLE TRAVEL
MUST BE PROFESSIONAL ALSO SEEKING VERSATILE
FEMALE VOCALIST WITH GOOD STAGE PRESENCE CALL
RAY AFTER 5 PM 191-1752
BAND SEEKING 2·kEYIOARO PlAYERS & BASS PLAYER
FOR ORIG MUSIC AND 60 s · FROM R&R TO R&8 CALL
MICHAEL 895-7179

EXPERIENCED DRUMMER & BASS PlAYER LOOKING FOR
SERIOUS MUSICIANS CONTACT CARL AT 117-7611
AFTER 5 DO PM

BAND SEEKING VERSATILE VOCALIST ABLE TO 00 WIDE
RANGE OF R&R HAY£ fOUIPMfNT AND READY TO WORK
• CALL BOBBY • 466-7B49 OR RANDY ·466-9930

fXP SAX PLAYER (SOP. ALTO, TENOR) WITH CREDITS
LOOKING FOR BAND IN WORKING SITUATION • CALL
TIME AT B95·5761

DRUMMERS
ROCK DRUMMER SEEKS WORK
340.2089

BRITISH ROCK BAND SEEKS DRUMMER · CALL MIKE AT
B33·0621

EXP DRUMMER AVAILABLE FOR WORK IMMEDIATELY
CALL GUY 945-7159 DR 271-B791

GROUP SEEKING SERIOUS KEYBOARD TO 00 ORIG CALL
DAY OR NIGHT 529·5954 ASK FOR GREG

PROFESSIONAL DRUMMER AVAILABLE FOR ROAD
WORK ALSO DOUBLES ON PlANO AND BASS CALL
TOM AT 368·9838

WANTED · FEMALE LEAD GUITARIST FOR ALL FEMALE
NEW WAVE BAND WILL ALSO 00 EARLY 60 S & ORIG
MUSIC CALL CATHY IN BATON ROUGE 1·383·9925 OR
NOVA 1·766-5711 AFTER 5 P M
BASS & DRUMMER NEEDED FOR PROGRESSIVE NEW
WAVE-ROCK BAND-ONLY CALL TOM OR DENISE AT
46B·8971 OR 464·0856
HEAVY METAL ROCk BAND LOOKING FOR DRUMMER &
LEAD VOCALIST CALL JOE AT B65·6127

BASS PLAYERS
BASS GUITARIST INTO ALL STYLES LOOKING FOR
GROUP SERIOUS MUSICIANS ONLY CALL JOHN AT
831·5758
ROCK BASS PLAYER/SINGER SEEKS ESTABLISHED
GROUP OR PEOPLE WILLING TO PUT SERIOUS EFFORT
INTO FORMING BAND HAVE REHEARSAL PLACE CALL
DOUG AT 467·1219 OR 455-6772
.BALL PlAYER WANTS TO FORM OR JOIN SOUTHERN
ROCK BAND OTHER TYPES CONSIDERED CALL TOMMY
AFTER 6 DO MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 733-3020

SOON TO IE WORKING GROUP INTO RUSH lfP SEEKS
VOCALIST CALL JEFF AT 340-3948

BASS PlAYER WITH TOURING & STUDIO EXPERIENCE
LOOKING FOR WORKING HARD ROCK BAND INTO
ORIGINALS & COPIES • PROS ONLY • HAVE EXCELLENT
RIG AND SOME P A • CALL ERIC IU3-a42

3 PIECE ORIG GROUP SEEKS kEYBOARD PlAYER WITH
EQUIPMENT • ABLE TO DO SOME VOCALS CALL CHUCK
834-8552 NOON • 11 P M

JAU·R&B BASS PlAYER SEEKS BAND OR SERIOUS
MINDED MUSICIANS TO FORM BAND CALL kERRY
865-9501 ANYTIME

RHYTHM GUITARIST AND BACKGROUND VOCALIST WITH
fAR FOR HARMONIZING SEEKS ROCK OR TOP 40 BAND
FORMING DR WORKING CALL JEREL AFTER 4 DO
246·7275

BASS PlAYER LOOKING FOR BAND · PREFER TOP 40 DR
VARIETY · CALL BILL AFTER 6 DO AT 199·6239

GUITAR & BASS PLAYER SEEKS BAND DR SINGER WITH
P A & kEYBOARD PlAYER CALL DUCKY 361·7331
AFTER 5 DO GLENN 341·6117

TRUMPET PlAYER SEEKS BAND FOR WEEKEND OR
PART-TIME GIGS 15 YRS fXP PREFER STANDARDS
AND OLDIES CALL JOHN AT 734-0422.

SERIOUS R&R. NW. GROUP SEEKS EXP VOCALIST WITH
EQUIPMENT • GROUP HAS REHEARSAL STUDIO
·CONTACT JOHN 2B2-2720 AFTER 6 DO

WORKING ROCK BAND SEEKS KEYBOARD PLAYER
·CONTACT ALLEN 733-6780

EXPERIENCED BASS PlAYER LOOKING TO JOIN SERIOUS
MINDED WORKING BAND ·PREFER FUNk·JAU FUSION •
CALL FRANK 945·1059
YOUNG BASS PLAYER LOOKING TO JAM • ROCK-NEW
WAVE • CALL PAUL B3J.5907

GUITARIST INTO All STYLES SEUS BAND CALL
ROBERT AT !U3·7770

BRASS

GUITARIST & BASS PLAYER LOOKING TO MAKE IT NEED DRUMMER CALL CHRIS 522-6976

fXP NEW WAY£ ROCK BAND DOING 60 S & 70'S LOOK·
lNG FOR BASS PlAYER · ORIG ALSO CALL LILLY & THE
KILLERS 4B6·0590/B35-5745

EXPERIENCED BASS PlAYER LOOKING FOR ROCK BAND ·
CALL RON AT 367.0.22.

CALL GERARD

COON-ASS DRUMMER • MOTOWN TOP 40. COUNTRY,
SWING POP JAU BIG BAND GOSPEL. YOU NAME IT
CALL WAYNE AT 361-4628 OR 367-67DO AND lfAYE
MESSAGE
SERIOUS DRUMMER SEEKING WORKING SITUATION
·CALL RICHARD 455·38471461-2192
YOUNG DRUMMER /GUITARIST AVAILABLE FOR GIGS
·CALL DARYL 341·3151
DRUMMER LOOKING FOR SERIOUS GROUP · INTO HfAYY
METAL · OTHER STYLES ALSO DESIREABLE CALL RAY·
NARD • B35·6554

GUITARIST/VOCALIST SEEKS GROUP INTO ORIG CALL
ROBERT 392·2441
GUITARIST INTO ROCK. PUNK SEEKS GROUP CALL
RUSTY 392·0492
R&R . BLUES PlAYER WANTS GROUP • NEW IN TOWN
CALL KENNY 340·3B86
LEAD GUITARIST SEEKING GROUP, LOOKING TO WORK
WITH ROCK . R&B. OR TOP 40 ROCK GROUPS CALL
ELLIOT AT 279-7061
GUITAR PlAYER INTO R&B. R&R. COUNTRY AND
OLDIES LOOKING FOR BAND READY AND WILLING TO
WORK CALL WILLIE AT 831·3067
GUITARIST INTO JAU. ROCK. OLDIES DRIG. LOOKING
FOR GROUP DR WORK • CALL NOEL AT 411-3775 DR
212·1149

KEYBOARD PLAYERS
KEYBOARD PlAYER SEEKS WORKING BAND HAVE
fOUIPMfNT
CALL LED (DAY-393·3311)
(NIGHT-656·7511)
SYNTHESIST AVAILABLE FOR STUDIO SESSIONS AND
WORKING BANOS HAVE OWN EQUIPMENT CALL RANDY
AT 279·7901
KEYBOARD PLAYER AVAILABLE FOR WORK OR REHEAR·
SAL· CONTACT STEVE 367·5890

VOCALISTS
FUNK-ROCK. JAU FUSION DRUMMER/ BASSIST LOOK·
lNG FOR WORKING BAND · SERIOUS ONLY · CONTACT
WAYNE AT 347-1659 AFTER 5 DO PM

GUITAR PLAYERS
OUT OF TOWN GUITARIST LOOKING FOR ROCK GROUP
CALL JOHN AT 366·2579 AFTER 5 DO
ROCK GUITARIST WITH EXP SEEKS ESTABLISHED BAND
OR SERIOUS MUSICIANS WILLING TO FORM BAND CALL
BARRY AFTER 5 DO 362-4375
fXP GUITARIST /VOCALIST All STYLES SEEKS
WORKING GROUP CALL KEN 888·1795
fXP LEAD GUITARIST WITH P A SEEKS ROCK GROUP
·HAVE EQUIPMENT • WILL TRAVEL 866-2919
RHYTHM GUITARIST LOOKING FOR WORKING BAND
INTO ROCK AND BlUES WILL CONSIDER FORMING
BAND WITH SERIOUS MUSICIANS CALL DANNY
347-6324 ANYTIME
LEAD DR RHYTHM GUITARIST SEEKING ROCK DR NEW
WAVE GROUP WORKING DR FORMING CAN DO BACK UP
VOCALS AND HAVE EQUIPMENT • CALL BILLY AFTER
6 DO AT 737·2098
LEAD GUITARIST LOOKING FOR WORKING BAND • INTO
HARD ROCK & ORIG • HAVE STUDIO EXP ALSO SINGS
LEAD VOCALS · NEW IN TOWN · CALL CORY AT 456·1011
BETWEEN NOON & 6 DO P M

VOCALIST INTO SOUTHERN ROCK LOOKING FOR WORK
HAS SMALL P A CALL 0 J AT 347·2561
VOCALIST LOOKING FOR SERIOUS BAND READY TO GO.
FOR MORE INFO CALL 341·0875 LOVE TO SHOW WHAT
MY MUSIC MEANS
FEMALE VOCALIST SEEKS WORK, EXP VERSATILE
·MUSIC FROM 20 S-80 S • BLUES. JAU. CONI CALL
BONNIE AT 211·4574
FEMALE VOCALIST AVAILABLE FOR ANY TYPE MUSIC
·SERIOUS WORKING BANOS ONLY • CALL TRACEY
195-2611
FEMALE VOCALIST SEEKING KEYBOARDIST OR WORk·
lNG UNO INTERESTED IN CONTEMPORARY MUSIC
·FULL OR PT TIME • CALL JEANNE AFTER 6 DO ON
WEEKENDS AT 1·764-6555
VOCALIST/LYRICIST AVAILABLE FOR SPOT GIGS DR
BAND · NEW WAVE. SOUL, ROCK CALL JOHN · 4B6·2931
AFTER 5 DO PM
SINGER GUITARIST INTERESTED IN BAND DR KEYBOARD
PlAYER • PREPARED TO WORK • CALL SANDRA AT
888· 1145
EXPERIENCED VOCALIST SEEKS WORKING GROUP · 26
YRS OLD • CALL MIEK 2B8·29DO
SINGER GUITARIST SEEKS GROUP INTO TOP 40. POP,
fTC CALL PAUL 73.!·3895

PRESENTED BY THE NEW ORLEANS JAZZ & HERITAGE FOUNDATION
IN COOPERATION WITH THE JOS. SCHLITZ BREWING COMPANY
EVENING CONCERTS
FRI., APRIL 30 - " Lou1s1ana Gumbo". F8ta Domino; Wynton Maraalia Quintet; The Dirty Dozen Brass Band. R1verboat President - 8:00P.M. - $15.00.
SAT., MAY 1 -"Swamp Jam" , Dr. John with David " Fathead" Newman and
Hank Crawford; Clifton Chenier. -Riverboat President - 8:00P.M. - $13.50.
SUN., MAY 2 - "Big Band Dance"": .Woody Harman & The Thundering Hard;
David Bartholomew's Big Band; Chuck Easterling' s Big Band . Riverboat President-8:00P.M . - $13.50.
TUES., MAY 4 - Spyro Gyre; Gato Barbieri. Saenger Performing Arts Center
-8:00P.M. - $15.00, 13.50, 11.50 res. seats.
WED., MAY 5 - " N.O. Rhythm & Blues", Allan Tou..aint; Irma Thorn .. &
Aaron Neville; Jamaa Booker. Riverboat President - 8:00P.M. - $15.00.
THURS., MAY 8 - Hubert Lawa; Freddie Hubbard Quintet; Stanley Turrentine. Riverboat President-8:00P.M. - $15.00.
" Jazz Colloquium" - Tulane Hot Jazz Classic, New Orleans Ragtime Orchestra. William Russell, host. Dixon Hall- 2-4:00 P.M. - FREE ADMISSION.
" Jazz Film Night" - Tulane Hot Jazz Classic, David Chertok , film collector. will
present a program of New Orleans jazz in the movies. Dixon Hall - 7:00 P.M . $5.50.
" New Orlaana Jazz and Heritage Faatival Jam Saaaion", with Ellis Marsalis.
David Torkanowsky, John Vidacovich, Alvin Fielder, Smokey Johnson. Clyde
Kerr, Jr .. Earl Turbinton, Kidd Jordan, Tony Da Gradi, Red Tyler. Alvin Batiste,
and more ...
FRI., MAY 7 - "Caribbean Meets N. 0 .", Rita Marley; The Neville Brot her&;
Exuma. Riverboat President-8:00P.M. - $15.00.
Tulane Hot Jazz Claaaic - " The Fingerbraakar" - Max Morath; Morten
Gunnar Larsen. Dixon Hall - 8:00P.M.- $9.50.
SAT., MAY 8 - "Blues Boat " , B. B. King; Etta Jamaa; Lil' QuHnie & The
Percolator&. Riverboat President-7 :00P.M. & 12:00 midnight ' - $15.00.
Tulane Hot Jazz Claaaic - " In the Gloaming" - The New 6 'Ia Band; New
Leviathan Orient al Foxtrot Orchestra. Dixon Hall-8:00P.M. - $7.50.
SUN., MAY 9 - "Jazz at Tylers", Eddie " Lockjaw" Davia; Sonny Stitt; Ellia
Maraalia; Jamaa Black & Jim Singleton. Tylers Beer Garden, 5234 Magazine
Street-8:00P.M.- $9.50.
" Jazz at the Faubourg", Cedar Walton; Buster Williams; Billy Higgins; Earl
Turbinton; Clyde Keer, Jr. & Tony Da Gradi. Faubourg Restaurant, 626 Frenchmen Street- 11:45 P.M. - $9.50.
" Traditional Jazz Reunion" - Tulane Hot Jazz Classic, Oldtimer's Jam Band
with Willie Humphrey; New Leviathan Oriental Foxtrot Orchestra - Riverboat
President - 6:00 P.M. - $20.00.
·nte R1verbollt President will cruise for all except mldntght concert

LOUISIANA HERITAGE FAIR
Fair Grounda Race Track 11 A.M.· 7 P.M .
FAIR FOOD: Forty booths serving an appetizing selection of Louisiana's world
renowned cuisine.
FAIR CRAFTS: Featuring one of the most ambit ious craft fairs in the country.
Hund reds of artisans exhibit and sell their work. Plus KOINDU (a place
exchange) - traditional African and contemporary crafts and performances.
FAIR MUSIC: Nine stages of simultaneous music - over 300 total performances. Musical styles include Traditional and Contemporary Jazz, A & B.
Gospel, Afro-Caribbean, Cajun. Blues, Ragtime. Folk, Lati n, Country and
Western, Bluegrass and more.
TICKETS: Adults - $4.50 advance/$6.00 at Gate
Children 13 and under - $1.50 advance/$2.00 at Gate
Mall Certified Check or Money Order to:
N.O. Jazz & Heritage Festival
P.O. Box 2530
New Orleans, LA 70176

FRIDAY, APRIL 30 - Fa1rv1ew B.C. Brass Band. Aubrey. Inc., Clancy " Blues
Boy" Lewis, Alvin Batiste. King Floyd & Mat1lda Jones. Wild Tchoup1toulas.
Porgy Jones, Gary Brown & Feelings, Freeman & Carney Fontenot, Oliver
Morgan . Kid Sheik & H1s Storyv1lle Ramblers. Red Beans & Rice Revue.
Wembley Family. Banda Fiebre, Zeke F1shead. Edward Frank, Willie Cole,
Traff1c Jam. Joe Simon, Chuck Credo Bas1n St. 6, RZA. Gospel Melod1es of
N.O .. Copas Brothers. Southern B.A. Jazz Ensemble. B1g Twist & the Mellow
Fellows, Smoothe Fam1ly of Slidell ...
SATURDAY, MAY 1 -Doug Kershaw, Fats Domino, Champion Jack Dupree.
Wynton Marsalis, Louis Nelson Big 6, Family Players. James Booker. Snooks
Eaglin, Onward Brass Band, Luther Kent & Trick Bag. Allen Fontenot. Doug
Carn Group, the Cold, Willie Tee. Black Eagles, Astral Project, Lady Charlotte's Jazz Band , Buckweat Zydeco, A Taste of N.O .. Doc Paulin Brass
Band, Sonora Latino, Tabby Thomas & His Blues Revue, Desire Commun1ty
Chorus, UNO Big Band , Hazel Schleuter & the Delta Ramblers. Mars. Carlos
Sanchez, Southern Bells, Beausoleil , Jasmine, Golden Stars, Xavier Jazz
Lab Band , Un ion Bethel Cathedral Choir , Edward Perkins. Gentlemen of
Leisure. Irving Mclean, Voodoo Macumba ...
SUNDAY, MAY 2 - Dr. John, Chuck Berry, Percy Mayf1eld. Olympia Brass
Band , Gatemouth Brown. Odetta, Sady Courv1lle & the Mamou Hour Catun
Band, Clarence " Frogman" Henry, Lee Dorsey, Kid Thomas & His Alg1ers
Stompers. Williams Brothers. Clifton Chen1er. Ern1e K-Doe, Tommy Ridgley,
Ellis Marsalis. Golden Eagles, Russ Russell & the Rustlers, The Radiators.
Blind Sam Myers. Los Catrachos. Ronnie Kole. Jess1e Hill, Ott Family, Troy
L. Deramus & the Country Kings, La. State Fiddle Champions. Willie Metcalf.
Laverne Butler. New Jazz Qumtet . N.O. All Star Women's Jazz Ensemble.
N.O. Spiritualettes, Southeastern Jazz Ensemble. Antonio York, Scene Boosters, Pentecost Youth Choir ...
FRIDAY, MAY 7- 11 :00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. Tulane Hot Jazz Classic - " Traditional Jazz Picnic " ·New Eclipse Brass Band with Percy Humphrey , New
Reliance Jazz Band with Paul Crawford , New Orleans Ragtime Orchestra.
·New Orleans Creole Orchestra with Alvin Acorn, Louisiana Repertory Jazz
Ensemble, 'Original Crescent City Jazz Band. One Mo' Time Band, New
Camelia Jazz Band, Kid Thomas & the Preservation Hall Jazz Band, Hot
Strings, Michael White Trio + 1, Kid Sheik & His Storyville Ramblers, The
" Professors" Band with Raymond Burke (leader)
SATURDAY, MAY 8 - Pete Fountain. Dave Bartholomew. Richie Havens.
Neville Brothers, Haitian Folk Group, Sonny Stitt, Eddie " Lockjaw" Davis.
Cedar Walton, Buster Williams, Billy Higgins, Danny Barker, Roosevelt Sykes.
Ramsey Mclean & the Lifers. Dixie Kups, Dewey Balla & Friends, Placida
Adams Original Dixieland Hall Jazz Band, Earl King. AI Belletto, SUNO African
Ensemble. Batiste Brothers. Zachary Richard, James Rivers. Ruben " Mr. Salsa"
Gonzalez, Tim Williams, White Eagles, Rocks of Harmony, St. Augustine Jazz
Band, Deacon John, Sunbelt Bluegrass Band, Voices of Redemption, Trame
Sports Boosters, Bongo Joe, Frank Trapani. Will Soto. Harold Lewis Gospel
Showcase ...
.SUNDAY, MAY 9 - B.B. King, Etta James, Allen Toussaint , Sister Bessie
Griffin, Percy Humphrey &. His Crescent City Joymakers, Hait ian Folk Group,
Lil' Queenie & the Percolators, New Leviathan Oriental Foxtrot Orchest ra.
Red Tyler & the Gentlemen of Jazz with Germaine Bazzle, Johnny Adams.
Irma Thomas, Cousin Joe. Rockin Dopsie & the Twisters, Dirty Dozen Brass
Band. Zion Harmonizers, Los Bandidos, Tuts Washington. Henry Gray Blues
Revue, Earl Turbinton, Wild Magnolias, Gospel Soul Children. James Booker.
Olympia Aid Club, Ardoin Family Band, Scooter Lee, Edward " Kidd" Jordan.
Heralds of Christ . Exuma. James Black, Majestic Brass Band, Lady B.J. &
Company, A.J. Loria, Academy of Black Arts Jazz Ensemble . . .
·Specially assembled replica bands

Tickets lor all events at all
Tlcketmaster locations:
All D. H. Holmes Stores
Tulane University,
Dooky Chase, Superdome plus
Leisure l anding and The Mushroom.
Call (504) 587-3072 to charge tickets
on Master Charge or VIsa.

